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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON

ABSTRACT

FACULTY OF PHYSICAL AND APPLIED SCIENCES

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRONICS AND COMPUTER SCIENCE

Doctor of Philosophy

by Jack A. Hunter

Industrially driven interest in the field of partial discharge (PD) diagnostics has rapidly

increased in recent years. Utilities are turning to continuous asset monitoring methods

to inform them on the real-time health of plant. The majority of London’s medium

voltage (MV) distribution network is constructed from paper insulated lead covered

(PILC) belted cables. The vast majority of this cable was commissioned in the 60’s and

70’s and is now nearing the end of its design life. PD diagnostics have been proposed as

a possible tool for the condition monitoring of these distribution cables. Little is known

about the characteristics of the PD activity that is produced as cables of this design

degrade under rated conditions.

This thesis describes the development of a PD measurement experiment that records PD

data from either defective or damaged three-phase MV PILC cables under rated voltage

conditions. The experiment has been designed to replicate the environment experienced

by cable circuits in the field. The aim was to investigate the potential transfer of

knowledge generated by the experiment onto an on-line commercial operational system.

An investigation into the PD produced by the various degradation mechanisms have

been undertaken to evaluate the relationship between the PD source conditions and

recorded signals.

It has been found that the phase-resolved PD patterns produced by different degrada-

tion mechanisms are unique. Consequently, a PD source discrimination technique has

been successfully applied to both experiment and field data. The algorithm relies on the

finding that the wavelet energy (WE) distribution of a PD pulse is source dependent. A

support vector machine (SVM) was used to accurately classify PD pulses from different

sources that had been tested experimentally. The ability to accurately discriminate be-

tween different PD sources in both experiment and field data should lead to a significant

step forward in the field of PD diagnostics.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Medium voltage (MV) cable networks represent complex and largely inaccessible systems

that serve as the arteries for the electrical power that supports large cities such as

London. Failure to provide the reliable operation of these assets carries with it significant

financial and economic consequences. The ability to continuously monitor the health of

MV distribution plant, is of vital importance to utilities aiming to deliver secure and

efficient performance of ageing distribution networks. UK power networks (UKPN), one

of the largest energy companies in the UK, provides power for the east and south-east

including London. UKPN’s 11 kV and 6 kV underground cable network is 38 000 km

long, with a total replacement cost estimated at £4 billion [? ]. Utilities are becoming

increasingly interested in the use of partial discharge (PD) analysis as a diagnostic tool

to monitor the health of the plant that form these vital networks.

Recent developments in technology and technical understanding have allowed utilities to

use the analysis of the signals generated by PD activity within their hardware to make

informed decisions for tasks such as asset management and the scheduling of mainte-

nance work. This new functionality has resulted in the philosophy of cable network

health diagnostics shifting from routine off-line testing of problematic cable sections to

continuous on-line monitoring of entire networks. This change has been driven by in-

centives provided by the regulating bodies to improve network performance and reduce

operational costs [? ]. An additional motivation to develop the early warning tools con-

cerned with asset failure, is that the majority of London’s 11 kV distribution network

was laid pre-1970s and is nearing the end of its design life. In recent years, a substan-

tial increase in the failure rates of paper insulated lead covered (PILC) cables has been

identified [? ].

The practical application of using on-line PD diagnostics to monitor the health of PILC

cables is in its infancy. Little is known about the generation of PD activity for three-

phase PILC cables under rated conditions as defects deteriorate towards breakdown.

Previous research has highlighted the differences in the physical stresses (electrical, ther-
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mal and mechanical) applied to cable samples during on-line and off-line PD testing [?

? ]. Modern computer modelling software has also been utilised to highlight the dif-

ferences in electrical field distribution during either energization regime. This research

has shown that due to the disparity in rated conditions met by the samples under test,

the PD activity produced by the same sample under single or three-phase energization

is markedly different and the results obtained by one method are not comparable to

the other [? ]. Practically, this implies that many of the analysis rules that have been

developed over the years for single-phase PD testing are not applicable when the cable

is subjected to normal operating conditions. Consequently, some of the conventional

parameters used to describe PD activity may not be suitable for analyzing PD signals

generated by three-phase means.

In order to address shortcomings in our understanding of the characteristics of PD

activity as the cables under investigation approach failure, this industry-funded study

commences by introducing an experiment that simulates the conditions met by in-service

cables circuits within a controlled environment. Cable samples containing defects that

are known to reduce the operational life of circuits in the field have been subjected to

conditions that are representative of a realistic in-service environment. PD measurement

has been undertaken in order to capture the signals produced by the cable sections as

various degradation processes are active. The failure mechanisms under investigation in

this work are known to occur within in-service 11 kV PILC cable samples and are driven

by electrical, thermal, mechanical and moisture ingress related stress.

The hypothesis is that by investigating the PD activity that is produced by defective

PILC cable sections, a greater understanding of the processes that lead to asset failure

can be gained. The ultimate aim of this research is to investigate whether sufficient

information is transferred via a PD pulse that an understanding of the conditions of the

source can be deduced within the context of three-phase belted distribution cables. This

improved understanding will hopefully aid the development of classification algorithms

that will eventually be able to distinguish between the PD signals produced by different

types of defect within the distribution network and provide information related to failure

prognosis. By developing the understanding of the failure mechanisms related to PILC

MV cables, it is hoped that utilities will gain more confidence with on-line PD mea-

surement tools. Within this work a review of related literature is presented, including

a critical overview of an existing on-line PD measurement system and recent research

developments in the field. A detailed explanation of the experiment, the fabricated sam-

ples that have been tested and analysis of the data that has been obtained are provided.

The development of an effective PD pulse discrimination technique is introduced as well

as the application of machine learning to automatically classify different types of PD

pulse from a labeled data-set.
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1.1 Research motivation

PD analysis is widely accepted as a useful condition monitoring tool that has a key posi-

tion in future distribution network operation. Current state of the art systems typically

involve crude, “criticality” algorithms that identify circuits exhibiting rapid increases in

PD magnitude as assets that require further investigation. Due to the continual develop-

ment of these tools and the keenness of utilities to have operational systems monitoring

their networks, the fundamental understanding of the PD produced by these assets has

generally been overlooked. By utilizing a commercially available monitoring system in

a controlled environment, it is hoped that a number of the techniques and conclusions

drawn from this work will be directly transferable to on-line systems.

1.2 Contributions of this thesis

The design of an experiment that replicates the conditions experienced by operational

distribution cables in the field has been proposed. Thermal control of the samples is

provided as well as PD measurement with a sensitivity of 25 pC. A number of cable

samples have been PD tested whilst exposed to a range of degradation mechanisms

under rated conditions.

The Wavelet energy (WE) distribution of individual pulses is source dependent and can

be used to discriminate between pulses produced by different sources. This pulse charac-

teristic seems to be susceptible to modulation that is dependent on the properties of the

signal transfer path. Within the context of this experiment, sufficient information was

retained in the recorded data that allowed for accurate classification of pulses produced

by four different degradation mechanisms using a support vector machine (SVM).

The phase-resolved PD (PRPD) patterns produced from each degradation mechanism

are unique. A variation of pulse sequence analysis (PSA) seems to highlight the existence

of a deterministic phenomena in both experimental and field data. The process provides

a technique that allows for conclusions to be drawn about the environment at the PD

source location through analysis of PD signals.

1.3 Thesis structure

An overview of the composition of this Thesis is provided here:

• Chapter 1 - An introduction to this Thesis providing a comprehensive overview of

the work undertaken.
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• Chapter 2 - An introduction to the cable design under investigation and develop-

ment in testing philosophy is presented.

• Chapter 3 - A number of the key theories behind the PD phenomena as well as

several of the concepts that have been developed through this work.

• Chapter 4 - The design, development and preliminary test results completed in

order to commission the fully operational experiment that is fundamental to this

research are detailed.

• Chapter 5 - The sample design, experiment procedure, conventional PD results

and forensic analysis of the samples exposed to electrical and thermal degradation

mechanisms are explained.

• Chapter 6 - The sample design, experiment procedure, conventional PD results

and forensic analysis of the samples exposed to mechanical and moisture ingress

degradation mechanisms are presented.

• Chapter 7 - A new PD discrimination technique is introduced and its successful

application to both experiment and field data, as well as further analysis of the

data.

• Chapter 8 - The conclusions of this investigation are presented.
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Chapter 2

Mass impregnated distribution

cable

In order to obtain a view of the current state of the art of PD research, and to provide

a suitable context to this research, an extensive survey of related technical literature

has been undertaken. The findings of this literature search have been used to plan the

direction of this study and are presented below.

2.1 Three-phase paper insulated lead covered cable

Underground cables are used to transmit or distribute power where it is not practical

for overhead lines to perform the task. Some of the common situations that require the

use of cables include: power distribution in congested urban areas, network links across

large expanses of water or when the use of overhead lines is deemed to spoil an area of

outstanding natural beauty. Due to their complex construction, as well as the large costs

associated with jointing and installing paper insulated cables, the increase in expense of

using cables rather than overhead lines for a given application is significant. This expense

has reduced with the wide scale introduction of polymeric cables but a significant cost

difference remains. There are obviously performance considerations involved with using

either method but, as with many industry driven decisions, economic factors generally

prevail. Early power cable construction consisted of metallic conductors surrounded

by organic insulating materials such as jute or rubber. As the requirement for cables

with increased voltage ratings became apparent, it was discovered that these primitive

materials were not sufficient to insulate cables with rated voltages above 10 kV. It was

only with the use of paper insulation in the, “Ferranti Tubular main” project in 1891

that the field of high voltage cables was born [? ]. The introduction of mineral oil to

reduce the affects of the ionization of gas filled cavities that was seen to lead to the

deterioration of HV cables was investigated by Emanueli [? ]. The development of these
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oil impregnated designs allowed cables to break through the 100 kV barrier and these

are a direct ancestor of the PILC cables that were widely installed in the 60’s and 70’s

to build London’s 11 kV distribution network.

2.1.1 Construction

Paper cables in the MV range are often referred to as, ‘solid type’ as they are designed

to operate without internal or external pressure. A cross-sectional schematic of the

three-phase 11 kV PILC belted distribution cable under investigation throughout this

work is shown in Figure 2.1. The phase conductors consist of spirally wound (to reduce

losses associated with the skin effect) copper strands with the appropriate purity and

conductivity properties. Each phase conductor has a, ‘sector’ shaped cross-section to

minimize the total diameter of the cable. Great effort is made to reduce the diameter

of the cables as this increases the length of cable that can be transported on a single

drum - reducing the subsequent number of joints required for a given circuit. The

semi-conducting layers surrounding the conductors are designed to reduce the electrical

stress at the transition between conducting and dielectric material - this acts to produce

a symmetric radial distribution of electrical stress [? ]. The oil used to impregnate

the insulating paper is of a non-draining type that permeates the insulation and fills

microscopic voids along the cable length. The viscosity of the impregnate is such that

fluid migration is prevented when small elevation gradients are present along the cable

run. The cable paper consists of long-fibrous cellulose of the highest purity Scandinavian

wood. The papers that insulate the phase conductors are helically wound around the

conductors with great care taken in the spacing and tension of individual papers. The

distance that adjacent papers overlap is critical; if the overlap is too small, when the

cable is bent the papers become crinkled and can be damaged, if it is too large, dielectric

strength is compromised. The thickness of the paper insulation that insulates the phase

conductors is defined by the relevant voltage rating. The use of the word, ‘belted’ in

the name of these cables refers to the layer of insulation surrounding all of the cores of

the cable in a, ‘belt’. The lead sheath of the cable acts as a physical barrier between

the laid up conductors and the surrounding environment. The sheath contains the oil

impregnate within the cable and blocks the damaging effects of water corrosion. Another

function of the lead sheath is to carry transient fault currents. The steel wire armour

(SWA) provides mechanical protection to the cable. The PVC Oversheath contains the

SWA as well as acting as another mechanical and corrosion barrier for the protection

of the cable. The cable under investigation in this research is designed for applications

underground, specifically where significant corrosion protection is required [? ].
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Figure 2.1: Three-phase 11 kV PILC cable construction a. Copper phase conductor
b. inner semi-conducting carbon layer c. outer semi-conducting carbon layer d. Helically
wound paper insulation e. Belt insulation (impregnated paper) and bedding f. Lead

sheath g. Bitumen impregnated Hessian h. Steel wire armour i. PVC Oversheath

2.1.2 Accessories

In order to construct a fully functional cable circuit, a number of on-site fabrication

tasks have to be completed. One of these requirements is to fully terminate the cable

providing the functionality of connecting it to other assets as appropriate. Termination

kits of polymeric construction are commonly used for this function, given their low cost

and straight forward application process. The preparation of the cable for termination

construction consists of removing the outer layers of cable insulation to reveal each

phase conductor and its associated layers of paper insulation. An inner layer of heat

shrink tubing is applied to the phase insulation paper and the conductor lugs are fixed

to the cable, ensuring the correct orientation for future connections. An outer layer of

heat shrink is then applied to each phase and trimmed around the conductor lugs. A

crutch piece is then forced into the crutch of the termination in order to remove any

gas filled voids that may have been present. A, “crutch boot” is then fitted over the

whole assembly and shrunk to size with a gas burner to ensure an effective fit. After

the termination has been allowed to cool, the final connection of the cable is completed

whilst ensuring that phase separation distances are maximised and that any mechanical

strain on the cable is reduced.
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2.1.2.1 Straight lead joint fabrication

Due to the limitations of the vehicles used to transport cables, each individual cable

drum has a maximum weight limit and therefore a limit of the length of cable that can

be layed as a single piece. In some cases, the total length of a distribution cable circuit

can be tens of kilometers, meaning that a number of separate cable sections have to be

joined together to produce a complete cable run. New joints are also required when a

failed section of cable is replaced. As described in Section 2.1, three-phase PILC cable

fabrication is a complicated process. Jointing of these assets is an equally complex,

highly skilled procedure and is often undertaken in less than ideal conditions. The most

common joint that is used to connect adjacent PILC cable sections is a straight lead joint.

The joint comprises of a bitumen filled lead capsule that isolates the various insulation

and conductor elements from one another. Soldered ferrules are used to mechanically

bond the respective conductors together. Stress control tape and impregnated Crêpe

paper are applied within the joint to disperse areas of high electrical stress. Joints are

generally regarded as weak points within cable networks due to their manual construction

and acting as a discontinuity in the otherwise uninterrupted cable lengths. In the event

of a faulty joint, the situation is often compounded by the replacement of the cable

section requiring two new joints to be fabricated. A description of the construction

process of a straight lead joint for the purpose of testing using the experiment described

in Chapter 4 is detailed below:

The process of straight lead sheathed joint construction consists of a number of stages:

The outer PVC oversheath and steel wire armour (SWA) are cut to the required length,

stiff wire is used to bind the armour wires at the correct length before removal. This

short section of armour is used to form a waterproof seal around the joint as well as

mechanically bond the armour to the lead sheath. The uncovered layer of bitumen

impregnated Hessian is heated and removed to expose the lead sheath as shown in

Figure 2.2. The lead is thoroughly cleaned to remove any grease residue that could

inhibit the subsequent soldering process.

The short armour length is then soldered onto the lead sheath of the cable using a

material called, “Plumbers metal” - an alloy consisting of tin and lead. The armour is

bent down and a gas burner used to apply the Plumbers metal to the cable, as shown

in Figure 2.3. The jointer uses a damp cloth to shape the solder and provide a smooth

finish. Throughout the soldering process a large amount of Tallow (animal fat that acts

as a flux) is applied to the cable section to ensure an effective bond is produced.

Electrical tape is then applied to the cable armour as a form of electrical insulation

and mechanical protection. The lead sheath of the cable is then removed to reveal the

semi-conducting layer underneath, this is also removed to expose paper insulated phase

conductors and bedding. The bedding pieces are cut back to the edge of the lead and

removed. Each phase conductor is then carefully separated and a thick layer of cotton
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Figure 2.2: Lead sheath preparation

tape (that has been soaked in warm G-38 mineral oil) applied to the phase conductors

as shown in Figure 2.4. The cotton tape acts as a thermal barrier to protect the phase

papers during the sweating process.

Prior to application, the cotton paper is warmed in an oil bath to ensure that it is

sufficiently mechanically pliable and saturated in mineral oil. A portion of the phase

insulating paper is removed to provide access to the copper phase conductors. The cable

conductors are then manipulated to reduce any phase crossing, with great care being

taken to minimise damage to the delicate insulating papers. The ends of the conductors

are tinned using the appropriate flux to ensure a solid ferrule is produced. If cavities or

poorly tinned conductor strands are present within the ferrule of a finished joint, this

acts as a high resistance point in the joint that can generate potentially damaging high

temperatures. Weak-back ferrules are crimped onto the conductors themselves using a

wrench as shown in Figure 2.5.

The crimped ferrules are basted in molten solder (Grade M is used for copper conductors)

to produce a solid join between the conductors of the different cable sections as shown in

Figure 2.6. The process of soldering the phase conductors together is commonly referred

to as, “Sweating”. Great care is taken to protect the phase insulation papers by using

layers of cotton tape and rags as a thermal insulator for the hot solder and pouring

ladles.

After the solder has sufficiently cooled and the jointer is confident that solid ferrules

have been fabricated, they are thoroughly sanded to remove any sharp points that could
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Figure 2.3: Plumbers metal is applied to bond the cable armour to the sheath

lead to undesirable areas of high electrical stress within the joint. Once smooth ferrules

are produced, the cotton paper that had been applied to protect the phase insulation

papers is removed. Several rolls of oil impregnated Crêpe paper are wrapped around the

individual phases to replace the paper insulation that had been previously removed. A

single roll of Crêpe paper is placed at the centre of the trefoil configuration of insulated

phase conductors to maintain the required separation gap. Several rolls are then used

to replace the previously removed insulation and cover the entire arrangement as shown
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Figure 2.4: Cotton tape is applied to phase insulating paper

Figure 2.5: Ferrule being crimped onto the phase conductors

in Figure 2.7.

To complete the joint, a lead sleeve is shaped into a capsule, cut and positioned around

the exposed phase conductors to make up the outer shell of the joint. The lead casing

is manipulated into position and then sealed using plumbers metal. The seals at each

end of the joint act to waterproof the joint and limit the possibility of fluids entering

or exiting the joint and subsequently reducing its dielectric performance. Two holes are

cut into the top of the lead capsule (to allow bitumen in and air out) and it is filled with

liquid bitumen as shown in Figure 2.8. The bitumen is left to cool and the lead sleeve is

finally sealed to complete the joint. It is important to let the bitumen cool sufficiently

because if the joint is sealed prematurely, the cooling bitumen produces a region of low
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Figure 2.6: Molten solder is repeatedly applied to each ferrule

Figure 2.7: Oil impregnated Crêpe paper is applied to the phase conductors to replace
that which had been removed for the sweating process

pressure within the joint that can lead to deformation of the mechanically weak lead -

reducing the separation distance between phase and earth.

2.2 Testing of distribution cables

As with any product, the reliable performance of a power distribution cable relies on

many factors: the quality of its constituent raw materials, the selection of appropriate
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Figure 2.8: Filling the joint with liquid bitumen

manufacturing methods and the technical knowledge of the network operators to name

but a few. To ensure appropriate levels of quality control are maintained across the

industry, a number of standards have been produced to dictate the various tests that

are required during all stages of the cable manufacturing process through to testing

after installation. This section aims to provide an overview of the evolution of the power

industry’s philosophy towards cable testing through a period of unprecedented technical

and technological advancement.

Due to the high proportion of the cost of a cable that is contributed by the raw ma-

terials, much care is taken in their quality control. Detailed records are maintained to

document the points of origin for all of the constituent materials involved in fabricating

the finished product. Thorough testing is undertaken by both the material supplier and

cable manufacturer to ensure the constitution of the raw materials. Various cable testing

techniques have been developed over a number of decades to scrutinize the capabilities

of partly and fully fabricated cable sections and they are characterized by two distinctive

objectives: (i) discover whether a new design will perform satisfactorily for a reasonable

amount of time, and (ii) to ascertain whether manufactured cables meet specific quality

requirements [? ]. Examples of the type tests completed on samples of manufactured

cable as well as their associated accessories (joints, terminations, etc.) include:
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• Dimension verification

• Insulation resistance and capacitance

• AC withstand

• Lightning impulse withstand

• Loss tangent and capacitance at a range of temperatures

• Bend testing

• Load cycling

• Switching impulse

• Drainage testing

• DC voltage

• Partial discharge

The aim of type testing is to ensure consistent quality of manufacture of the cable

products. Some of the tests are designed to accelerate ageing processes by stressing the

samples more aggressively than they are expected to withstand during normal operation

- in order to highlight the existence of manufacturing defects within a reasonable time

frame. Having said this, it is believed that different physical mechanisms are activated

at these higher stresses, which are not active under normal in-service conditions [? ].

To highlight this, the recent trend in type testing is towards longer term tests carried

out in conditions more representative of those which the system will meet in its normal

working life - in recognition of the fact that nothing is more comforting than proven

service performance [? ].

The current standard (BS 6480) relating to the various routine and type tests for PILC

distribution cables was originally published in 1988, with amendments having been added

subsequently. Along with a selection of tests that are aimed at measuring the physical

properties of the cable, it requires a test of the dissipation factor at increasing voltages

to ascertain the quality of oil impregnation. This value is used as a guide to determine

the health of the dielectric being utilised by the cable [? ]. In the early operation of

PILC cable circuits, failure rates were relatively low and the design life of the cables

was comparable to the length of the cable operators’ careers. Understandably, relatively

little was spent on investigating the long-term ageing processes that lead to the eventual

failure of these types of plant.

The very high cost of fabricating, jointing and terminating paper insulated cables placed

them in a difficult competitive position against overhead lines as a method of transmit-

ting power. The development of polyethylene (PE) as a low loss dielectric for com-

munication cables during the second world war raised hopes of reducing the cost of
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underground power transmission [? ]. With commercial production of polymeric cables

starting with polyvinyl chloride (PVC) in the 1950s, methods to ascertain the health of

newly installed hardware were sought. The initial strategy involved applying the same

tests that were used on paper cables on the new polymeric variety. However, it was

discovered that due to the extruded construction method used to produce polymeric

cables, the random distribution and sizes of voids within the dielectric did not allow for

the characterization of discharges by the measurement of dielectric loss [? ].

These techniques were employed for many years but, due to the availability of cheap data

acquisition hardware, an iteration of these standards has been recently produced to unify

the tests that are completed to further understand the nature of the microscopic voids

that lead to the long term ageing of cable dielectrics - partial discharge (PD) testing

methodologies were developed for polymeric cables. Due to the development of technol-

ogy including wide bandwidth sensors and high performance digital oscilloscopes as well

as the widespread use of polymeric cables in distribution and transmission networks, the

field of PD analysis within polymeric cables is a thoroughly researched topic. BS 6622

(2007) requires that cables of cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE) and ethylene propylene

rubber (EPR) construction in the rated voltage range of 3.8/6.6 kV to 19/33 kV must

not generate PD pulses larger than 10 pC when an AC voltage of 2U0 is applied [? ].

Only recently, with economic drivers such as the increase in failure rates and the prospect

of a considerable number of PILC cable circuits reaching the end of their design life, that

industry funded research is developing PD diagnostic tools to be used for the task of

condition monitoring cables of PILC construction. It is important to reiterate that the

demands in PD testing for polymeric and paper insulated cables are different, primarily

due to the rates of degradation linking the types of dielectric to the phenomena; PD

testing for polymeric cables is concerned with the presence of PD activity over a given

magnitude, while in paper cables, a more rigorous diagnostic approach is required due

to their relatively high robustness to the phenomena.

Over the last few decades, there has been a steady shift from the established cable

maintenance strategies of routine off-line dielectric loss testing to continuous on-line

PD analysis. Utilities are demanding rapid development in the understanding of the

permanent failure mechanisms that lead to asset failure and crucially, the tools to aid

the prediction of remaining life. This is a subject that previously demanded a relatively

small amount of resource and attention - due to the low failure rates involved as well as

the long projected lifespan of the hardware. This area of research is increasingly being

thrust into the spotlight due to the significant financial penalties caused by wide scale

outages.

The current understanding is that the presence of PDs over a certain magnitude within

polymeric cables greatly reduces their insulating performance and this rapidly leads to

the failure of the asset. Conversely, paper insulated cables have a higher tolerance to

PD activity with discharges in the order of nC having been recorded from distribution
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circuits while the cables continue to perform effectively for years to come. In fact, pa-

per cables exhibiting large PD activity have been known to “self heal” with a marked

reduction in PD activity noticed after an extended period. Fluid migration is thought

to be one of the drivers of this phenomena but further research is required in this area.

The purpose of the research presented in this Thesis is to develop the understanding

of the relationship between different degradation mechanisms that are known to occur

within PILC distribution cables and the PD signals that they produce. As the cable

design under investigation is known to intrinsicly produce PD under rated conditions,

an autonomous source discrimination technique is required that could aid future condi-

tion monitoring systems. If relationships between PD activity and specific degradation

processes exist and can be extracted from the signals recorded during testing, it is hoped

that they could be used to identify issues within live cable circuits. The challenge is not

merely to discover the existence of PD within an item of plant but to be able to accu-

rately interpret the information about the PD source that is conveyed by these transient

pulses.

2.3 Partial discharge (PD) measurement

This section introduces the methods used to measure and analyze the transient current

and voltage pulses defined as partial discharge signals. The aim of this investigation is

related to PD that is produced by distribution cables of PILC construction, the vast

majority of which are understood to be internal PDs.

As will be explained in detail within Section 3.1, PD events represent a transfer of

energy produced by a localized collapse of applied voltage. The energy released by the

PD phenomena takes various forms as it propagates away from the site of breakdown

and these physical processes are manifested as the following effects:

• electrical impulses (voltage and current wave propagation)

• sound waves

• electromagnetic radiation (including visible light)

• dielectric losses

• increased gas temperature and pressure

• chemical transformations

It is impossible to take direct measurements of the charge transfer event that takes

place during a PD event due to the physical constraints involved. Instead, measurement

and analysis of the phenomena listed above provide a method of capturing information
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relating to the PD event itself. When measurement of the electrical component of the

PD signals occur, the propagating pulse must travel an arbitrary distance through a

distributed impedance from the site of the PD to the PD sensor. This process results

in further energy transfers and loss of information in the form of signal dissipation and

attenuation [? ]. This is a key point when discussing PD measurement and further

explanation of these phenomena is provided in Subsection 2.3.5. The earliest technique

used to monitor PD activity was to simply listen for the characteristic hissing noise

associated with PD activity in air (corona). The limitations of this method include

low sensitivity and difficulty in differentiating PD from extraneous noises. In order to

provide a higher level of sensitivity for acoustic measurement methods, test rigs imple-

menting ultrasonic transducers were developed [? ]. PD measurements directly involving

optical techniques are limited to discharges located at the edges of bulk materials and

within transparent media, although opto-coupling techniques have been used to pro-

duce a passive PD measurement system for HV cable joints with a high sensitivity [? ].

By far the most commonly used methods (as advised in the appropriate international

standard [? ]) to investigate PD events are electrical, using capacitively or inductively

coupled transducers. These methods capture the high frequency voltage and current

pulses that propagate away from the PD site. The widespread use of electrical tech-

niques for the task of PD measurement is due to the associated advantages such as:

sensitivity, reliability and feasibility for the given application.

The international standard covering the subject of partial discharge measurement is

IEC 60270 [? ]. An important point needs to be highlighted here: the standard applies

for PD measurement, not for the newer field of PD diagnostics. Within the standard,

various PD parameters have been introduced to represent a discharge event, for example:

apparent charge (q as shown in Equation 2.1), pulse repetition rate, inception voltage,

extinction voltage, phase angle, discharge power (the product of apparent charge and

applied voltage for a given time interval) and quadratic rate (the sum of the squares

of individual apparent charge magnitudes during a defined time interval) [? ]. These

parameters are used to describe the signals produced from PD events with particular

interest from manufacturers and utilities focused on the value of apparent charge as it

relates to the energy involved with the localised breakdown at its source. Quantifying

the energy transfer involved at the PD site is thought to relate to the damage caused

by the PD activity.

q =

∫
i(t)dt (2.1)

PDs are complex stochastic events and electrical measurements of these phenomena are

greatly affected by the transfer function of the signal propagation path between the site

of the event as well as the medium in which the event occurs. The signals produced

by the same type of discharge (Corona) in different gases are known to vary, producing
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markedly different measured signals for the same type of PD event [? ]. In 1966, Bailey

estimated individual PD pulses produced by voids in dielectrics to have a rise time in

the order of 1 ns and a duration in the order of µs [? ]. This was later confirmed

experimentally by the work of Boggs and Stone in 1982 where they applied a high speed

oscilloscope technique with a bandwidth of up to 1 GHz for PD measurement [? ]. PD

pulses are dominated by high frequency components that the transfer impedance Z (f )

of conventional sensors is not able to convey (in their entirety) due to their modest

bandwidth. However, with the development of unconventional PD detection methods,

i.e. wide-bandwidth or ultra-wide-bandwidth PD measurement, the detailed analysis of

the characteristics possessed by individual PD pulses is now possible [? ].

The sensitivity of PD measurement within an industrial environment is often limited by

by the electrical interference experienced under practical industrial conditions. Large

noise levels reduce the quality of PD measurement as they can mask the presence of small

PD signals or in some cases, noise signals can be mistaken for PD signals themselves.

Noise is typically classified into two types: broadband, ‘white’ noise and impulse-like

noise. The, ‘white’ background noise is observed as randomly distributed pulses of

a similar magnitude that occur across the entire power cycle and possess wide-band

frequency characteristics. It is generated by a range of sources such as corona discharge,

commercial radio activity and cosmic rays, this noise is what is visible on an analogue TV

set when it is poorly tuned; is commonly referred to as, “Johnson” noise. In a laboratory

environment the white noise level can be reduced by the use of appropriate EM shielding

such as a Faraday cage. Impulse-like noise is characterized by appearing in bursts at a

magnitude significantly higher than the background, ‘white’ noise. It can sometimes be

observed to possess a fixed phase relationship and tends to have a consistent frequency

signature from pulse to pulse. These types of noise pulse are produced by a number of

sources such as power electronics, HV switching and arc welding. Impulse-like noise can

be coupled to PD measuring equipment through the mains supply or through the earth,

with factors such as weather conditions affecting ground impedance. This type of noise

can be reduced by employing hardware such as power frequency filters to reduce the

noise levels introduced by the mains power supply. When performing PD measurements

in the field, the luxuries of PD-free power supplies and shielded test objects are rarely

available and this has led to the development of various tools to eliminate external

interference. Noise suppression methods include: using a balanced PD bridge, averaging,

cross correlation, pulse discrimination and windowing as well as passive, active and

adaptive filtering [? ? ? ]. Various modern pre-processing tools are also available

for the task of noise suppression within PD data such as: frequency band filtering,

wavelet de-noising, time of flight algorithms and the use of threshold functions [? ? ].

Future PD analysis tools for the field have to possess a sufficient robustness to noise.

This sensitivity issue is frequently the reason that new PD analysis techniques provide

exemplary performance when applied to experimental data but break down when applied

to field data.
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2.3.1 E-field distribution model

A considerable amount of literature has highlighted the differences in conditions expe-

rienced by a three-phase cable under either single or three-phase energization will be

discussed in Subsection 2.3.2. This research has identified that, due to the dissimilar

internal conditions experienced by the cable, different PD activity is activated by either

energization regime. To further investigate the affects on electric field distribution under

each energization method, a computer model was created. The initial model presented

here is a simplification of what is a complicated problem. The electric field distribu-

tions during both single and three-phase energization are shown in Figures 2.9 and 2.10

respectively.

Figure 2.9: Single-phase energization model

Figure 2.10: Three-phase energization model

The model consists of a three-dimensional section of three-phase cable in which the
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conductors are of Copper (σ = 5.8×107 Sm−1) construction and assumed to be a single

block of material with a total cross-sectional area of 185 mm2. The conductors were

assumed to have a circular cross-section rather than the segment shape in order to reduce

the complexity of the model and reduce the computational demands that its solution

would require. This choice of geometry acts to reduce the peak electric field produced by

the model and reinforce the theory that this model will produce conservative estimations

of the e-field. The phase conductors are surrounded by single layer of oil impregnated

paper insulation (εr = 2.51 at 50 Hz and 80◦C ). The boundary of the model is defined

by an earthed cylindrical lead sheath, with the remaining cable structure defined as oil

impregnated paper.

The single phase model included the application of a 50 Hz sine wave with an RMS

voltage of 6.35 kV to a single phase conductor. The remaining two phases were earthed

in order to replicate an off-line PD test setup. The three-phase model involved applying

the same voltage waveform to each phase conductor, with the phase two and three

waveforms having a phase shift of 120◦ and 240◦ respectively. Both solutions of the

model shown in Figures 2.9 and 2.10 were captured at the instant when the maximum

electric field occurred.

Although the model is a vastly simplified version of cable under investigation, it high-

lights a number of differences in the electrical conditions under each electrification

regime. Several differences in the electric field distribution are observed when comparing

each simulation. The most striking difference in the time-variant field distribution of

each model is that the E-field within the single-phase case varies radially around the

energized phase and in the three-phase case it rotates around the whole cable cross-

section. The maximum stress experienced by the three-phase model is 13% greater than

that of the single-phase version. It is also interesting to note that the location of the area

of highest stress differs between models. The point of maximum stress for the single-

phase model is located in the region between the energized conductor and the cable

sheath. Conversely, the area of highest electrical stress for the three-phase model is in

the area between the conductors. This seems reasonable due to the differences between

U0 and the line to line voltageundeer three-phase conditions. The model simulation has

highlighted the electrical field distribution in each case is markedly different.

As the electric field provides the energy to drive the partial discharge mechanism it seems

reasonable that PD produced by either technique will be different. In terms of the PD

produced by cables under different types of energization, many other factors affect the

generation of PD activity such as temperature, pressure, the frequency and magnitude

of the applied voltage and current loading. It is clear that further development of the

model is required to more accurately represent the PILC cable of interest but the gross

characteristics of the model can be taken forward to inform sample design.
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2.3.2 Off-line partial discharge testing

Historically, utilities have used a range of techniques to perform partial discharge mea-

surement on three-phase PILC cable circuits that have been newly installed or taken out

of service for either routine maintenance or to investigate the condition of the asset after

the identification of abnormal activity. In order to measure PD activity, a voltage has

to be applied to the cable section to activate the localised discharges. As physical access

to cable sections is often limited, the power supplies used to energize the cable sections

have to be portable and low cost. As a solution to this problem, single-phase very low

frequency (VLF) generators are commonly used as the HV supply for PD testing in the

field [? ]. By decreasing the frequency of the applied voltage (typically 0.1-0.5 Hz),

the power demand required to charge the test object is greatly reduced, resulting in a

compact, mobile and cheap unit [? ]. The standard method used to energize three-phase

cable lengths using a supply of this type involves earthing two of the phase conductors

and the cable sheath whilst applying a test voltage to the remaining conductor. The

applied voltage to the test circuit can be within the range of up to 3U0 which leads

to the implication that the testing process itself can activate previously dormant PD

sources [? ]. Various PD sensors such as high frequency current transformers (HFCTs),

acoustic sensors and capacitive couplers are used to measure PD activity in the field. A

decision regarding future work is made after the analysis of the PD data by an expert,

if the PD is deemed to be a concern, location methods such as time of flight algorithms

and acoustic monitoring are used to pinpoint the PD source and a repair of the cable

can be completed as required [? ].

Off-line testing provides a localised investigative tool allowing for the scrutiny of a

suspect cable’s health. However, research has shown that the physical conditions met

by the cables under off-line testing are markedly different from those met by in-service

cables. Several economic drivers discourage the implementation of off-line testing such

as the involved time implications, loss of supply, increase in fault level and its inability

to perform testing on branched cable sections. The principal differences in conditions

that affect the PD activity generated during off-line and on-line testing include: electric

field distribution, current loading, temperature, as well as the frequency and magnitude

of the applied voltage [? ? ? ]. These findings highlight the differences in PD activity

that is generated by each type of PD test and suggest that the well established rules used

for PD analysis on data produced by off-line testing are not automatically applicable to

data generated using on-line techniques.

2.3.3 On-line partial discharge monitoring

The utilities that operate MV distribution cable networks constructed from large sections

of pre-70s PILC cable are beginning to record increasing failure rates. The approach of
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the end of the design life of these assets, coupled with the increasing pressures applied

by regulators relating to supply continuity are providing the financial incentives to pro-

mote asset life extension and the requirement to understand the real-time health of their

operational hardware. On-line PD measurement has been identified as a possible tool

for the condition monitoring of distribution cables with a number of key circuits under

constant surveillance. The fundamental operation of these systems involves monitoring

the PD activity generated by each cable circuit for an extended period and highlighting

when a rapid variation in activity occurs. Analysis of the recorded PD activity is com-

pleted at this point and further investigation completed if it is deemed to be required.

The operational advantages of on-line testing include: no need to isolate the circuits or

use a MV power supply, the circuit can remain loaded, teed circuits can be tested along

with other economic advantages. The disadvantage of on-line testing is that it is a new

field of analysis and data interpretation can be difficult [? ].

One of the major challenges involved with the development of this new field of research

involves the analysis and interpretation of the vast amounts of data produced when long

term PD measurement is undertaken on three-phase PILC distribution cables. Due to

the complicated physical construction of the assets themselves as well as the dynamic set

of physical conditions to which they are subjected, the recorded PD signals are inherently

vast in number and complex in nature. Although considerable research involving the

analysis of PD signals is published in the literature, there is very little focused on three-

phase systems under rated conditions and even less relating to the analysis of PD from

PILC cables under representative in-service conditions. This research aims to begin to

develop our understanding of the phenomena in this context.

2.3.3.1 Advanced substation monitor (ASM)

This subsection introduces and explains the operation of the commercially available con-

dition monitoring hardware used extensively in this investigation - the advanced sub-

station monitor (ASM). The hardware is widely used in UKPN’s distribution networks

and was supplied by IPEC Ltd. The unit provided for this investigation is designed for

operation in a distribution substation to monitor any PD signals produced by a range

of MV plant. The ASM hardware consists of a number of distributed sensors that are

connected to a multiplexer front-end via BNC cable. Two Multiplexers each having 8

inputs provide the capability of monitoring 16 independent channels. The three types of

sensor used to couple the system to MV plant include a clamp-type high frequency cur-

rent transformer (HFCT), airborne acoustic transducer (AA) and a coupling capacitor

(CC). The HFCTs are primarily used to capture PD activity from the earth-bond of the

types of cable under investigation within this research and it is these that was used to

collect data for this application. The ferrite-core HFCT is designed to be retro-fitted into

existing substations with the minimal amount of disruption. The HFCTs transfer the

high frequency components of the current that flows from the cable to earth to the ASM
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along a BNC cable. The HFCTs used by IPEC have a bandwidth of 50 kHz - 20 MHz

and a transfer function of 5 VA−1. Both the sensors and BNC cable connecting them

to the data acquisition unit have a characteristic impedance of 50 Ω. A loss adjustment

technique is applied to each sensor and BNC cable by injecting a 1 MHz, 200 mV (p-p)

sine wave into one end of the cable and adjusting the gain of a linear amplifier within

the ASM unit to reduce losses introduced by the sensing system. The linear amplifier

has a gain of -5 dB to +40 dB and a bandwidth between 30 kHz and 250 MHz.

2.3.4 Partial discharge signal propagation within three-phase cables

Due to the rapid development in finite element modeling and the vast computational

power at modern researchers’ disposal, complex models have been developed to help

understand how PD pulses propagate along various cable designs. The mathematical

description of multi-conductor lines are widely accepted [? ? ]. Specific research has

focused on how this phenomena is affected by the properties of the cable under investi-

gation in this study - that of paper belted construction. As the cable is of three phase

shielded construction, a multiphase conductor model is required. Due to the transla-

tional, reflectional and rotational (over 120◦) symmetry exhibited by three-phase cables,

a simplification of the comprehensive pulse propagation model can be made [? ]. The

modeling process has identified two distinct propagation modes in which PD pulses are

able to travel along three-phase belted cables. One corresponds to the sum of the three

phase currents, the common mode current (CM), the other relates to the differences

between two-phase currents, this is the differential mode current (DM).

2.3.5 Transfer path affects on PD pulse waveforms

The voltage and current pulses associated with partial discharge events have been ob-

served at their source to have a rise time in the order of 1-2 ns and a pulse duration in

the order of a few ns [? ]. The fast transient waveforms are moderated by the propa-

gation path away from the PD site within power cables. Due to the wavelength of the

PD pulses and the dimensions of the cable under investigation, the dielectric material

within the cable acts as a waveguide for the pulse. The action of signal attenuation is

well understood, it acts as a frequency dependent damping of the signal, and increases

roughly linearly with the signal frequency [? ]. The high frequencies are attenuated

more rapidly than lower frequencies and these are effectively suppressed in the signal.

This phenomena acts to lengthen the rise time of the pulse as the pulse travels along

the cable. The attenuation is attributed to two phenomena, dielectric loss of the solid

dielectric and propagation of the radial displacement current through the resistance of

the semiconducting and shielding layers. The practical implications of these effects on

PD measurement include a reduction in the signal to noise ratio as the distance between

the PD source and the coupled sensor increases.
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Another high frequency phenomena named dispersion has been associated with the field

of PD detection since the early 1980’s. The principle of this affect has been identified as

the frequency dependence of propagation velocity with respect to the transient pulses

that travel along power cables. This acts to, “spread out” the energy in the pulse with

time. Dispersion has little affect on PD measurement as the high frequency components

of the pulse attenuate to insignificance before they can disperse and cause an appreciable

change in the peak pulse amplitude or integral of the pulse waveform [? ]. Dispersion

does distort the pulse shape and can modify the PD pulse shape as it propagates along

the cables; this should be appreciated when employing pulse shape analysis to PD data

recorded from power cables. A PD pulse can be approximated as having a Gaussian

shape at the source and due to the effects of dispersion it will gradually evolve into an

asymmetric shape with a faster rise than fall time as it travels away from the source.

The propagation speed of the pulse is defined by the parameters through which the

electromagnetic wave propagates. As the capacitance per unit length of the cable varies

with frequency at a greater degree than the inductance, it is this that dominates the pulse

propagation. To describe the affects of cable construction on dispersion, the following

explanation has been posed: As the frequency increases, the semi-conducting layers

within the cables become increasingly capacitive and less resistive [? ]. This results in

the capacitance between the conductor and ground decreasing with frequency and the

propagation velocity increasing with frequency [? ].

2.4 Summary

This chapter introduced a number of the key theories and techniques that were applied

throughout this research. An introduction to the design and construction of the ca-

ble that was under investigation has been discussed with the inclusion of some of the

historical developments that have led to such an exceptionally performing asset. An

explanation of the associated jointing and termination construction and processes as-

sociated with this complex type of cable design was also included. An overview of the

development in cable testing methodologies has been presented, the purpose of which

is to probe the performance and suitability for these types of asset for their specialist

application. The modern shift of testing from scheduled off-line testing to continuous

condition monitoring systems has been justified and explained. This included an in-

troduction to a commercially available PD measurement system that is currently in

commercial operation and also was used for data acquisition within this research.

The field of PD measurement has been introduced, including the definition of the phe-

nomena and the range of techniques available to record and analyse this quantity. An

overview of the current international standard for PD measurement is included with a

key point being made that it was designed for PD measurement within a laboratory

and not for the new application of PD diagnostics at which this research is aimed. The
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concept of apparent charge is explained. A key finding of this initial literature is that

modern PD measurement within cables was developed to identify whether PD activ-

ity of a sufficient magnitude is active within cables of polymeric construction. Clearly,

the objectives of a PD measurement system and one designed for condition monitor-

ing are considerably different and the requirement for an international standard for PD

diagnostics may be apparent.

A simple FEA model of a three-phase PILC cable section has been designed and tested to

highlight the differences in electrical conditions experienced by this type of cable under

test using either a single or three-phase energisation regime. These include a difference

in the time varying electric field distribution, peak field magnitude and location under

each set of conditions. These findings reinforce the understanding that the PD activity

produced by each method will be entirely different and cannot be compared. The possi-

ble requirement for modification of common PD visualisation methods to better transfer

subtle information produced by the three-phase voltage application is highlighted. Ad-

ditional differences in on-line and off-line PD testing are further discussed with the key

points being that the findings of off-line single-phase testing cannot be directly applied

to the on-line three-phase case. This conclusion adds weight to the need for an experi-

ment to drive the fundamental research relating to PD produced by these assets under

rated conditions.

A number of key characteristics of the PD phenomena have been presented to explain

the fundamental physics that drive the PD phenomena. A number of the techniques

used to acquire PD data have been introduced. The need to acquire PD data from a

range of defective cable sections under rated conditions will develop the understanding

of a new and evolving research field - that of on-line PD diagnostics.
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Chapter 3

Partial discharge analysis as a

condition monitoring tool

This fhapter discusses in further detail the associated physics of PD phenomena includ-

ing background theory of the localised breakdown of gases and solids as well as signal

generation. A number of the techniques employed in the development of a PD source

discrimination algorithm are introduced here. These include a number of signal pro-

cessing methods for feature extraction, data mining, dimension reduction, automated

clustering and classification. An explanation of a number of the most common visuali-

sation methods is included and have been practically applied to experiment data. Some

modifications that have been applied to a few of the techniques in order to more effec-

tively transfer some of the additional information that is evident from PD data produced

under three-phase voltage conditions are explained in this chapter.

3.1 PD phenomena

Partial discharge (PD) analysis is the primary technique used to provide information

relating to the state of degradation of the cables under test within this research. The

term, “partial discharge,” is defined in the international standard IEC 60270 as, ‘a lo-

calised electrical discharge that only partially bridges the insulation between conductors

and may or may not occur adjacent to a conductor’ [? ].

As modern insulation systems can include gas, liquid and solid dielectric materials, a

wide range of discharge phenomena are included under the umbrella term, “PD”. In or-

der to fully appreciate the PD phenomena, an introduction of the physics involved with

discharges and the electrical breakdown of dielectric materials is provided here. Due to

the effective insulating properties of gases as well as the observation of spectacular air

breakdowns provided by nature, gas breakdown theory is the most advanced compared
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to liquid and solid dielectric breakdown theories. The practical advantages that have

led to the advanced understanding in gas breakdown mechanisms is that they are fun-

damentally visible, repeatable and it is possible to record the events digitally for further

analysis. At normal temperatures and pressures, air is an effective insulator. At low

electric field densities, a small number of free electrons are present in air due to cosmic

rays, naturally occurring radiation or photo emission from the cathode. The statistical

improbability of free electrons appearing is further compounded by the electronegative

property of Oxygen. In the presence of a stronger electric field, charged particles gain

sufficient energy to ionize previously neutral particles, generating a leakage current.

J. S. Townsend first investigated the current-voltage relationship of air in a uniform

field [? ]. It was discovered that initially, the current increased proportionally with the

applied voltage up to a, “saturation current” (i0) where it remained constant. As the

voltage increased further, the current began to increase exponentially. To explain the

current increase, Townsend proposed that it was due to ionization caused by electron

collision. His belief was that, as the electric field strength increases, so does the kinetic

energy transferred to the free electrons within the gas; once that energy is sufficient

to further ionize particles, many more free charges are introduced to the system. This

process acts to multiply the number of free charges introduced by electron collisions and

is visually represented in Figure 3.1(a). The conduction in air at low field is in the region

of 10−16 - 10−17 Acm−2 and discharges which carry currents of this magnitude or lower

are referred to as “dark” discharges and they are not self sustaining in nature [? ]. The

physical reason that these discharges are not self sustaining is due to the energetically

inefficient electron liberation processes that they exploit [? ].

One of the secondary ionization mechanisms that is active along with the Townsend

breakdown mechanism is that of photoionization. This phenomena is activated when

electrons without the sufficient energy to ionize gas particles in a collision excite ad-

ditional molecules to a higher state. When the molecule recovers from this state, a

quantum of energy known as a photon is radiated and propagates away from the parti-

cle. If this photon meets a particle whose ionization energy is less than, or equal to that

of the photon, more free charges can be introduced to the gas [? ].

HV electrodes, in particular the cathode, play an important role in gas discharges by

introducing free electrons for the process initiation, sustaining and completion of the

discharge. The electrons on the surface of the electrodes remain confined to the solid

due to the electrostatic attraction provided by nuclei in the metal lattice. The energy

required to release an electron from a Fermi level is known as the work function and is a

property of a material. There are a number of mechanisms that can provide the energy

to release an electron from the electrode’s surface. These include:

• Field emission

• Photoelectric emission
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• Electron emission by positive ion and excited atom impact (Townsend second

ionization)

• Thermionic emission

• Secondary electron emission by photon impact

The most significant of these mechanisms is the second ionization coefficient introduced

by Townsend to explain the departure from linearity of the discharge current at higher

voltages. The rapid increase in current is explained by the release of electrons from the

cathode caused by positive ion bombardment. Once a sufficient voltage has been reached

and this mechanism is activated, the discharges are classified as “glow” discharges and

they carry a current within the range 10−6 - 10−1 A. This type of discharge is self-

sustaining and given that the local conditions remain stable, will continue indefinitely.

3.1.1 Streamer theory

The Townsend theory of gas discharges breaks down under different gas conditions as it

states that current growth is purely a result of particle ionization. Further experimen-

tation using a cloud chamber revealed that the breakdown voltage of gas is dependent

on both the gas pressure and geometry of the electrodes involved. Experiments showed

that when avalanches were generated in higher gas pressures with a larger electrode

separation distance, the speed of the avalanche propagation was an order of magnitude

faster than could be explained using Townsend theory [? ]. Streamer theory was de-

veloped to explain this observation. As before, a free electron is accelerated by the

applied field and providing the electric field is strong enough, an electron multiplication

process generates an avalanche head as shown in Figure 3.1(b). This avalanche physi-

cally manifests itself as a pairwise combination of highly mobile free electrons and less

mobile positive ions moving towards the anode and cathode respectively - as primary

avalanche generation. The concentration of space charge introduced by the avalanche

acts to distort the localised electric field. It effectively reinforces the electric field at the

extremities of the avalanche and reduces it in the region between the separated charge [?

]. This reduction in electric field within the body of the avalanche acts to generate a

plasma region that promotes the radiation of photons. These photons pass through the

gas, some of them liberating more, “secondary” electrons as they are absorbed. This

photo-ionization effect promotes the introduction of free charge within the gas that fa-

cilitates the generation of secondary avalanches. These secondary avalanches are able to

merge into a highly conductive plasma channel which, when the streamer connects the

two electrodes, is defined as an arc and breakdown occurs [? ]. The magnitude of the

current within the arc is then limited only by the impedance and power output of the

supply.
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Figure 3.1: Electron avalanche formation showing both the electron multiplication
and avalanche head generation processes [38]

3.1.2 Electrical breakdown of solids and signal generation

During the manufacturing process of polymeric dielectrics, the formation of small voids

or cavities within the homogeneous material is unavoidable. These voids represent a

local weakness in the dielectric strength of the insulating material and under certain

conditions, internal PD activity can be initiated (historically referred to as erosion break-

down). The cavities are generally filled with a medium (gas or liquid) that has a lower

dielectric constant than the surrounding material, which concentrates the electric field

within the void than in the dielectric itself. Another factor that contributes to the in-

creased probability of a localised breakdown of the void is that generally, the medium

within the void has a lower breakdown strength than the surrounding material. These

factors result in the possibility that under normal rated stress conditions within the

insulation, a localized breakdown within the void can occur [? ].

In order for the initiation of a breakdown to occur within a void, two conditions have

to be met: A free electron has to be available at a sufficient distance from the effective

anode and the voltage has to be large enough to generate a sufficiently high field for

ionization. In the event that both the conditions have been met, the mobile charged

particles that trigger the breakdown will distribute to cancel the field within the void [?

]. If the assumption is made that the field within the void falls to zero, the region is

effectively acting as a conductor. If a piece of metal were substituted into the dielectric

within this region, the effective capacitance between the electrodes would increase, the

voltage on the electrodes would drop, charge would flow from the voltage source to

the electrodes to maintain the potential thereon. When the discharge within the void
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extinguishes, due to the applied field (energy source for the discharge) dropping too low,

a high density of positive (ions) and negative (electrons) charge carriers are available.

These ions will be attracted to the cavity wall in order to cancel the electric field within

the void. This means after the discharge-induced, “plasma” disappears, the electric field

within the void remains zero. Thus, the charge which flowed from the power supply to

the electrodes as a result of the drop in the field caused by the discharge (introduction

of a conductor within the void) remains on the electrodes after the discharge. This

unidirectional charge flow produces the externally measurable electrical PD signal that

propagates away from the site of discharge [? ].

3.2 PD data processing techniques

A vast number of techniques have been proposed to process PD data into a format that

is suitable for visualisation or input into an automated classification or characterisation

algorithms. This section introduces a number of the methods that have proven success-

ful for this application. The underlying function of each technique involves extracting

properties from the raw PD data that have characteristics that are unique to different

PD sources.

3.2.1 Wavelet analysis

Wavelet analysis has been widely applied to the area of frequency analysis within signal

processing for both research and practical application for some time. In the field of PD

analysis, the technique is gaining increasing interest. The operation of the algorithm

is similar to that of the Fourier transform in that it generates a representation of the

original signal using a series of scaled and shifted variations of an original basis func-

tion. However, whilst Fourier analysis employs a sine wave as the basis function, wavelet

analysis employs a user-defined Mother wavelet. Another difference between these tech-

niques is that wavelet analysis retains signal information in both the time and frequency

domain [? ]. Wavelets themselves are time limited, asymmetric pulses with a zero mean

amplitude. Similar wavelets are arranged into “families” with further variations defined

in different orders. The Symlet and Daubechies wavelet families have been identified as

effective options for PD analysis [? ].

A continuous wavelet transform is defined as the sum over all time of the signal s(t)

multiplied by a scaled and shifted version of the wavelet function (Ψ) that is calculated

using

C(a, b) = |a|−
1
2

∫
s(t)Ψ(

t− b
a

)dt (3.1)
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Where a is the scaling function and b is the shift operator. The result is a two-

dimensional coefficient array of scale a (related to frequency) and and position b (related

to time) of the time domain signal s(t). The continuous wavelet transform is computa-

tionally intensive and generates a lot of redundant data [? ? ]. For these reasons, the

discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is commonly employed at a=2j and b=k2j (j, k are

positive integers) for speed and convenience [? ].

3.2.1.1 Wavelet transform operation

The wavelet decomposition process works like a pair of complementary high-pass and

low-pass filters, which decompose the original signal into a series of detail and approxi-

mation coefficients respectively, as shown in Figure 3.2(a), where S represents the input

signal, D represents the detailed decomposition coefficients and A represents the ap-

proximation coefficients. The process can be repeated in an iterative fashion with each

iteration producing another decomposition level. The operation of the transform acts to

halve the bandwidth (sampling rate in frequency domain) and halve the length (sample

number in time domain) of the coefficients in subsequent decomposition levels, as shown

in Figure 3.2(b), where Ca and Cd represent the approximate and detailed coefficients

respectively and the number following them denotes the decomposition level. The out-

put of the wavelet transform process consists of a set of coefficients from a user-defined

number of decomposition levels that represent the time-frequency information contained

within different frequency band components of the original signal. The exact frequency

range represented by the coefficients is dependent on the sample rate of the data, the de-

composition level and coefficient set selection. The frequency characteristics of the test

circuit, applied voltage waveform and PD signals should all be considered when selecting

the most suitable frequency bands for PD analysis. Wavelet coefficients themselves have

successfully been used to represent different sources for PD classification using a trained

machine learning technique on experimental data [? ? ? ].

Figure 3.2: Wavelet analysis processes - (a) Complementary filter operation (b) Iter-
ative decomposition process
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3.2.1.2 Wavelet de-noising

Field measurements of PD activity are commonly contaminated with impulsive inter-

ference, periodic noise or Gaussian white noise. This can be introduced by a number of

sources such as radio transmissions, switchgear operation, power electronics, harmonic

distortion and corona. The early application of the wavelet transform to PD analysis

was concerned with noise rejection. The method involved decomposing the noisy PD

data into its respective wavelet coefficients, removing the coefficients attributed to the

noise and reconstructing the signal as a, “noise free” PD pulse [? ]. Various other

wavelet based de-noising techniques have been published for specific applications [? ? ].

3.2.2 Data mining

Due to the rapid development and reduced cost of modern data acquisition modules,

personal computers and sensors, the application of data-mining techniques to PD data

is of increasing interest. The assumed stochastic nature of the phenomena has led to

vast amounts of data being captured from PD measurement equipment. The role of data

mining for this application involves identifying, extracting and visually representing key

information from a large data-set. A key requirement of a data-mining technique is to

reduce the computational requirement for a given process. In the context of this research,

data mining is employed to identify specific features (the wavelet energy distribution)

of individual PD pulses with the aim of identifying pulses with similar characteristics

that can be attributed to individual sources. A number of data-mining methods are

tested in this work by judging their ability to reduce the dimensionality of a processed

data-set for automated clustering and visual verification of sub-sets within the data.

The effectiveness of each method is judged on the clarity of the visual representation,

computational efficiency and reduction accuracy. The following subsections provide an

overview of a number of data-mining techniques that are applied in Chapter 7.

3.2.2.1 Principal component analysis (PCA)

PCA is a non-parametric linear method that is extensively used for dimensionality re-

duction as well as simplifying the structure of complex data sets. This is achieved by

means of an orthogonal linear transformation in the direction of the greatest variance

exhibited by the data. The application of PCA within the context of this investigation

involves reducing the dimensionality of pulse energy distribution from ten to three, thus

providing a visual representation of the PD pulse information in 3-D space.

The sample PD data sets are represented as matrix X consisting of N vectors, each

comprising of M dimension columns (ten energy levels in this case), where N is the
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number of the pulse-like recorded signals. The PCA procedure is produced from the

solution of an eigenvalue problem that consists of:

• Subtraction of the mean for each dimension to get a centered observation,

• Determination of the covariance matrix C as defined by

C(X) =
X ·XT

N − 1
(3.2)

• Evaluation of the eigenvalues (λ) and the eigenvectors (υ),

• Rearranging the eigenvalues in descending order,

• The projection (P) of the input data to the new coordinates defined as

P = υT ×X (3.3)

• Each row (M) of the projection represents the principal components with decreas-

ing significance,

• Dimensionality reduction: selecting the three lower order and discarding the ap-

propriate number of higher order principal components,

• Plot the new representation of the data in 3-D feature space.

Using this method, the processed information extracted from the recorded signals can be

visually presented and the presence of clustered data sub-sets can be manually verified.

The PCA method has been successfully employed in a large number of applications such

as face recognition [? ], coin classification [? ], and seismic series analysis [? ]. The

main disadvantage of PCA is that the method focuses mainly on large (more general)

pairwise distances between data-points instead of small pairwise distances which are

more important for other cases. This feature acts to reduce the sensitivity of the method

to subtle differences in data characteristics whilst more distinctive differences tend to

be exaggerated.

3.2.2.2 Sammon mapping

Sammon mapping is a multidimensional scaling technique that is based on the opti-

mization of a non-convex objective function (one for which its matrix of coefficients is
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negative semi-definite). This is realized by adapting the cost function based on the con-

tribution of each pair of input data points (i, j) to the cost function by the inverse of

their pairwise distance in high-dimensional space dij . The Sammon mapping cost func-

tion assigns roughly equal weight to maintain each of the pairwise distances. Therefore,

the local structure of the data is better preserved, enhancing information rention. The

cost function is calculated using

φ(Y ) =
1∑
ij dij

∑
i 6=j

(dij − ‖yi − yj‖)2

dij
(3.4)

where dij represents the pairwise Euclidean distance between the high-dimensional data

points xi and xj .

Successful applications of Sammon mapping have been reported for analyzing genetic

and geospatial data [? ], [? ]. The application of the Sammon mapping method to

experimental PD data is described in Chapter 7.

3.2.2.3 t-Distributed stochastic neighbour embedding (t-SNE)

An unsupervised non-linear technique called “t-SNE” for visualizing high-dimensional

data sets by giving each data point a location in a two or three-dimensional space has

been developed by Van der Maaten and Hinton [? ]. The technique is a variation of

stochastic neighbor embedding that is much easier to optimize, and produces signifi-

cantly better visualizations by reducing the tendency to crowd points together in the

center of the map [? ]. t-SNE has improved performance than existing techniques at

creating a single map that reveals data structure at many different scales [? ]. This

is particularly important for high-dimensional data that lie on several different, but re-

lated, low-dimensional manifolds, such as images of objects from multiple classes seen

from multiple viewpoints, which is similar to the situation of PD pulses produced from

multiple PD sources measured by an ultra wide bandwidth PD sensor.

SNE transforms the Euclidean distances between data points in the high dimensional

space into conditional probabilities pj|i which represent similarities. The conditional

probability pj|i is given by

pj|i =
exp(−‖xi − xj‖2 /2σ2i )∑
k 6=i exp(−‖xi − xk‖

2 /2σ2i )
(3.5)

where σi is the variance of the Gaussian distribution that is centered on data point xi.

Similarly, for the low dimensional counter parts yi and yj of the high dimensional data

points xi and xj , its conditional probability qj|i is calculated using
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qj|i =
exp(−‖yi − yj‖2)∑
k 6=i exp(−‖yi − yk‖

2)
(3.6)

For highly similar pairwise data points and correct mapping, pj|i = qj|i = 0. Therefore,

the SNE aims to find a low dimensional data representation that minimizes the mismatch

between pj|i and qj|i [? ].

The t-SNE improves performance over SNE by using a different cost function which is

a symmetric version with simpler gradients and employing a Student-t distribution to

replace Gaussian distribution for computing the similarity between two data points in

low dimensional space. The employed heavy-tailed distribution in the low dimensional

space can alleviate both the crowding problem and the optimization problems of SNE [?

].

The application of t-SNE for dimension reduction is mainly based on the local properties

of the data whereas some important global structures are also retained and revealed.

Examples of the application of t-SNE to both experiment and field data are discussed

in Chapter 7.

3.2.3 Data clustering

For this application, data clustering techniques were employed to automatically identify

subsets within the experiment data. This relies on the assumption that PD pulse wave-

forms produced by the same source will contain similar characteristics and subsequently

occupy a localised region of feature space. The following techniques have been identified

as being suitable for this task.

3.2.3.1 Density-based spatial clustering with noise (DBSCAN)

Among the various density-based clustering algorithms, density-based spatial clustering

with noise (DBSCAN) has been considered for this application due to its ability to

identify groups of arbitrary shape as well as distinguishing noise (sparse points) within

n-dimensional space. DBSCAN labels data points that are densely distributed and

associated by a single cluster [? ], [? ]. In this context, density represents the number

of points, n, that fall in a small volume V surrounding a given point, P. V can be

assumed as a hyper-sphere of radius ε centered at P, hence, the threshold density can be

specified by a parameter nmin that represents the minimum number of points to make

the volume V, significantly dense. ε and nmin are the two degrees of freedom defined

by this method. Point P can either be a dense (core) or non-dense (non-core) point. A

non-dense point might be a border point of a dense region or disconnected (noise). The

set of rules used to define the method are as follows:
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• a generic point, P, is a core-point if a number n>nmin of points are included in

the hyper-sphere V, having radius ε and centered at P.

• a point Q is directly-density reachable (DDR) from P if Q is included in V and P

is a core-point.

• a point R is density reachable (DR) from P within V, if there is a chain of objects

p1, p2, pn, where p1=Q and pn=P, such that, for 1≤i≤n, pi ∈ D and pi+1 is DDR

from pi.

• a point S is density-connected (DC) to P in a set of volumes Vj , if there is an

object T ∈ Vj such that both Q and P are DR from S.

A density-based cluster is defined as a set of density-connected points maximized with

respect to the density-reachability concept. Every point not contained by a sufficiently

populated cluster is classified as noise. Taking this into account, DBSCAN is a member

of the partial clustering algorithm group.

For any given ε, nmin value, by selecting an initial point P (randomly or resorting to

the maximum/minimum weight of a selected function, e.g., considering the point that

show the maximum frequency of occurrence), DBSCAN checks if P is a core-point.

If this is found to be the case, it selects the DR and DDR points and expands the

cluster by merging neighbouring dense regions together. Once the border of the first

cluster is identified, DBSCAN selects another point P in space that does not belong

to a previously formed cluster and the procedure mentioned above is repeated [? ].

The algorithm collects DDR from these core-points iteratively, which may involve the

merging of a few density-reachable clusters. The process terminates when no new points

can be added to any of the clusters.

3.2.3.2 k-means clustering

k−means clustering is a special type of Gaussian mixture model. It has been employed

in a wide range of applications involving exploratory data clustering with the early

development driven by animal taxonomy [? ]. The operation of this algorithm involves

the minimization of a criterion function corresponding to the deviation of all points

from their respective cluster center [? ]. Given a set of observations (x1, x2, . . . , x1.)

where each observation is a d-dimensional vector, k-means clustering aims to partition

the n observations into K sets where K<n, S= {S1, S2, . . . , SK} the within-cluster sum

of squares (WCSS) criterion which is calculated using

arg mins

k∑
i=1

∑
xj∈Si

‖xj − µi‖2 (3.7)
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Where µi is the centroid location of the points in Si. This is repeated iteratively starting

with an arbitrarily chosen initial cluster (and its associated centroid point) to which

additional points are assigned using

S
(t)
i =

{
xj :

∥∥∥xj −m(t)
i

∥∥∥ ≤ ∥∥∥xj −m(t)
i∗

∥∥∥} for all i∗ = 1, 2, . . . ,K. (3.8)

The new centroid location is then calculated using for the next iteration and the process

is repeated until the outcome of WCSS converges to the optimal solution [? ]. Centroid

location is calculated using

m
(t+1)
i =

1∣∣∣S(t)
i

∣∣∣
∑

xj∈S
(t)
i

xj for i = 1, 2, . . . ,K. (3.9)

The one input parameter that is required by the k-means algorithm is the number of

clusters that are contained in the data. This means that supervision of the algorithm

output is required, which is usually undertaken by visual verification of the partitioned

data.

3.3 Artificial intelligence for partial discharge classifica-

tion

From a classification point of view, the techniques described above are suitable for

extracting key features from PD data. Some of the introduced feature vectors are suitable

for manual classification by an experienced engineer. Others are in a convenient form for

training and testing of computer based machine learning techniques. The key advantage

of applying machine learning techniques to PD analysis is their ability to adapt in

response to their information environment. Practically, this relates to the algorithms’

ability to, ‘learn’ the characteristics of data produced by different assets.

Before inputting the pre-processed data into an artificial intelligence classifier, genetic

algorithms (GAs) can be utilized to optimize feature vectors [? ? ? ? ? ? ].The

processed data is then ready to be supplied to an artificial intelligence machine for

training and identification. Based on the theories of decision, estimation, correlation,

probability and statistical learning, a number of researchers have developed various

classification algorithms using these feature vectors that return impressive recognition

rates [? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ].
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3.3.1 Artificial neural networks (ANN)

The application of ANNs to experimentally produced PD data for the function of clas-

sification and discrimination is a heavily published research field. Development of the

methods involved have claimed classification results within the range of 95-100% [? ? ?

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ].

An ANN is a non-linear interconnected assembly of artificial neurons. A neuron in this

instance is defined as an element that can possess a local memory and can perform

localised information processing operations, many of these are connected via unidirec-

tional signal channels to produce a network [? ]. The processing ability of the network

is stored in the inter-unit connection strengths or weights, usually obtained by an adap-

tation process or learning from a set of training data [? ]. They are predominantly used

to model the complex relationships between inputs and outputs or to find patterns in

data. The parallel nature of these algorithms provides computational advantages over

other methods.

ANNs can generally be separated into three groups: ANNs based on physical models such

as the Hopfield and Boltzman neural networks; ANNs based on adaptive signal principles

such as the multi-layer feed forward neural network which employs the back-propagation

(BP) algorithm, as shown in Figure 3.3; ones based on the self-organizing theorem such

as the adaptive resonance theory (ART) and the self-organizing map (SOM) [? ]. The

ANN pattern recognition process consists of the learning or training process and the

testing process. During the learning stage, a set of decision rules is developed from the

neural networks’ interpretation of the characteristics possessed by a training data-set.

For a practical application of ANNs for PD classification, the network is exposed to

a set of features belonging to a number of independent PD sources and a number of

decision rules are produced. These rules are then applied on an unknown data-set that

can be subsequently classified as one of the training sets used previously. Successful

classification of the test data suggests an effective choice of signal features as well as

the decision rule set. There is little evidence of practical application of ANNs for PD

classification of field data. Many researchers are actively investigating other forms of

machine learning.

3.3.2 Support vector machine (SVM)

As an effective data classification tool, the support vector machine (SVM) is a develop-

ment of statistical learning theory which was introduced in the 1960s. The application

of statistical learning theory in the form of SVMs was first proposed by V.N. Vapnik

in 1995 [? ]. This non-probabilistic binary linear classifier uses a central concept of

SVMs−kernels for a number of learning tasks [? ]. Depending on kernel selection,

SVMs can be adapted to different tasks and domains by the choice of kernel function
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Figure 3.3: Structure of a three-layer feed forward neural network

and the base algorithm [? ]. They have proven to exhibit considerable advantages in

sample quantity reduction, nonlinear and high dimensionality pattern recognition prob-

lems. Successful applications of these types of algorithm have been published when

directly compared to neural networks in a wide variety of fields, including engineering,

information retrieval and bioinformatics [? ? ]. Research relating to the application of

SVMs to high voltage engineering can be found in [? ? ? ? ].

3.3.2.1 Support vector machine operation

Classification SVMs generate a decision boundary that is defined by a sub-set of training

data which are collectively referred to as support vectors (SVs). This boundary model

is subsequently used to process test data into different classes. To further explain the

concept, it is easiest to start with a pair of linearly separable clusters that could arise

in the context of pattern recognition. The SVM acts to construct a hyperplane as

the decision surface such that the margin of separation between positive and negative

examples is maximized [? ]. For example, Figure 3.4 shows two sets of linearly separable

training data described by two features (F1 and F2). The SVs (highlighted in red) are

seen to determine the decision hyperplane with its maximized margin width w. Several

distinct concepts contribute to the theory behind SVMs. Linear machine learning theory,

kernel functions, the use of sophisticated learning bias and feature space all combine to

create the SVM learning system.

Based on structural risk minimization (SRM) principles, SVMs are equipped with a

greater capacity for generalization than traditional neural network approaches. The

kernel mapping process provides a unifying framework for most of the commonly em-

ployed model architectures, enabling comparisons to be made [? ]. In classification

problems, generalization control is practically implemented by maximizing the separa-
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tion margin, which corresponds to the minimization of the weight vector in a canonical

framework [? ]. The solution is obtained as a set of support vectors that can be sparse

- due to the rejection of the majority of training data. These lie on the boundary of

data clusters and can be sparse in nature, they summarize the information required to

differentiate between the data classes [? ].

Figure 3.4: An example of the SVM concept using two linearly separable data clusters,
support vectors are highlighted in red lying on the hyperplane margins

3.3.2.2 Similarity Assessment

A simple two dimensional (F1 and F2) pattern recognition problem where each dimension

corresponds to an independent feature of each data-point is shown in Figure 3.5. In order

to attribute a new data-point (X) to either of these two classes, a similarity assessment

has to be completed. This is achieved by calculating the distance from the new point

to the center of each respective cluster, with the nearest cluster gaining an additional

member.

The calculation of the central point of cluster a and b is simply computed and represented

as Ca and Cb respectively within Figure 3.5. The attribution of point X can be identified

by comparing its relative distance from each cluster center. For X to belong to cluster b,

the following must hold true.

‖X−Cb‖ < ‖X−Ca‖ (3.10)

This corresponds to the sign of the dot product between X−C (where C = (Ca+Cb)/2)

and W(W = Ca−Cb), which will switch sign as the enclosed angle passes through π/2.

Therefore, the decision criterion is defined as
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y = sgn((X−C) ·W) (3.11)

This means that the corresponding decision boundary is a hyperplane (dotted line in

Figure 3.5) orthogonal to W.

Figure 3.5: A geometric classification algorithm: Similarity assessment using dot
product

3.3.2.3 Hyperplane classifiers

An example of a dataset with two linearly separable classes within two-dimensional space

is shown in Figure 3.6. In this case, any linear function that can accurately separate the

two classes can be referred to as a hyperplane. Clearly, a large number of solutions are

possible for this problem but only one function will possess the maximum separation

margin and is uniquely referred to as the optimal hyperplane. It is an optimal solution

of [? ]:

max min {‖X −Xi‖ |X ∈ H,W ·X + b = 0, i = 1, . . . , n,W ∈ H, b ∈ R} (3.12)

Where min{·} represents the distance between training points and hyperplanes and the

optimal solution is where the distance in Equation 3.12 is maximum. X exists in the

feature (Hilbert, H) space. W and b are parameters of the optimization problem, n is

an integer representing the point number and R is the set of real numbers. To construct

the optimal hyperplane, it is necessary to solve

min τ(w) =
1

2
‖w‖2 subject to yi [(Xi ·w) + b]− 1 ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , n (3.13)
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Figure 3.6: The range of possible hyperplane configurations

An example of the optimal hyperplane and its margin is shown as the solid and dashed

line in Figure 3.4 respectively. The function τ and inequality in Equation 3.13 are

called the objective function and inequality respectively. The constrained optimization

problem has now been formed and expressed by Equation 3.13. By introducing the

Lagrange multipliers αi ≥ 0 and a Lagrangian that is defined as

L(w, b, α) =
1

2
‖w‖2 −

n∑
i=1

αi [yi [(Xi ·w) + b]− 1] , (3.14)

Then this kind of “saddle” problem can be dealt with. The Lagrangian has to be

minimized with respect to the primal variables w and b and maximized with respect to

the dual variables αi. Those support vectors lying on the margin satisfy the equality

constraints as a consequence of Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions [? ].

When a realistic data-set is input to a SVM, a separating hyperplane may not exist, in

the event that large amounts of noise have contaminated the data and caused different

class boundaries to overlap. By adding a slack variable ξi ≥0, where i = 1, . . . , n, the

so-called soft margin hyperplane or generalized hyperplane can be achieved, which can

minimize the empirical risk by calculating [? ].

yi [(Xi ·w) + b]− 1 + ξi ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , n (3.15)

In the simplest case, referred to as the C-SV classifier, this is achieved by solving
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min τ(w, ξi) =
1

2
‖w‖2 + C

n∑
i=1

(ξi) (3.16)

Given that C must be positive. Another possible realization of a soft margin variant of

the optimal hyperplane uses the more natural υ-parameterization. In it, the parameter

C is replaced by a parameter υ ∈ [0, 1] which can be shown to provide lower and upper

bounds for the minority of examples selected as SVs and those that will have non-zero

slack variables. It uses a primal objective function with the error term ( 1
υn

∑
i ξi) −

ρ instead of C
∑

i ξi, and separation constraints that involve the margin parameter (ρ),

this is defined as

yi [(Xi ·w) + b]− ρ+ ξi ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , n (3.17)

3.3.2.4 SVM applications

Due to its excellent performance within the field of applied pattern recognition, the

support vector machine is replacing neural networks in a wide range of fields, such as:

Bioinformatics [? ? ]; character, text, image and voice recognition [? ? ? ? ]; system

identification [? ]; and military information identification [? ]. In the field of PD analysis

within HV engineering, its potential application has been extensively reported [? ? ? ?

].

3.4 Analysis and visualization techniques

PD signals can be recorded and visualised in a large number of ways. This section

introduces a number of the popular techniques and provides examples using experimental

data.

3.4.1 Pulse shape analysis

Early research into the partial discharge phenomena discovered that different PD sources

produce PD pulses with independent waveforms [? ]. If a non-conventional, wide band-

width sensor is used to collect PD data, pulse shape parameters can be used to describe

the individual pulses [? ]. Early descriptors of PD pulses were limited by the bandwidth,

memory capacity and sample rates of the available testing hardware. Parameters such

as PD current (Ipd), pulse height (Ih), pulse rise time (tr), pulse fall time (tf ), peak

pulse height (Ip), area under the current pulse (A) and pulse height distribution were

identified as useful characteristics to describe PD pulses at that time. It was discovered
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that pulse parameters can be used to discriminate between signals generated by differ-

ent sources although, this technique is sensitive to noise corruption. Experiment based

research proposed a link between void geometry and specific pulse parameters such as

pulse width [? ? ].

3.4.2 Phase related parameters

Due to the technological advancements associated with digital microprocessors and data

storage equipment, the next stage in PD analysis involved relating the PD events to the

applied voltage that caused them. The concept of linking the phase occurrence (φ) (of

the applied AC voltage) of the PD pulse with either the pulse magnitude or number of

pulses with similar characteristics are referred to as phi-q and phi-n plots respectively [?

]. These characteristics can be plotted against each other in 2-dimensions to produce

distributions that can be used to characterise PD activity. An example of both phi-q

and phi-n plots are shown in Figure 3.7. This plot was generated using the conventional

method used for single-phase systems - the absolute value of peak pulse amplitude.

Given that the final experiment under investigation includes a three-phase power supply,

a variation on the previous plotting method is used that shows the polarity of the

maximum and average amplitude for each respective phase window. An example of

this is shown in Figure 3.8. Analysis of the average amplitude plot shows evidence of a

periodic phase relationship for this PD source - this feature was not observable using the

previous plotting technique. The advantage of this method is that information relating

to the conditions at the PD source are clearly indicated by the representation.

A comprehensive study into the PD activity produced by the samples under investigation

using the techniques explained here is provided in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 of this thesis.

Various derived parameters have been proposed to describe PD data such as pulse count

distribution Hn(φ) and pulse height distribution Hqn(φ) [? ]. In order to extract some

meaning from the distributions, they were described mathematically using statistical

operators such as Skewness, Kurtosis and Standard deviation. By quantifying the shape

of the distribution using numerical values, automated comparison and identification

algorithms were developed and the over-reliance on expert manual analysis was hoped

to be avoided. A shift in the phase relationship of PD activity has been associated with

conditions changing at the PD source [? ].

3.4.3 Statistical tools for PD analysis

Having found that individual PD pulse waveforms are unique to the source from which

they were produced. It was found that the distribution of PD pulses recorded over a

number of cycles in a phase-resolved fashion exhibit different shapes for different types

of defect. With the aim of being able to automatically differentiate between the signals
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Figure 3.7: 2-D histograms for 200 cycles of “void on top” PD data using absolute
magnitude values

Figure 3.8: 2-D histograms for 200 cycles of “void on top” PD data using vectorized
magnitude values. A 150 Hz sinusoidal PD occurance relationship is visible in the

Amplitude plot

produced from different sources using their respective phase-resolved patterns, statistical

operators were employed to mathematically describe the distributions [? ]. Due to the

limited computational resources available at the time, reducing the memory required to

effectively describe a PD data-set was highly desirable. The various statistical properties

used to describe the PD distributions of each quadrant of the applied voltage are as
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follows:

• Skewness (Sk) - The asymmetry of each distribution with respect to a normal

distribution.

• Kurtosis (Ku) - The sharpness of each distribution with respect to a normal dis-

tribution.

• Number of peaks (Pe)

• Cross correlation factor (cc) - The difference in symmetry between the distributions

associated with the positive or negative applied voltage half cycle.

• Discharge factor (Q) - The difference in mean discharge level for each amplitude

distribution.

• Modified cross-correlation factor (mcc) - The product of Q and cc.

These statistical parameters were calculated for each PD data-set and used as a “finger

print” to effectively describe the distributions. Also, by quantitatively describing the dis-

tributions produced by different defects, automated classification of different PD sources

can be completed. Unfortunately, the method is susceptible to the effects of background

noise, poly-phase energisation and multi-source activity. Also, a prior knowledge of

respective PD sources is required at the relevant voltage as with many of the newly

introduced PD discrimination and classification features and algorithms dubbed as the

next breakthrough technique. They perform exceptionally on experimentally derived

data only to falter when confronted with noisy, multi-source field data. The key to

developing reliable tools of this nature is to also obtain proven field validation.

3.4.4 Pulse sequence analysis (PSA)

Pulse sequence analysis (PSA) was developed by Patsch in the early 90s, it represents a

sequence of partial discharge events captured over a number of consecutive power cycles,

to aid the the analysis of discharge activity [? ]. Unlike classical PD analysis techniques

that overlay the PD activity recorded during a test session onto a single cycle of the

applied voltage, PSA extracts information from sequences of discharges. The analysis

method calculates the relative change in applied voltage magnitude and phase occurrence

with respect to neighbouring PD pulses that compose pulse sequences [? ]. The method

relies on the physical effects that completed discharges have on future PD events. The

patterns produced by this technique have been used to clarify the influence of space

charge on the degradation of polymer dielectrics [? ].

Sequence correlated parameters such as the difference in applied voltage (∆u) and phase

angle (∆φ) with respect to consecutive PD pulses are used as features to describe PD
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activity. These characteristics are argued to be more decisive parameters for describing

PD activity as they transfer information relating to the physics occurring at the PD

source [? ]. A schematic diagram of the PSA principle is shown in Figure 3.9.

∆u1

Δϕ2

∆u2

∆u3

∆u4

∆u5

Δϕ1

Δϕ5

Δϕ4

Δϕ3

∆un = un+1 - un ∆ϕn = ϕn+1 - ϕn ϕ ≥ 0

Figure 3.9: Basic concept of the PSA method with PD pulses shown in red superposed
on the 50 Hz applied voltage [39]

3.4.4.1 PSA extension - vectors

For the purposes of aiding this investigation and improving the data visualisation pro-

cess, an extension of the standard PSA plot has been developed. The iteration involves

plotting the associated vector that connects subsequent PSA points. It is felt that this

provides the analyst with a more comprehensive representation of the data and pro-

motes the identification of repeated patterns. It is hoped that this analysis will provide

information relating to the fundamental nature of this phenomena. As the experiment

under investigation produces PD activity under three-phase voltage conditions, a shifted

sine-wave is “fitted” to the data in order to calculate the variation in applied voltage

under the three phase-to-earth voltages.

3.4.5 Phase resolved analysis - φ-q-n plotting

Clearly, there are a multitude of parameters which it is possible to use to describe PD

activity and one of the most popular methods for PD diagnostics is the use of 3-D

plots. φ-q-n plots consist of three parameters relating to the time-domain properties of
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a single PD pulse. The relative phase angle (φ) relates the pulse peak occurrence and

the applied voltage; this can have a value between 0◦- 360◦. The apparent charge of the

pulse is calculated by integrating the associated current pulse and is usually expressed in

picocoulombs (pC). The calculated apparent charge is not equal to the amount of charge

locally involved at the source of the discharge but is an estimate of the amount of charge

that, if injected into the terminals of the test object, would lead to the same reading

on the PD measurement setup. These two parameters are plotted against each other

and a histogram is formed by overlaying the information from subsequent PD pulses.

The number (n) of PD pulses with similar φ and q values for a given test sample period

makes up the third dimension (or colour) of the data. Analysis can then by completed

on the three-dimensional distribution generated by a PD test over a number of power

cycles. An annotated introduction to the phase resolved φ-q-n plots produced by the

Mtronix PD measurement software is shown in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10: φ-q-n plot a. Applied voltage waveform b. Test unit designator c. Aver-
age charge calculation (across a single power cycle) d. PD Calibration bandwidth and
centre frequency e. PD number and test period f. Applied voltage magnitude estimation
g. Applied voltage RMS calculation h. Applied voltage waveform frequency i. Histogram

legend

3.4.5.1 Three phase amplitude ratio diagrams (3PARD)

The most effective software tool that was enabled by the introduction of the third channel

to the Mtronix MPD600 PD measurement system is called the three phase amplitude

ratio diagram (3PARD). The algorithm monitors all three channels (each connected to

an independent phase of the sample) simultaneously. If one of the channels identifies a

PD pulse with an apparent charge higher than a user-defined noise threshold, the unit

is triggered. After the triggering event, the unit monitors the remaining two channels

for a user-defined, “hold off” time. If two other pulses are recorded on the remaining
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channels before the end of the hold off time, they are stored and identified for processing.

This technique relies on the assumption that if the propagation path is similar for three

signals and they originated from the same source, they will arrive at a sensor at a similar

point in time. The three pulses selected for processing are assumed to have originated

from the same source. A calculation is made to find the ratio of peak amplitudes between

the signals recorded by each sensing channel and a histogram is plotted to record all of

the points that are deemed to have been produced by the same source. The histogram

generated by the 3PARD plot shows different PD sources as clusters within the diagram.

A gating function can then be applied to the histogram in order to observe the phase

resolved pattern that is generated by the pulses from different sources. This function is

useful for noise rejection, discrimination between a number of PD sources and for further

investigation into PD sources of interest.

3.4.6 Amplitude-frequency mapping

The primary function of amplitude-frequency (A-F) mapping is to identify the location

of PD sources within polymeric cables and was initially introduced in [? ]. It relies on

the the consistent modulating effects of attenuation and dispersion on both the time

and frequency characteristics of PD pulses as they propagate through power cables.

The technique captures data from a range of locations and plots two characteristics of

an individual PD pulse from both the time and frequency domains simultaneously. The

features used to describe the PD pulses are referred to as the equivalent time-length (σT ),

and Bandwidth (σF ) [? ]. PD pulses generated by sources in different locations form

data clusters on the two-dimensional representation of these parameters. The method is

most effective when applied to data having been captured using wider bandwidth sensors

in order to exploit their beneficial frequency transfer characteristics. Equations 3.18-3.21

are used to generate the plotting features described here. The initial processing step

involves producing a normalized representation s̃(t) of the recorded time-domain pulse

(t is time, t ∈ |0,T ), the purpose of this is to ensure that the calculated quantities are

scale invariant [? ].

s̃(t) =
s(t)√∫ T

0 s(t)2dt
(3.18)

Next, the, “gravity centre” (t0) of the PD pulse is evaluated:

t0 =

∫ T

0
ts̃ (t)2 dt (3.19)
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σT =

√∫ T

0
(t− t0)2 s̃(t)2dt (3.20)

σF =

√∫ ∞
0

f2
∣∣∣S̃(f)

∣∣∣2 df (3.21)

Where f is frequency and S̃ is the Fourier transform of s̃.

The two real numbers produced by Equations 3.20 and 3.21 localize the signal in a

time-frequency plane and can be plotted in Cartesian space. The technique relies on

the assumption that PD pulses generated by different sources propagate along unique

paths within a cable. Each path with an independent modulating effect on the sig-

nal itself, meaning that pulses from different sources produce clusters of data when

amplitude-mapping is applied to them. Modern autonomous classification systems em-

ploy various machine learning methods such as Fuzzy logic to identify clusters from

amplitude-frequency mapping tools [? ].

3.5 Summary

An overview of the theoretical background that relates to the electrical phenomena

known as partial discharge (PD) has been presented in this chapter. An explanation

of the electrical gas breakdown mechanism has been detailed comprising of both the

Townsend and Streamer theories. An example of how it is believed that the electrical

manifestation of a PD signal is produced from a void within a solid dielectric system

has been included.

In order to process and visualise PD activity; an important function of using PD analy-

sis as a future diagnostic tool, a wide number of techniques are available to manipulate

raw PD data into a suitable format for analysis including wavelet analysis, principal

component analysis (PCA) and density-based spatial clustering with noise (DBSCAN).

Another of the desirable functions for a future condition monitoring tool is to auto-

matically classify PD pulses into their respective sources. Historically, this has been

completed by training a machine learning algorithm to a labeled training set. Two of

the most effective techniques have been introduced, namely artificial neural networks

(ANN) and support vector machines (SVM). The development of a bespoke PD dis-

crimination technique has been introduced that incorporates many of the techniques

that have been described.

PD analysis has been historically undertaken by an expert in the field who would usually

study to the data and come to a conclusion as to whether an asset should be taken out

of service. There are a plethora of methods to visually represent PD data and a number
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of the more commonly used techniques have been described in detail. A number of

adaptations to standard plotting methods have been proposed that aim to represent

subtle features of the data that is evident under three-phase energisation conditions.

A variation of the standard pulse sequence analysis (PSA) plotting technique has been

proposed and explained that aims to probe the fundamental nature of PD activity in

the context of field measurement data analysis.
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Chapter 4

Experiment design and

development

An experiment has been designed and constructed to facilitate the testing of defective or

damaged PILC cable samples under representative in-service conditions. This chapter

introduces the experiment and preliminary tests used to develop and inform the evo-

lution of the system. These include the thermal calibration of the cable samples and

modifications to the design to ensure the required sensitivity for effective PD data ac-

quisition. A number of sample design options are reviewed and tested for future sample

consistency.

4.1 Single-phase experiment

As stated previously, the aim of this investigation is to attempt to identify distinctive

characteristics in PD activity that occur as defective cable samples degrade towards

failure. The key point for this industrially funded research is that the findings generated

by the experiment have to be transferable to an on-line PD monitoring system, currently

used by United Kingdom Power Networks (UKPN) Ltd. to assess the condition of their

6 kV and 11 kV distribution network. This was achieved by ensuring that the conditions

experienced by the cable samples under test are representative of those met by in-service

cable circuits. However, whilst the full three-phase experiment was under construction,

PD testing under single-phase energization was completed. This initial testing provided

a preliminary understanding of the PD levels to be expected from the cables under

investigation.

An experiment based on a single phase power supply has been designed, the schematic

of which is shown in Figure 4.1. A 300 kV single-phase PD free transformer has been

utilised as the power supply for the experiment. Two PD measurement systems have
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been applied simultaneously to measure any PD signals generated by the samples. A

conventional PD measurement system; the Omicron Mtronix MPD600 is an IEC 60270

compliant detection system for PD measurement. The PD signals are coupled by a

1 nF capacitor. The captured signal is transferred via an input unit through an optical

fibre to a computer-based detector. The software that is provided by the system is

suitably flexible and allows for detailed analysis of the data. A range of visualization

tools are available such as phase resolved PD (PRPD) and φ-q-n plots, as described

in Subsection 3.4.5. The PD signals are also inductively coupled from the connection

between the cables’ lead sheath and the laboratories’ HV earth point by a high frequency

current transformer (HFCT).

Input

unit

Mtronix PD 

detector

Coupling 

capacitor

High Voltage

ASM DSO

HFCT

HV area

Control area

Optic 

fibre

Cable 

sample

Figure 4.1: Single-phase Partial discharge experiment

A commercially available on-line PD monitoring system, consisting of an advanced sub-

station monitor (ASM) and an HFCT sensor has been provided by IPEC. A compre-

hensive explanation of the ASM system is provided in Subsection 2.3.3.1, one of the

key points being that its high resolution, data acquisition mode stores a single power

cycle worth of data every three minutes. If a larger amount of data is required over a

short period, the output of the HFCT can be connected to a LeCroy LC684DXL digital

storage oscilloscope (DSO) with a bandwidth of 1.5 GHz. A measurement of the back-
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ground noise level observed by the Mtronix system is recorded before each experiment to

verify an appropriate noise threshold at that point. To facilitate thermal control of the

samples, the terminated three-phase cables are passed through two current transform-

ers (CTs) and configured into a loop by bolting the lugs of the three-phase conductors

together. During PD testing, the phases that are n’t connected to the applied voltage

remain earthed - this is in line with standard field test techniques. Corona shields were

used to reduce the corona that is known to be produced by sharp points on the electrodes

when elevated to high voltages.

4.2 Three-phase experiment

To enable accurate replication of the conditions met by in-service cable circuits, the

cables’ current, temperature and voltage have to be accurately controlled. The layout

of the three-phase experiment is shown in Figure 4.2. A three-phase Pauwels Trafo

11 kV/415 V delta/star wound distribution transformer (DT) is back-energized to supply

the required rated voltage to test the cable samples. Five metre tails of polymeric

construction are connected to the HV side of the transformer via an end-box to provide

flexibility for the physical connection of samples to the experiment. The transformer

and its tails have been tested to ensure they are PD free under rated conditions. A

three-phase variac is used to manually adjust the input voltage to the transformer and

minimize the large inrush current produced by abruptly switching transformers of this

type on or off. High noise levels are associated with the model of variac selected for

this experiment due to its graphite brush design. To ensure that the supply to the

experiment doesn’t introduce additional noise, two Epcos three-phase power frequency

filters are used to attenuate the noise coupled to the mains supply and variac - their

peak insertion loss occurs as 80 dB at 106 Hz. The passive filters act to reduce the noise

level from 6-12 nC to 15-20 pC per phase. This is seen as an acceptable range given

the expected levels of apparent charge that are known to be generated by the cable

samples under investigation. Effective PD measurement relies on an appropriate level

of sensitivity to provide meaningful results.

4.2.1 Protection system

The aim of the protection system is to reduce any possible risks to research staff as well

as limit the exposure of hardware to damaging voltages and currents. The protection

element of the experiment is comprised of three integrated sub-systems that have been

designed to ensure safe experimental practice: operator safety, three-phase power supply

protection and to operate the distribution transformer within its design limits.

The safety unit as shown in Figure 4.3 is located in the control room of the Laboratory

and its function is to monitor inputs that provide information relating to the state of
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Figure 4.2: Three-phase partial discharge experiment schematic

the various components within the experiment. The function of the protection setup is

to discount the power flow to the experiment in the event that any of the integrated

safety mechanisms highlight a problem. This is achieved by the operation of a contactor

controlled circuit breaker (CB), an AND logic configuration of protection mechanisms

effectively controls the action of the CB. Current is only permitted to flow through the

contactor coil (to energize the experiment) if all of the protection mechanisms involved

are in the required state.

The safety of the research staff operating this experiment is guaranteed by the use of an

inter lock system. This precaution ensures that the HV test area cannot be entered whilst

it is possible to energize the experiment. The inter lock, is included in the contactor

control circuit explained below and acts as a mechanical safety switch.

Current flow to the experiment is switched by a 410 V four-line contactor controlled

CB that breaks the current path to the experiment in the event of a fault or a manual

intervention. The CB is closed by the energization of a contactor coil, which can only

occur when all of the safety conditions are met. It is rated for a line current of 63 A

and has an effective opening time of 10-25 ms. The current limiting component of the

experiment is the three-phase variac, which is rated for 8 A. To allow for a higher rated

variac in the future, a flexible solution for the issue of current limitation was designed.

The flow of current between the supply and the experiment is monitored by four 100 A
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Figure 4.3: Circuit diagram of the safety unit
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current transformers (CTs) that produce a DC voltage proportional to the alternating

current bisecting their primary coil. Each CT is arranged with a single loop of the earth

cable around the primary to produce an effective current rating of 50 A. The voltages

produced by these CTs are used as inputs for four adjustable relays. The operating

current level of the relay can be manually adjusted to allow for the flexibility that was

mentioned previously. If the phase or neutral current exceed respective pre-defined

values, the relay operates and power to the experiment is disconnected by the contactor

controlled CB. A solid state relay is utilized to link a separate electronics circuit that

monitors the operation of the distribution transformer with the protection arrangement.

A description of this contribution to the protection setup is included in Subsection 4.2.1.1

of this work. A push to break (PTB) emergency stop button is included as a source of

manual functionality for the protection system.

A push to make (PTM) switch is included in the contactor control circuit in series with

a microswitch to allow for manual activation of the experiment. The microswitch is

situated within the variac and is closed when the variac output is zero. This ensures the

variac dial has to be returned to zero after the operation of the protection system and

rules out the possibility of turning on the experiment with an instantaneous voltage seen

at the transformer’s LV side. Once all of the safety mechanisms are in the correct state,

the “on” button can be activated, which closes the double throw 240 V relay and triggers

two events: one of the switches self-latches the 240 V relay to maintain closure after

the release of the on button, while the other energizes the four line contactor coil and

provides power to the experiment. In the event of a breach of the safety conditions, the

coil latching the 240 V relay is de-energized and the experiment is subsequently isolated.

The use of this latching system also means that after the protection activates, it latches

the power supply off and the system can only be restarted manually. A number of 250 V

Varistors are connected in parallel with the relay coils to reduce the effects of the large

voltages produced by the self inductance of the coils during switching.

4.2.1.1 Distribution transformer protection

The aim of the transformer protection is to highlight internal faults that could occur

within the unit itself as well as protect the hardware from large current surges (produced

by a sample breakdown) that could damage the transformer windings. The electronic

circuit that has been designed produces a logic output that controls the solid-state relay,

located within the safety unit. A programmable interface controller (PIC) Microcon-

troller has been programmed to monitor three input channels that provide information

regarding the operation of the transformer and isolate the power to the experiment via

the safety unit in the event of a fault. All DC power supplies are de-coupled using 1 nF

and 100 µF capacitors connected in parallel. The protection circuitry shown in Fig-

ure 4.4 is located in the test area within an earthed metal box to shield it from the noisy

HV environment. The three PIC inputs monitor the following transformer parameters:
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Figure 4.4: Transformer protection circuit, “Protection unit” in Figure 4.2

• The sum of secondary phase voltages

• The transformer tank to earth current

• The neutral point to earth current

As the 11 kV/415 V distribution transformer is wound with a delta/star configuration.

During normal operation in the field, the earth point of the HV side is floating. This

means that for its current application in the event of a phase to earth fault of the

transformer output (highly likely) a large earth fault current will flow. However, for

the current experiment setup, the output of the transformer is connected to three 1 nF

coupling capacitors in an earthed star arrangement. This technique ensures that if a

phase to earth fault were to occur within the sample, the earth fault is converted into a

more manageable phase short-circuit [? ]. To limit the damaging effect of this type of

fault on the experiment hardware, an electronic protection circuit was designed as shown

in Figure 4.4. Basic circuit theory tells us that if an ideal transformer operates under

normal conditions and supplies a balanced load, the instantaneous sum of its output

phase voltages will equal zero. In the event of a phase to earth fault, the voltage of

the faulty phase will collapse, meaning that the sum of the output phase voltages will

equal
√

3Vp. This principal is used to protect the transformer in the event of a sample
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breakdown or an un-symmetric fault within the transformer. The first section of the

circuit involves voltage limitation with the use of Zener diodes to provide a short to

earth if the input voltages exceed 10 V. The ratio of the summation resistors to the

feedback resistance controls the gain produced by the operational amplifier. The middle

section of the circuit performs a full-wave rectification on the summed input voltages

producing a smoothed DC voltage. If at any point the input voltage exceeds a threshold

value, a logic high is sent to the PIC and the experiment is subsequently isolated.

Two 25 A CTs (Carlo Gavazzi) are used to monitor the flow of current between the

transformer tank and earth and the LV neutral point and earth respectively as shown in

Figure 4.2. This functionality allows the protection system to identify if phase to earth

and phase to phase internal faults occur within the transformer. The DC voltage output

of the CTs are proportional to the rms AC current passing through the primary coil as

before. Two voltage comparators guarantee that if the output voltage of the CTs ever

exceeds a user-defined threshold value, a logic high is sent to the PIC and the experiment

is shut down. A certain amount of flexibility is available in the threshold values to allow

for the realistic possibility of a slightly unbalanced load. An Opto-coupler electrically

isolates the PIC from the cable linking it to the protection unit within the control room

to reduce the effects of voltage transients on the sensitive electronics.

A PIC16F628A microcontroller was used to monitor the condition of the experimental

hardware. The chip has a 200 ns instruction execution time and wide functionality. Each

of the three input channels is sequentially tested, in the event of one of the channels

changing state, the output voltage is toggled to low, de-activating the solid-state relay

within the safety unit and isolating the experiment. In the event of an un-balanced phase

voltage in excess of the reference voltage level, the protection electronics can operate

within 520 µs. This is an acceptable reaction speed as it is a fraction of the period of a

power cycle. In reality, a delay was added to the voltage monitoring algorithm to reduce

the chance of the protection triggering due to noise within the system, the system is

currently configured to isolate the experiment within five power cycles of a fault being

highlighted. One of the functions of the Crydom CWD2425 solid-state relay that is used

in the control unit is to operate when the voltage is at the zero-crossing point. A PTB

button is included in the circuit to act as a manual reset to the circuit.

4.3 Thermal calibration

One of the primary functions of the experiment was to simulate the in-service conditions

met by three-phase distribution cable circuits in the field. This involves thermally cycling

the cable samples to mimic the daily variation in load experienced by in-service cable

circuits. The ability to control the thermal conditions within the cable itself is vitally

important to accurately thermally cycle the samplesy. The standard method to allow
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Figure 4.5: Thermal calibration experiment schematic

control of the core temperatures of cables is to perform a thermal calibration experiment,

the layout of which is shown in Figure 4.5. The experiment is designed to determine

the thermal response of the cable sample to a step change in circulating current as well

as the relationship between conductor and surface temperature. This involves inserting

thermocouples into a conductor (in a hole drilled through the cable insulation) and

attaching them to the oversheath of the cable to monitor the conductor and surface

temperatures respectively. The temperatures are displayed and recorded on a PC using

Picolog software. Initially, two CTs were used to inject current into a cable sample that

was connected in a loop. Initially, the output of the CTs was manually set to a current

that exceeded that which was required to heat the sample to its rated value. The control

of the CTs was then transferred to a Eurotherm 2132 unit that employs PID control

to match an input temperature provided by a thermocouple to a user-defined reference

temperature. As current flows around the cable loop, its temperature increases due to

Joule heating. Once the relationship between conductor and surface temperature was

recorded, control of the conductor temperature was attempted using the cables surface

temperature as the input.

A 10 m cable sample was terminated and selected for use in a thermal calibration exper-

iment. A section of its outer insulation was removed and a hole drilled into one of the

conductors to allow for the insertion of two thermocouples. Two further thermocouple

sensors were attached to the surface of the cable sample. The PILC cable design under
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investigation in this research has a conductor thermal limit of 65◦C. The initial aim of

the calibration experiment was to find the phase current required to heat the conductors

to this temperature and then to find the corresponding temperature of the cable surface

(to allow for surface temperature control and the application of HV to the sample).

Four k-type thermocouples were used to measure the temperature of the 10 m cable

section at various points as shown in Figure 4.5. Two were inserted into one of the

cable conductors and two were attached to the surface of the cable. Copper tape was

applied underneath the thermocouple to ensure an effective thermal bond between the

sensor and cable. One of the conductor thermocouples was connected to the CT control

unit and the others into the PC for monitoring and recording. It proved that a single

CT could only induce 280 A/phase when the cable was cold, decreasing to 250 A/phase

when the cable was warm due to the increase in conductor resistance. It was discovered

that a current of 320 A/phase is sufficient to heat the conductors to 65◦C when the

ambient temperature is 14◦C. Therefore, two CTs were required to heat the cable to its

rated value.

Initially it was decided to use one of the CTs to carry the base current (a current that

produced a conductor temperature just below the required level) and the other to supply

a small amount of current that would pulse on and off to maintain the target conductor

temperature. When this was attempted, it was found that as the pulsing CT cut out,

the current induced into it by the cable sample overloaded the fuse in its controller

unit. To overcome this issue it was decided to equally load the CTs with 160 A/phase

to minimise the induced current when one of the CTs switched off. It is important to

ensure that the power supply to both CTs is from the same phase to avoid damaging

them.

Once the required phase current was ascertained the CT control unit was tested to ensure

that it was capable of maintaining a constant conductor temperature of 65◦C whilst

using the conductor temperature as its input. One of the functions provided by the CT

control unit called, “auto-tune” was used to calculate the various PID control coefficients

needed to maintain a constant conductor temperature at the required value. A plot of the

conductor and insulation temperatures during the first stage of the thermal calibration

process is shown in Figure 4.6.

The second stage of the thermal calibration process involved determining the cable

surface temperature that corresponded to the target conductor temperature of 65◦C.

Following this, a test was completed to validate if the CT control unit could maintain

a constant conductor temperature whilst using the cable surface temperature as an in-

put. It was found that a stable surface temperature of 53◦C related to a conductor

temperature of 65◦C. The ambient air temperature when this test was completed test

was 17◦C. Factors that influence the relationship between conductor and cable surface

temperature readings include ambient temperature and Thermocouple error (±1◦C ).
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Figure 4.6: Cable surface temperature plot compared with conductor temperature
control. Red/Green = Surface temperature, Blue = Conductor temperature

These variables have been taken into account and represent an acceptable level of tem-

perature uncertainty of ±2◦ throughout the year. A plot of the conductor and surface

temperatures against time for these conditions is shown in Figure 4.7. The plot clearly

shows the use of the auto-tune function producing the two sets of small saw-tooth waves

at around 3000 s. The control unit was then turned off (at around 5000 s), the cable

allowed to cool for a number of minutes and then turned back (at around 6000 s) on to

observe effective control of the temperature to the required rated level.

The final stage of the thermal calibration process involved allowing the cable to fully

cool down and record a complete heat cycle with the control unit using the cables

surface temperature as its input. This produced a complete temperature calibration

plot that enables us to verify conductor temperature behavior for future cable samples

that won’t contain a thermocouple inserted into the core conductor. The accurate

control of the conductor temperature at 65◦C using the cable surface temperature as

a control is verified by Figure 4.8. The plot also highlights the relationship between

surface and conductor temperature over an entire thermal cycle. An interesting fact that

was observed from the thermal calibration experiment is that the surface temperature

initially rises more rapidly than the conductor temperature. This could be due to eddy

currents within the lead sheath and armour producing heat in a close proximity to the

oversheath. The experiment showed that a surface temperature of 53◦C is sufficient to

maintain a conductor temperature of 65◦C and that the time constant (for this type
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Figure 4.7: Cable temperature plot with surface temperature control. Green = Sur-
face temperature, Blue/Red = Conductor temperature

of cable with an ambient temperature of 14◦C) for the thermal cycle is approximately

50 minutes.

4.4 Conventional PD measurement

A three-channel Omicron Mtronix MPD600 PD measurement system was used in this

investigation. The system is fully compliant with the IEC 60270 standard. A schematic

representation of the measurement circuit is shown in Figure 4.9. The HV coupling

capacitor (1) blocks the 50 Hz network frequency voltage and transfers the high frequency

PD signal to a Quadripole unit (2) which acts as the measuring impedance for the PD

detector (3). The PD acquisition unit (3) functions not only as a PD detector but also

a digital signal processing (DSP) based A/D converter and an electro-optic converter.

It can be powered by a rechargeable Lithium-ion battery (4) or an 8-12 V DC power

supply. The acquisition unit is fully remote controlled by a computer (6) via a USB

interface (5) and optic fibre. The captured PD signal is recorded on the computer for

post-processing, replay and analysis at a later point. The amount of data that can be

stored is limited by the operating system and the size of the PC’s hard drive. The

system is calibrated by a charge calibrator, pulses with a known apparent charge level

are injected into the sample under test. The Mtronix CAL542 charge calibrator (7) can
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Figure 4.8: Temperature calibration plot

provide a 300 Hz pulse train with a pulse rise time of less than 4 ns. The system has

a measurement frequency of up to 32 MHz and a variable bandwidth from 9 kHz to

3 MHz. As outlined in the IEC 60270 standard, the centre frequency and bandwidth

used for PD measurement in this investigation are selected as 350 kHz and 300 kHz

respectively.

Figure 4.9: Mtronix MPD600 PD measurement circuit
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The use of a conventional PD measurement system under controlled laboratory condi-

tions provides the functionality to calculate the apparent charge level which can be used

as an indicator of the energy transfer involved with any recorded PD activity. It can

also provide more information for analysing PD produced by sources within the cable

sample, in terms of fault location and source type, by monitoring three phases of the

cable simultaneously. The results obtained from the Mtronix PD detector are used as a

reference to compare with data obtained using the non-conventional ASM.

4.5 Analysis techniques for partial discharge signals

Historically, the analysis of partial discharge signals has been undertaken by experts

and would generally be completed for a specific type of plant i.e. rotating machines or

transformers. This section provides an overview of the various analysis techniques that

can be applied to raw PD data. The primary function of these tools is to visually rep-

resent characteristics of PD signals, this information can then be interpreted to provide

information relating to the source of the PD signals. There is no generally applicable

method for the analysis of all PD signals with a common situation being that systems

work effectively on experimental data but are often less effective when applied to field

data - due to the increased noise levels and system complexity.

Several PD signal parameters are introduced in IEC 60270 [? ] to characterize PD

signals, these include:

• Phase angle occurrence

• Inception and extinction voltages

• Apparent charge

• Pulse repetition frequency

• Pulse repetition rate

• Average discharge current

• Discharge power

• Quadratic rate

These parameters are defined in the international partial discharge measurement stan-

dard in order to allow for the comprehensive description of PD signals recorded during

testing [? ]. Due to the nature of PD phenomena, PD testing involves collecting data

over an extended time period in order to capture a representative example of the PD

activity under given conditions.
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4.6 Three-phase power supply

One of the fundamental points regarding this research is that the cable sections are

stressed in a manner that closely mimics the conditions experienced by cables within

the distribution network. For this reason an 11 kV/415 V distribution transformer was

sourced to provide the required voltage levels needed for testing. The distribution trans-

former arrived at the laboratory with no HV connections. An end box was fitted with

5 m polymeric tails to allow for the greatest flexibility in the layout of the experiment.

The transformer and its tails were PD tested at rated volts to ensure that it would not

introduce an increase in background noise as it was integrated with the experiment. If

the transformer was abruptly switched on a large in-rush current would pass through

the windings of the transformer due to their self inductance, leading to possible damage

to the internal windings or supply cables. Two possible solutions were evaluated: the

use of a, “soft start” switch or using a manually operated three-phase variac to supply

the distribution transformer.

As a range of three-phase variacs are available in the laboratory, it was decided to in-

vestigate if their use could be a solution for the power supply issue. A possible concern

of using a manually operated variac as the control of the applied voltage for the sys-

tem is that, due to their graphite brush construction, they are known to produce large

magnitude PD-like signals. This could increase the background noise level of the exper-

iment, reducing its effective sensitivity. To ensure that the power supply components

were sufficiently PD-free, the variac had to be PD tested whilst varying the output from

0-415 V. A plot of the noise signals produced across the full voltage range of the variac

is shown in Figure 4.10. The plot shows high noise values at the limits of the variac

output, peaks in noise activity are also associated with a changing output voltage. The

phase-resolved persistent plot of the noise signals superimposed on the variac output

voltage are shown in Figure 4.11. The histogram shows the PD activity across the full

output range of the variac, a peak noise level of around 1 nC was recorded, this is an

unacceptable noise level for effective PD measurement.

The three-phase variac was then used to supply the back energized distribution trans-

former to see if the noise level was reduced due to the attenuating action of the trans-

former windings [? ]. After the transformer was energized, the noise level greatly in-

creased to a peak level of approximately 11 nC, as shown in Figure 4.12. The increased

noise level produced by the inclusion of the distribution transformer proved unaccept-

able for a PD measurement experiment. Possible solutions to reduce the noise levels are

the use of a motorised-wheeled variac, adjusting the tap setting of the transformer or to

add a suitable power frequency three-phase filter to the system. Various noise rejecting

post processing techniques are available (as explained in Section 2.3) but no de-noising

method can provide confidence in results compared to a noise-free experiment.

To reduce the background noise introduced by the three-phase power supply to the ex-
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Figure 4.10: Variac noise level (green) and output voltage (red) against time

Figure 4.11: Persistent plot of variac noise

periment, two three-phase power frequency filters were implemented as well as adjusting

the tap setting of the distribution transformer. The filters were included to block any

harmonic or noise distortion of the power supply to the Laboratory as well as suppress

any noise generated by the three-phase variac. As Figure 4.10 showed the voltage de-

pendence of the noise produced by the variac, it was hoped that by adjusting the tap

setting of the transformer to +5%, the variac noise would diminish. This also enables

the variac output to be decreased (reducing noise) whilst maintaining the output of the

distribution transformer at its rated value. A plot of the noise activity produced by

the experiment with the inclusion of the two filters (one placed before and after the

variac) and the adjusted tap-setting is shown in Figure 4.13. Analysis of the PD signals

generated by the experiment after the addition of the filters and adjustment of the tap

setting effectively reduced the noise magnitude by a factor of 500 to a value of around

25 pC/phase. Given the magnitude of the intrinsic PD that is known to be produced
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Figure 4.12: Persistent plot of full experiment

Figure 4.13: Persistent plot of full experiment with two filters and +5% tap position
on the distribution transformer

by this cable design (10s of nC), this is believed to be an acceptable noise threshold.

4.7 Cable terminations

As a range of mechanical, electrical and thermal stresses were applied to cable samples

in this research, the experiment design was developed to provide the maximum levels

of flexibility with regard to its configuration. Attention was taken to standardize the
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three-phase PD experiment for all cable samples, this was undertaken to allow for the

comparison of results between samples containing different defects. As construction of

the test samples was undertaken at the Laboratory, great care was taken to ensure that

comparable fabrication techniques were employed throughout. This subsection describes

the construction of two termination designs that were available to produce the 10 m cable

samples.

4.7.1 1200 mm (long) termination

A 1200 mm long termination produced by Raychem for three-phase paper insulated

cable was initially installed at each end of a 10 m section of cable. After removing the

outer insulation layers, transparent heat shrink tubes were applied to each of the three

paper insulated conductors. Three semi-conductive heat shrink tubes were then fitted

to the base of each separate phase near the crutch, as shown in Figure 4.14.

Figure 4.14: Long termination under construction: a - Wire armour, b - Lead sheath,
c - Termination crutch point, d - Outer heat shrink layer and e - Inner heat shrink layer

A stress relief, “crutch piece,” as shown in Figure 4.15 was inserted between the three

phases at the crutch of the termination. The cable was then covered with a semi-

conducting heat shrink, “boot,” as shown in Figure 4.16. Aluminium lugs were connected

to each conductor after the cable was suitably positioned in the testing tank. Three

insulation heat shrink tubes were then applied between the crutch and the lugs of each

phase respectively, as shown in Figure 4.17.

Figure 4.15: Crutch piece

As the three-phase experiment was not available at this point in the research, PD mea-

surement of the long terminations was completed under single-phase energization, as

explained in Section 4.1. As mentioned previously, the conditions under single and
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Figure 4.16: Semi-conductive crutch heat shrink

Figure 4.17: Fully fabricated long terminations

three-phase energization are different. However, it was hoped that preliminary testing

would provide an idea of the PD level produced by a fully terminated cable sample.

Comparison of the results produced by both termination designs informed the decision

for the most appropriate choice for all future samples. All three phases exhibited PD at

voltages below the rated voltage of the hardware. The inception voltage for phase one,

two and three were 5.3 kV, 6.5 kV and 5.6 kV respectively. The phase-resolved PD plots

for phase one, two and three at rated voltage are shown in Figures 4.18, 4.19 and 4.20

respectively.

Results from the PD tests undertaken on the sample with 1200 mm terminations show

that there is a large variation in PD activity on each phase with respect to the apparent

charge magnitude and the number of PD pulses measured during the test. These param-

eters are important as they help to describe the PD pulses introduced by the experiment

itself. The phase producing PD pulses with the largest apparent charge was phase one

with a peak of approximately 0.8 nC. The average number of PD pulses per power cycle

for phase one is 454. As the purpose of this investigation is to analyze the PD produced

by known defects within cable samples, it would be beneficial if defect-less samples were

PD free. Unfortunately, due to the heat shrink construction of the cable terminations,

large PD signals are generated by the cable sections themselves - due to gas filled voids

in close proximity to HV electrodes.
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Figure 4.18: Persistent plot of PD produced by phase one of long termination sample
during single phase energization

Figure 4.19: Persistent plot of PD produced by phase two of long termination sample
during single phase energization

4.7.2 650 mm (short) terminations

To investigate whether using a different termination design would affect the PD pro-

duced by a newly fabricated cable sample, another termination kit was assessed. A new

cable sample was terminated with a 650 mm heat shrink type termination that was also

probuced by Raychem. Similar to the installation instruction of the long termination,

the short termination utilized mastic tape for stress control at both ends of the semi-

conducting heat shrink tube and the crutch, as shown in Figure 4.21. The stress relief

tape consists of a material with high relative permittivity that acts to reduce the high
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Figure 4.20: Persistent plot of PD produced by phase three of long termination
sample during single phase energization

electric field produced by the dielectric discontinuity between different dielectric materi-

als [? ]. The same design of crutch piece is used in both termination types. The length

of heat shrink insulation tubes and semi-conductive tubes are shorter when compared

to those of the 1200 mm design. The same PD measurement experiment that was used

for the long terminations was applied to the sample with the shorter version. The other

significant difference between the two termination designs, other than the difference in

length, is that the shorter terminations have more stress relief mastic at the lugs as

shown in Figure 4.22.

Figure 4.21: Application of mastic tape onto the crutch

After the cable had been terminated, single phase PD testing was undertaken. The

recorded inception voltage for phases one, two and three were 6.0 kV, 5.2 kV and 5.4 kV

respectively. The phase-resolved PD plots for phase one, two and three at the rated

voltage are shown in Figures 4.23, 4.24 and 4.25 respectively.

Analysis of the results produced by the PD tests undertaken on the sample with 650 mm

terminations show that there is once again a large variation in PD activity on each phase.

The apparent charge magnitude and the number of PD pulses vary a great deal from
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Figure 4.22: Stress relief tape on the short termination. a - PVC electrical tape,
b - clear heatshrink and c - Mastic stress relief tape

Figure 4.23: Persistent plot of PD produced by phase one of the short termination
sample during single-phase energization
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Figure 4.24: Persistent plot of PD produced by phase two of the short termination
sample during single-phase energization

Figure 4.25: Persistent plot of PD produced by phase three of the short termination
sample during single-phase energization

phase to phase - due to variations in insulation application quality or the mechanical

treatment of the terminations. The PD pulses with the largest apparent charge were

produced by phase three with a peak of approximately 2.8 nC. The average number of

PD pulses per power cycle for phase three is 100. The signals introduced by the sample

terminations act to reduce the sensitivity of the experiment and will be treated as noise.

The standard procedure for dealing with noise sources in PD testing experiments is

to reduce the magnitude of the noise to an acceptable level with respect to the test

object. As the magnitude of the PD that will be produced by the defects within the

PILC cable samples is yet to be verified, the PD limit of MV polymeric cables was
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used. As previously mentioned in Section 2.2, the maximum limit of PD produced

by XLPE or EPR distribution cables at the MV range is 10 pC. Using peak apparent

charge magnitude as a guide to the suitability of the cable terminations, the 650 mm

variety were deemed to be unacceptable for terminating future samples. The longer

terminations also provided some practical advantages in terms of their flexibility with

regard to physically connecting the samples to the power supply.

4.7.3 Phase separation

To investigate the effect of separation distance between termination phase conductors on

PD generation, an experiment has been completed. Phase two of the sample containing

650 mm terminations (the phase producing PD pulses with the smallest apparent charge

in previous tests) was energized whilst the remaining phases were earthed. The mini-

mum distance between the lugs of phase two and phase one was initially set to 6 cm and

the applied voltage was increased to U0. The recorded inception voltage for this separa-

tion distance was 6.0 kV. The PD pattern at rated voltage is shown in Figure 4.26. The

distance between phases one and two was then reduced to 3 cm. The recorded inception

voltage was 4.3 kV. The PD pattern for 30 s at rated voltage with a 3 cm lug separation

distance is shown in Figure 4.27. The reduced separation distance acts to generate a

larger discharge amplitude, discharge frequency and a reduced inception voltage. It was

noted that the mechanical manipulation of the cable terminations when they were cold

could produce PD activity by disturbing the crutch and moving insulating papers with

relation to each other - possibly leading to void creation. The effect of PD testing cable

samples at ambient temperature also means that oil within the cable remains at a high

viscosity, meaning the reduced potential of oil migration and the probability of these

voids filling with oil. This finding highlights a limitation of single phase energization

experiment as constant manipulation of the sample (in order to connect the HV supply

to test different phases) is unavoidable. As a result of these findings, future experimental

practice was adapted to ensure reasonable phase separation and minimization of sam-

ple movement. Once the three-phase experiment was on-line and a sample secured in

position, manipulation of the cable samples was avoided.

4.7.4 Thermal effects on PD activity

All of the PD testing up to this point have been undertaken with the cable samples

at the ambient temperature of the laboratory. This subsection introduces the effects of

cable temperature variation on PD activity within three-phase PILC distribution cables.

All of the testing in this section was completed using the single-phase PD experiment,

as explained in Section 4.1.
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Figure 4.26: Phase-resolved PD persistent plot for 6 cm lug separation

Figure 4.27: Phase-resolved PD persistent plot for 3 cm lug separation

4.7.4.1 Thermal cycle effects on termination PD

Both 1200 mm and 650 mm terminations exhibited considerable magnitude PD activity

at their rated voltage. The full experiment involves thermally cycling cable samples,

in order to investigate the relationship between termination PD and temperature, an

extension to the previous experiment was implemented. A cable sample with 650 mm

terminations was selected to undertake three hours of heating and then left to naturally

cool. Based on previous study and the results produced by thermal calibration, the

cable loop was heated with a current of 320 A/phase. The input temperature for the

CT controller was measured using a thermocouple attached to the surface of the cable.

The CT controller was programmed to maintain the cable samples surface temperature

at 53◦C, to achieve a rated conductor temperature of 65◦C. PD tests were undertaken

before and after the thermal cycle on phase two of the cable sample. The inception
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voltage of phase two before the thermal cycle was 6.4 kV and 6.6 kV after. The phase-

resolved PD pattern over 30 s before and after the thermal cycle are shown in Figures 4.28

and 4.29 respectively.

Figure 4.28: 30 s phase-resolved PD pattern before a thermal cycle

Figure 4.29: 30 s phase-resolved PD pattern after a thermal cycle

The effects of completing a thermal cycle on the PD activity of this sample with 650 mm

terminations are as follows:

• Increased PD inception Voltage

• Increased discharge frequency

• Decreased peak apparent charge of PD
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4.7.4.2 PD testing at raised temperature

In-service cable circuits undergo a cyclic heating process due to the daily change of

current load that is produced by the variation in consumer activity. To mimic the

loading of in-service cables, cyclic currents are induced into the cable samples to simulate

realistic load conditions experienced by operational cable circuits. This experiment aims

to investigate the effects of raised temperature on PD activity within a defective PILC

cable sample. The cable sample with the 650 mm terminations was cut and a defective

joint was inserted containing a, ‘void in the top’ as explained in Section 5.11. The cable

was initially PD tested at an ambient temperature of 17◦C, the recorded PD data for

phase one, two and three are shown in Figures 4.30, 4.31 and 4.32 respectively.

Figure 4.30: 60 second persistent plot for phase one of, ‘void on top’ sample at 17◦C

Figure 4.31: 56 second persistent plot for phase two of, ‘void on top’ sample at 17◦C

It transpires that the sample time for the PD measurement of each phase is different.
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Figure 4.32: 18 second persistent plot for phase three of, ‘void on top’ sample at 17◦C

However, a similar pattern of PD activity is visible for each phase with similar PD

occurrence rates - so the presence of similar PD sources is assumed. As single phase PD

analysis was completed in this case, it is not possible to discriminate between the PD

signals produced by the defective joint or the sample terminations. Due to the fact that

PD activity was present in the sample before the joint was fabricated, it is assumed that

both the defect and terminations within the sample produce PD signals.

The cable was exposed to a current of 260 A/phase provided by a CT. The CT was con-

trolled by a unit that used the cable surface temperature as an input. The cable surface

temperature was raised to 45◦C, the resultant conductor temperature was estimated

at 53◦C by referring to the previously obtained thermal calibration curve as shown in

Figure 4.8. PD testing was undertaken and the recorded results for phases one, two and

three are shown in Figure 4.33, 4.34 and 4.35 respectively.

Figure 4.33: 60 second persistent plot for phase one of, ‘void on top,’ sample with
the sample conductors at 53◦C

A significant difference in PD activity on phase one of the sample at different tempera-

tures is observed from this experiment. With the cable sample at the ambient tempera-
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Figure 4.34: 56 second persistent plot for phase two of, ‘void on top,’ sample with
the sample conductors at 53◦C

Figure 4.35: 18 second persistent plot for phase three of, ‘void on top,’ sample with
the sample conductors at 53◦C

ture of 17◦C, around 1.4 million PD pulses (with a magnitude larger than the threshold

value) were recorded with a peak apparent charge value of approximately 230 pC. In

contrast to that, when the conductor temperature was raised to 53◦C, 18 PDs were

recorded during the sampling period with a peak value of 13 pC. The PD activity in the

other phases was also reduced but not as comprehensively as with phase one. At this

point, it is also interesting to note that phase one is fully submerged in bitumen within

the joint, as shown in Figure 5.11. These results shows a strong influence of temperature

with both termination and defect PD activity. The findings from this experiment also

suggest the possibility of using raised sample temperature to suppress termination PD

in future experiments.
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4.7.5 HFCT location experiment

An investigation into the effects of the distance between the sensing HFCT and the cable

sample on measured PD signals was undertaken. As the sample containing the void on

the top of the joint was observed to produce relatively constant levels of PD under rated

conditions, it was selected as the PD source for this experiment. A schematic of the

experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 4.36. As the magnitude of the PD produced

by the sample was similar in magnitude to the, “noise” produced by the thermal control

CTs. The data acquisition was undertaken with the sample at the ambient temperature

of 18◦C without the injection of a circulating current. As no circulating current was

required, the sample was tested in the “open-loop” arrangement without the coupling

capacitors attached, with the aim of closely representing the conditions experienced

during an on-line PD test. The earth bond of the cable was connected to the Laboratories

HV earth as in previous experiments. A Tektronix DPO7254 digital oscilloscope was

used to monitor the voltage output of an IPEC HFCT due to its capacity to record a

large number of consecutive cycles. The position of the transducer was fixed at three

different points along the earth wire with the cable sample energised at rated voltage.

The fast frame function was implemented to capture 50 cycles at each sensing position

which were subsequently analysed.

A zero crossing sensor was used to trigger the data acquisition process, with the single-

phase voltage within the control room being used for this purpose (as with the ASM).

The HFCT was positioned along the earth connection at set distances from the bonding

point of the cable sheath (20 cm, 3 m and 6 m) and data was collected at a sample rate

of 100 MSs−1 (as with the ASM).

4.7.6 HFCT position findings

To analyse the data, a noise threshold of 5 mV was selected for each data set so that

any pulses with a peak amplitude below this value were discarded. The pulses were

extracted from the experiment data and statistical analysis was performed on them to

highlight the effects of sensor position on the measured signals. A number of statistical

descriptors were used to comprehensively characterize the PD activity that is recorded

at each measurement point. A persistent plot of the 50 cycles captured at 20 cm, 3 m

and 6 m are shown in Figures 4.37, 4.38 and 4.39 respectively. Analysis of the plots

shows a significant difference in PD activity as the distance between the cable sample

and HFCT sensor increases.

The information in Table 4.1 statistically describes the PD data captured from each

of the three sensor positions. It reveals a reduction in the number of pulses that were

recognised with a peak magnitude greater than the threshold value as the distance

between the cable and the HFCT increases. A significant reduction in the number
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Figure 4.36: Schematic diagram of the HFCT position experiment

Figure 4.37: Phase resolved partial discharge plot from sample #2 with 50 cycles and
an HFCT distance of 20 cm. The plots have a 20 mV scale for the y-axis and 2.0 ms
scale for the x-axis and were triggered by the positive going zero crossing point of the

mains power supply voltage.
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Figure 4.38: Phase resolved partial discharge plot from sample #2 with 50 cycles and
an HFCT distance of 3 m

Figure 4.39: Phase resolved partial discharge plot from sample #2 with 50 cycles and
an HFCT distance of 6 m
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of PD’s (40%) was observed when comparing the data collected at 20 cm and 6 m.

This has a significance relating to the findings of Subsection 5.1.2 that the PD pulses

produced by the artificial defect (spike on the ferrule) weren’t the largest magnitude

pulses that were observed. This is due to the attenuating characteristics of the earth

bond itself. As discussed in [? ], the effects of high frequency attenuation (a reduction

of the energy transferred by a signals higher frequency components as a function of

propagation distance) along HV cables dominate those of dispersion (the shift in pulse

shape with distance due to the frequency dependence of electromagnetic propagation

velocity) with single core polymeric cables. This is reinforced by the similar average

peak frequency component that was calculated for each data-set. The average pulse

phase angle remained constant throughout all three tests, reinforcing the assumption

that the PD activity remained constant for the duration of the test period. Interestingly,

the average peak pulse magnitude of each set of data increased with distance from the

cable sample. This was due to the distribution of pulse magnitudes being skewed by

the large number of smaller pulses. As the pulses propagate along the earth cable, the

smaller amplitude pulses are attenuated below the threshold value, therefore reducing

the number of pulses that are recorded and negating the skew of the data. When the

median of the peak amplitude for each pulse was calculated, a reduction in median pulse

amplitude decreased with increasing distance.

Table 4.1: Pulse information at the three HFCT positions

HFCT Total Average Average Average Median Average
distance number number pulse pulse peak pulse peak

from of PDs of PDs peak amplitude peak frequency
cable above the above the phase (mV) amplitude component

sample noise threshold angle (◦) (mV) per pulse
threshold per cycle (Hz)

20 cm 2590 52 193 11.1 8.0 4.22×105

3 m 2161 43 188 11.2 7.2 4.13×105

6 m 1596 31 193 13.3 7.2 4.07×105

4.8 Summary

This chapter introduces the various experiment arrangements and developments em-

ployed within this research. An initial single-phase setup is described that was used

to develop a preliminary understanding of the asset under test. These findings were

taken forward to inform the design and development of the full three-phase experiment.

The purpose of the three-phase experiment was to acquire PD data from a defective

or damaged cable sample under rated electrical and thermal conditions. A protective

system is introduced that comprehensively mitigates for damage to either samples, the

experiment hardware or operators.
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A thermal calibration experiment has been completed in order to find the thermal re-

sponse of the cable under investigation to a step increase in load current. The relation-

ship between conductor and oversheath temperature was recorded over a full thermal

cycle to act as a reference for subsequent experiments. 320 A/phase was sufficient to

raise a 10 m cable sample to its rated conductor temperature of 65◦C . Accurate con-

trol of the surface temperature of the cable of 53◦C leads to a consistent rated thermal

conditions for the sample with an ambient temperature of 14◦C .

A small investigation into the effects of thermal conditions on PD activity within virgin

cable samples was undertaken to help inform subsequent experiment procedures. It

was discovered additional effect of the thermal cycling process was that the intrinsic

PD produced by the cable terminations reduced in magnitude after a cycle had been

undertaken. The reduction in peak pulse magnitude after a single thermal cycle was

reduced by 12% from 1.3 nC to 1.15 nC. A dramatic reduction in PD magnitude was

observed when the, “void on top” sample was heated to rated temperature, this property

could be used to isolate defect PD in subsequent experiments.

The conventional PD measurement systems employed in this experiment have been

described in detail.

A number of preliminary experiments were undertaken in order to develop the experi-

ment design and sample construction. The initial experiment involved quantifying the

noise background and sensitivity of the experiment with regard to PD measurement. Ini-

tial test results highlighted that the original experiment configuration introduced noise

with a peak magnitude of 11 nC. This was seen to be unacceptable and was reduced to

25 pC at rated three-phase voltage by increasing the tap setting of the DT to +5% and

introducing two power frequency filters either side of the Variac.

A further test involved PD testing the two versions of polymeric termination kits that

were available for the cable sample fabrication process. It was revealed that the longer

(1200 mm) termination design generated smaller magnitude PD pulses and also provided

additional mechanical flexibility for sample connection. The peak PD magnitude was a

key feature of the PD results as it is traditionally used for noise rejection.

The effects of phase separation distance of the cable terminations on PD activity were

investigated, with the outcome being that reduced separation distance and/or the act

of physically manipulating the cable terminations acts to increase the magnitude of

intrinsic PD produced by a virgin cable sample. This finding was fed into a revision

of the experiment procedure to maximise phase separation distance and mechanically

restraining the cable samples within the test area to reduce movement.

The effect of HFCT location on the quality of non-conventional PD data has been

investigated. It was found that increasing the sensor distance from the cable sample

from 20 cm to 3 m reduced the number of recorded PD pulses by 40%. This finding
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informed the decision to ensure that the sensor was positioned as close to the sample as

possible for all subsequent tests to ensure representative data would be recorded.
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Chapter 5

Results: Electrical and thermal

degradation

This chapter introduces a selection of cable samples containing straight lead joints that

have been incorrectly fabricated resulting in either an increase in localised electric field

or reduction in their dielectric strength within the joint. Another sample consisting

of a fully terminated 10 m cable section has been exposed to excessive thermal condi-

tions. Details of the construction of each sample and the different stressing regimes that

have been applied are provided in this chapter. The samples were PD tested over an

extended period under rated three-phase applied voltage using both conventional and

non-conventional measurement and initial analysis of the results is included. After the

testing schedules had been completed, forensic analysis of the samples was undertaken

with the results of which presented in this chapter.

5.1 Spike on the ferrule

The original design brief for defective cable samples include the following requirements:

• The defect should represent examples that have been identified in the field to have

reduced service life.

• The defect should be considerable enough to generate PD immediately - due to

the time constraints involved.

• The defect should not cause the sample to breakdown immediately.

Due to the contradictory nature of the second and third point, a trade off in defect design

had to be met. This involved trusting the judgment of the jointers that were employed
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to produce the samples. Their experience was invaluable when trying to ensure that

the defects were significant enough to generate measurable signals whilst not causing a

rapid degradation of the samples.

5.1.1 Sample fabrication

All cable jointing across the London 11 kV Network is undertaken by sub-contracted

Jointers, often in cramped conditions with strict time restrictions; this combination of

factors inevitably leads to a variation in joint construction quality. Poor joint construc-

tion is thought to be a considerable factor relating to the reduction in operational life

of the circuit. One of the documented mistakes made by Jointers during joint fabrica-

tion is not to thoroughly wipe away excess plumbers metal when producing the joint,

this leads to rough conductor surfaces and a concentration in electric field distribution

within the joints themselves. For the first sample that was fabricated for PD testing,

the joint team was asked to position a metal spike on the ferrule of a phase conductor.

The spike was located on phase two and directed towards phase one. The aim being to

introduce an asymmetric element to the electrode geometry within the joint that would

lead to distinctive PD patterns during testing. The spike was constructed by wrapping

wire around the conductor itself and using it as a former that plumbers metal was then

applied to and left to set. The spike was approximately 14 mm in length as shown in

Figure 5.1. The conductor supporting the spike was then wrapped in oil impregnated

Crêpe paper as in normal joint fabrication. The innermost layers of paper were ripped

by the spike during application of the papers.

5.1.2 Conventional PD analysis

This section includes the analysis of PD data that has been recorded via conventional

means, the analysis includes phase-resolved and three phase amplitude ratio (3PARD)

PD patterns that were thoroughly explained in Sections 3.4.5 and 3.4.5.1 respectively.

An example of the PD patterns recorded from each phase of the, “spike on the ferrule,”

sample at rated volts (11 kV line to line) and a conductor temperature of 38◦C . These

results are provided from the first experiment that involved applying the three-phase

voltage to the sample. Testing was undertaken using three Mtronix channels to monitor

each phase conductor simultaneously. The phase resolved patterns from phase one, two

and three of the sample are shown in Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 respectively.

A comparison of the phase resolved plots under three-phase and single-phase applied

voltages are vastly different. The overall pattern of the high intensity (more common)

PD pulses appear at a similar phase angle and form a similar pattern. However the

complexity of the PD patterns under three-phase conditions is much greater. The cluster
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Figure 5.1: Metal spike on the ferrule of phase 2

Figure 5.2: 50 s persistent plot from phase one of the spike sample at rated voltage
and 38◦C
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Figure 5.3: 50 s persistent plot from phase two of the spike sample at rated voltage
and 38◦C

Figure 5.4: 50 s persistent plot from phase three of the spike sample at rated voltage
and 38◦C
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of points that form the distinct pattern at 6 ms for each of the Figures 5.2-5.4 are

produced by the metal spike on the ferrule of phase two. This conclusion is drawn from

the observation that no such pattern was observed from the virgin cable sample before

the introduction of the defect, the largest magnitude pulses are observed on phase two

(where the spike is situated) and the 3PARD pattern shows the majority of activity

occurring between phases two and one as shown in Figure 5.5. A full explanation of the

3PARD algorithm is provided in Subsection 3.4.5.1.

Figure 5.5: 3PARD of the spike sample at rated voltage and 38◦C

The PD produced by the spike has an apparent charge of 1.4 nC. The pulses observed

on the remaining phases are produced by the capacitive coupling between the phases

that allows the original signal to transfer to the other phases via cross-talk. The char-

acteristics of the pulses that are transferred to the other phases via cross talk include

a reduction in apparent charge, occurrence at the same phase angle and commonly, a

switch in polarity. The development of this characteristic PD pattern in the time domain

provides encouragement that the pulses themselves will retain distinctive attributes that

will allow for effective discrimination of the PD pulses produced by different sources.

5.1.3 Over voltage experiment

Regular observations of the spike on the ferrule sample highlighted that after a period of

around a month of continuous operation at its rated voltage, the distinctive PD activity

that had been attributed to the spike defect had drastically reduced in magnitude.

In order to continue testing the sample, an experiment was devised using the setup

described in Section 4.1. The phase containing the spike defect (phase two) was exposed

to a ramped overvoltage test with the aim of re-activating the spike defect PD source.

The conductors for phases one and three were earthed whilst the AC power supply was

attached to the phase of interest. PD measurement was completed using a single channel

of the Mtronix system coupled to the phase two conductor. The sample was maintained
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at an elevated temperature in order to reduce any PD activity associated with the

sample terminations. In order to ensure that applying increased voltage to the sample

did not lead to breakdown of the dielectric, PD activity was continuously monitored as

the applied voltage increased. The testing process involved raising the applied voltage

to the rated phase to earth voltage of 6.35 kV, then increasing the applied voltage in

one kV steps every five minutes until the applied voltage was maintained at 18 kV for a

period of two hours.

5.1.3.1 Conventional PD analysis

Typical phase resolved PD patterns produced during the test are shown in Figures 5.6

and 5.7. Figure 5.6 shows obtained results for an applied voltage of 6.35 kV and Fig-

ure 5.7 shows the significant increase in PD activity for an overvoltage of 16 kV.

Figure 5.6: 60 s persistent PD plot with phase 2 raised to 6.35 kV at 46◦C

As the voltage applied to the sample increased, a considerable increase in the peak mag-

nitude of PD activity was noticed, with the value increasing to around 3 nC. In order

to investigate whether the overvoltage experiment had effectively aggravated the spike

PD source, the three-phase experiment configuration was assembled and PD measure-

ment was undertaken, the results of which are shown in Figure 5.8. Analysis of this

figure shows a significant increase in the PD peak magnitude visible on phase two, the

same phase relationship as previously seen in Figure 5.3 is also evident. This finding

reinforces the belief that the overvoltage test had successfully re-activated the spike PD

source within the sample.
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Figure 5.7: 60 s persistent PD plot with phase 2 raised to 16 kV at 45◦C

Figure 5.8: 60 s persistent PD plot with of spike sample post overvoltage test at rated
three-phase voltage and a conductor temperature of 12◦C . Phases one to three from

top to bottom

5.1.4 Forensic analysis

During the forensic analysis process, the joint was drained of bitumen. This was achieved

by drilling holes into the top and bottom of the joint and heating the joint using halogen

lamps to reduce bitumen viscosity and allow it to pour from the joint. After the joint

had been emptied of bitumen, the lead sheath was gradually removed to reveal the

paper insulation beneath. Photographs were taken to document the forensic process
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and record of any damage to the sample caused by the testing process. The state of

the spike on ferrule defect after testing is shown in Figure 5.9. After removing and

inspecting the lead sheath of the joint, it was apparent that some mechanical damage

had led to the compression of the joint into a flattened tube. The result of this was that

the bottom of the joint sheath had moved into close proximity to the phase insulation,

leading to an absence of bitumen in the very bottom of the joint. Further inspection

of the insulating papers in the proximity of this damage was completed and no obvious

electrical degradation was observed. The remaining insulating papers were carefully

removed and special attention was given to the region surrounding the metal spike

attached to the ferrule. As the insulation papers were removed, the ripping damage

caused by the fabrication process was revealed, as shown in Figure 5.10. Some black

deposits were observed around the tears in the paper, however, it is difficult to say

whether they are caused by charring from localised electrical breakdown or due to the

migration of bitumen into the paper insulation. The paper directly above the tip of the

spike showed a small amount of charring and was fully intact. The ferrule section of the

sample was cut out of the joint and the spike itself is shown in Figure 5.9. Comparison

of the spike before and after testing highlights that it is largely unchanged, some activity

has led to a slight, “rounding off,” of the metal spike. The effect of this would be to

reduce the localised electric field at the tip of the defect. In summary, mechanical damage

was observed at the bottom of the lead joint, with no associated electrical damage. A

small amount of electrical damage was observed at the point of the spike although it

was minimal. The spike itself looked relatively unchanged, a small amount of, “rounding

off” of the spike point had occurred, probably due to discharge erosion caused by the

local high electric field.

Figure 5.9: “Spike on the ferrule” post testing
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Figure 5.10: Ripping of insulating papers caused by the spike on the ferrule

5.2 Void on top

Another common fault that is believed to contribute to the failure of MV cable circuits

is the presence of voids within lead sheathed joints. This can occur if an insufficient

amount of bitumen is poured into the joint or if it is not possible to construct the joint

in a horizontal orientation.

5.2.1 Sample fabrication

The void within the joint was produced by only partially filling it with bitumen and

then sealing the joint and leaving it to set as normal. A schematic diagram of the defect

within the joint is shown in Figure 5.11, the orientation of the phases within the joint

are shown. Phase three is only partially submerged in the bitumen whilst phases one

and two are fully immersed in the dielectric fluid. The implications of removing the

bitumen from around one of the phases reduces the dielectric strength of that region

and that the exposed paper insulation could dry out - leading to a possible discontinuity

of insulation properties.

Figure 5.11: Void in the top defect
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5.2.2 Conventional PD analysis

After the cable had been terminated, the sample was placed into the test area, positioned

through two current transformers and prepared for joint fabrication. The construction of

the defect within the joint was fairly straightforward, a new joint was fully constructed

to the point that the bitumen is poured into the plumbed joint. At this point, the joint

was only partially filled, leaving phase three exposed to air at the top of the joint. After

the joint had been left to settle for a number of days, the three-phase experiment was

prepared and the sample was tested at a range of temperatures. At 22◦C, the sample

exhibited a large amount of PD activity (with a peak of approximately 3 nC peak

apparent charge on phase three) across all phases, an example of the phase resolved PD

data is given in Figure 5.12. The PD pattern at this temperature is consistent across all

of the phases and doesn’t exhibit any high density regions. This implies that a number

of distributed PD sources are active due to the large variation that is observed with little

phase correlation. As the temperature was increased to 40◦C, the PD associated with the

cable terminations was suppressed and some more complex PD patterns were revealed.

The phase resolved pattern associated with phase two is shown in Figure 5.13. The

obvious difference with the PD patterns at the elevated temperature is that the phase

resolved PD pattern is considerably more complex. Some of the subtle activity that was

previously hidden by the large, “background” noise at the lower temperature is visible

and the peak apparent charge level reduced from approximately 3 nC to around 1.6 nC.

Figure 5.12: 25 s phase resolved plot of “Void on top sample” phase three at 22◦C .
Green, Blue and Brown applied voltage waveforms correspond to phases one, two and

three respectively

The sample temperature was further increased to approach the rated conductor temper-

ature that corresponds to a cable surface temperature of 50◦C. The phase resolved plot
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Figure 5.13: 25 s phase resolved plot of “Void on top sample” phase three at 40◦C .
Green, Blue and Brown applied voltage waveforms correspond to phases one, two and

three respectively

of the PD activity recorded for phase two of the sample is shown in Figure 5.14. The

PD introduced by the cable terminations is fully suppressed, leaving a characteristic PD

pattern that is generated by the defect within the joint. The activity occurs in two main

regions across the applied voltage waveform, with a phase separation of around 180◦.

This evidence implies that the PD activity is driven by specific electric field distribution.

Whether this is dominated by a single phase or combination of phases remains to be

seen.

Figure 5.14: 25 s phase resolved plot of “Void on top sample” phase three at 50◦C
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Analysis of the PD produced by the “Void on top” sample shows a distinct phase resolved

pattern. This is a reasonable benchmark of PD activity that can be used as a reference

when comparing this type of defect with others. The peak apparent charge level of the

PD is approximately 40 pC.

5.2.3 Forensic analysis

As the void on top sample was only partially filled with bitumen, the joint dissecting

process was revised. For this sample, the top section of lead was cut and then removed

to reveal the internal structure of the joint. The result of this process is shown in

Figure 5.15. After removing the lead sheath of the joint, it was observed that some

separation of the liquid dielectric had occurred (shown as area, “b” of Figure 5.15). It

was proposed that some of the impregnate had migrated from the paper insulation and

found its way to the top of the joint due to the variation in density of each fluid.

Figure 5.15: “Void on top” joint dissection, a: Lead filings produced by sawing
process, b: Evidence of oil separation

The inside of the lead joint was scrutinised for sharp points left by the bitumen pouring

holes. None were found. The extent of the exposure of the phase insulators is shown

in Figure 5.16. Measurement of the joint revealed that the top 30 mm of the joint

consisted of an air void and that phase three was partially exposed. At this stage, the

bitumen was removed from the joint using the method discussed previously. The entire

lead sheath was then removed from the joint and an inspection of the insulating papers

was undertaken. No obvious damage was observed on the surface of the outer insulating

papers of the joint. It was observed that the bitumen seeped into the outer two to three

layers of the paper insulation, this is shown in Figure 5.17. As the forensic process was

completed, it was found that very little damage had been inflicted due to the increased

electrical stress within the joint. Realistically, the samples were only tested for a fraction

of the lifetime of joints in the field. It is possible that this degradation mechanism would

have been more active if the test period had been extended. The only damage to the
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sample that was obviously apparent occurred during the jointing process. At certain

stages in the jointing process, some of the paper insulation has to be removed by a

knife. Evidence that this process damages the phase conductors themselves is shown in

Figure 5.18. The sharp edges of the cut could produce a localised area of high electrical

stress. As the joints were fabricated in controlled conditions and great care was taken,

it is reasonable to assume that this damage is common to real joints in the network.

Figure 5.16: Phase three insulation exposure to air within the joint

Figure 5.17: Bitumen seepage into the paper insulation

5.3 Void in the crutch

The crutch of a three-phase joint is the point at which the three phase conductors

separate, it is seen as a high stress point in the system which is reinforced by the results

shown in Figure 2.10. As this section of the joint is already regarded as an electrically

weak region, the third sample was designed to compound this. To produce an air void

within the crutch of a joint; a roll of crêpe paper was wedged into the crutch, as shown

in Figure 5.19. The sides of the void were constructed by taping all three phases as

shown in Figure 5.20. To complete the joint, cool liquid bitumen was poured into the
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Figure 5.18: Damage to the phase conductor caused by jointer removing excess paper
insulation

lead sleeve where it was left to set. The bitumen was added to the joint at a lower

temperature than normal in the hope that due to its increased viscosity, it would not

migrate into the void.

Figure 5.19: Void in the crutch defect
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Figure 5.20: Application of tape to produce the void

5.3.1 Sample fabrication

At the time when the “void in crutch,” joint was fabricated, the three-phase experiment

was fully operational. For this reason, unlike previous termination tests, this test was

completed using the full three-phase setup. The impact of this is that the results gen-

erated by this setup are not directly comparable to previous termination experiments

as described in Section 4.7. The sample was terminated using the 1600 mm “long”

tails that had been proven to produce smaller magnitude PD signals than their shorter

counterparts and aid sensitivity. The termination experiment was undertaken using two

Mtronix channels, with one of them being transferred between two of the phases dur-

ing the testing programme. The largest PD magnitude was observed on phase one of

the sample and had a peak apparent charge magnitude of approximately 650 pC. The

phase resolved PD pattern generated by phase one at rated voltage and ambient tem-

perature is shown in Figure 5.21. The activity is not as large as that seen previously

and that may be due to the fact that the testing was completed in the morning after

the sample had been thermally cycled. It seems that the thermal cycling reduces the

PD magnitude generated by the sample terminations in agreement with the findings in

Subsection 4.7.4.1. This technique was then employed for all future samples in order

to, “bed in,” the newly applied sample terminations and improve the sensitivity of the

experiment.
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Figure 5.21: Termination PD from 1600 mm design on phase one of the “Void in the
crutch” sample

5.3.2 Conventional PD analysis

After PD testing of the sample terminations was completed, the test arrangement was

removed and the defective joint was constructed including a void in the crutch at one

side of the joint. Given the results obtained by computer modeling (as explained in

Subsection 2.3.1), it was highlighted that the inter-phase region of the cable experience

the largest amount of electrical stress under three-phase energization. In an attempt to

accentuate this finding and produce PD activity, the void was situated here. The phase

resolved plot of the PD signals recorded form phase one of the void in the crutch sample

under three-phase voltage conditions is shown in Figure 5.22. The PD patterns show

an increase in peak magnitude when comparing the activity exhibited by the sample

terminations. Another observation is that the smaller magnitude pulses observed in

Figure 5.22, are no longer present in subsequent test results, this implies that some of

the previously active PD sites have been extinguished. It is important to note that of

all the samples that have been fabricated, the void in the crutch sample produced the

smallest peak PD magnitude of approximately 1.4 nC when tested at room temperature.

Analysis of the phase resolved plot generated by phase one of the void in the crutch

sample shown in Figure 5.23 shows a reduced PD magnitude when compared to previous

defects investigated in this study.
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Figure 5.22: 25 s persistent plot of PD activity on phase one of the void in the crutch
sample at rated voltage at 20◦C . Green, Blue and Brown applied voltage waveforms

correspond to phases one, two and three respectively

Figure 5.23: 25 s persistent plot of PD activity on phase one of the void in the crutch
sample at rated voltage at 43◦C

5.3.3 Forensic analysis

During the forensic analysis of the void in the crutch sample, the technique described for

the spike on the ferrule sample was slightly modified. In order to ensure that the void

was not filled during the bitumen removal process, the joint was angled at 45◦ with the

void at the higher end of the joint. After the bitumen and lead sheath were removed, an
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inspection of the void in the crutch was undertaken. Initial analysis of the joint showed

that the void actually filled with bitumen. It looked like the paper, “plug” positioned

at the end of the void, had shrunk, thus allowing bitumen to flow into the void. Close

scrutiny of the paper tapes located in close proximity to the void was undertaken but no

visible damage was observed. An example of the extent of the bitumen inclusion is given

in Figure 5.24. Damage to the copper conductor was also noticed on this joint sample.

Other than the conductor damage, no significant damage to the joint was observed.

Figure 5.24: Bitumen ingress into the “void in the crutch” joint

5.4 Overheating

The operational power transfer limits of all cables are linked to the thermal conditions

that the cable is exposed to during service. Thermal conditions of cables are directly

linked to the current flow, for this reason, a number of current limits are calculated for

each circuit that relate to normal and emergency operation. This experiment involves

exposing a cable sample to extreme thermal conditions for an extended period in order

to replicate a prolonged emergency situation.

5.4.1 Experiment setup

The aim of the overheating experiment was to replicate the condition met by a cable cir-

cuit that is exposed to thermal conditions that surpass those for which it is designed over

an extended period. Previous testing of the effects of increasing sample temperature on

PD activity has shown that in general, PD magnitude decreases as sample temperature
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increases. For this reason, it was decided to use the, “overbending” cable sample (details

of which are included in Section 6.3) for the overheating experiment. The experiment

setup itself involved mechanically restraining the cable sample and inducing 500 A per

phase into the sample. This current increase resulted in the surface temperature of the

sample increasing from the rated value of 52◦C to 80◦C. Conservatively, this approx-

imates to a conductor temperature of 97◦C (given the thermal relationship described

in Section 4.3). In order to investigate the effects of overheating this design of cable

on PD activity, the sample was exposed to these elevated temperatures and the rated

three-phase voltage for a period of three days.

5.4.2 Conventional PD analysis

The cable sample used for the, “overbending” experiment produced PD activity with

a magnitude only slightly above the noise background when heated to its rated tem-

perature. A number of PD data acquisition sessions were completed to document the

above rated temperature relationship of PD activity within PILC cables. An example

of the PD activity recorded by the Mtronix MPD 600 conventional PD measurement

equipment is shown in Figure 5.25.

The phase resolved persistent plot shows the characteristic pattern generated by the

thermal control CTs. It can be seen as the two bands of PD activity on each channel of

the system. The impulse like signals generated by the CTs have a peak apparent charge

magnitude of approximately 25 pC. A small amount of activity is visible on phase three

of the sample that can be associated with the overbending action that was previously

applied to the sample. It should be noted that at this stage of the experimental schedule,

no excessive mechanical force was applied to the cable section.

The temperature of the sample was further increased from 55◦C to 65◦C, and another

set of PD data was recorded with the sample under these conditions. The phase resolved

PD plot for this dataset is shown in Figure 5.26.

Analysis of the phase resolved plot that was generated by the sample at 65◦C shows

a remarkably similar pattern to that seen at the lower temperature of 55◦C. The only

significant difference is that pulses of slightly larger magnitude were observed on phase

three during the negative rising quadrant of the applied voltage have reduced in intensity.

Other than that, the thermal CT patterns are still clearly visible.

Another data acquisition session was completed when the sample temperature increased

by a further 10◦C to a value of 75◦C. The phase resolved PD pattern is shown in

Figure 5.27.

It is clear that the phase resolved PD pattern produced by the sample at temperatures

greater than the rated value don’t lead to the initiation of new PD sources. The only PD
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Figure 5.25: 20 s persistent plot of the over temperature sample at 55◦C

Figure 5.26: 20 s persistent plot of the over temperature sample at 65◦C

sources that are clearly identifiable with the sample exposed to increased temperature

are those associated with the thermal control CTs.

The reason behind the reduction in PD activity is most probably related to the change

in internal pressure experienced by the cable due to increasing temperature. As the

cable is heated, its constituent materials expand. As the cables cross sectional area is

restricted, the expansion produces an increase of the internal pressure within the cable.

As it is well understood that gas breakdown strength increases with pressure, any voids
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within the cable that remain gas filled will have their inception voltage increased. An

additional factor is that the positive mechanical pressure acting on the cable will force

the cable impregnate into voids - effectively extinguishing them.

Figure 5.27: 20 s persistent plot of the over temperature sample at 75◦C

As the maximum output of the thermal control CTs could maintain a constant cable

temperature of 80◦C, the sample was left for an extended period at this maximum

temperature. The sample was left for 16 hours at 80◦C and the ASM was used to record

PD data over that period.

After the long term exposure to the sample had been completed, the sample was left

to cool, when the cable reached the ambient temperature, PD measurement was under-

taken, the results of which are shown in Figure 5.28. As can be observed from the phase

resolved PD pattern, the cooling process activated a significant amount of PD sources

throughout the sample. The PD activity seems to be related to each phase independently

as phase location can be clearly related to each individual phase. The cooling process

has three main effects on internal conditions within the cable. Firstly, the viscosity of

the cable impregnate is greatly reduced, meaning that it is more difficult for the fluid

dielectric to fill the distributed voids within the cable. Secondly, the internal pressure

within the cable would be reduced, leading to the probable creation of voids within the

asset. Thirdly, as the cable has been heated well above what it is designed to cope with,

the lead sheath could have been stretched beyond its elastic limit, this would lead to

further creation of voids that could produce PD activity.
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Figure 5.28: 20 s persistent plot of the over temperature sample at 15◦C after exposed
to 80◦C for 16 h

5.4.3 Forensic analysis

The first observation of the sample exposed to over-temperature conditions is that the

mechanical rigidity of the cable was reduced, the cable was seen to sag in various positions

that it was unsupported. Another observation as to the effects of overheating cables of

this design was most evident that at the points were polymeric heat shrink has been

applied to the cable. Shrinkage was observed from the various heat shrink accessories

associated with the cable terminations. An example of the shrinkage of the “crutch

boot” as shown in Figure 5.29. A further example of shrinkage was also observed from

the polymeric tails that connect to the, “crutch boot”, evidence of this is provided by

Figure 5.30.

The reason that this shrinkage occurs is most likely due to the temperature constriction

that the heat shrink is designed for. As the only direction that the heat shrinks movement

is not restricted is along the axis of the cable, it irreversibly contracts in that direction.

Another observation of the effects of overheating on the sample was that the cable

impregnate was forced out of the cable at the terminations. An example of the extent of

the impregnate seepage from the termination tails at the crutch is shown in Figure 5.31.

A significant amount of impregnate was released from the base of the crutch, an exam-

ple of which is shown in Figure 5.32. The impregnate that collected at the bottom of

the test area was weighed at 64 g and is shown in Figure 5.33. The discovery of the

significant effect of overheating the cable samples had on the cable impregnate was not

expected. Although the initial effect of overheating the sample did not increase the PD

activity generated by this design of cable, it seems that it leaves a damaging legacy. Pre-
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Figure 5.29: Shrinkage of the termination, “crutch boot” caused by overheating

Figure 5.30: Shrinkage of the termination tails caused by overheating

vious reports have highlighted the remarkable, “self healing” properties and impressive

robustness of the cables under investigation. As a large part of the durability of this

cable design has been attributed to the migration and action of the cable impregnate.

If the principal effect of overheating the cables is to remove this material, longer term

consequences could be catastrophic. It should be noted that the impregnate that left

the cable seemed to have originated from the sample terminations. Given the experience

of these cables that has been developed through the course of this study, it is highly

probable that the considerable loss of dielectric fluid from the cables would lead to a
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Figure 5.31: Impregnate seepage from the cable termination

drastic reduction in performance over an extended period.

Figure 5.32: Impregnate release from one of the sample terminations
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Figure 5.33: 64 g of cable impregnate that was ejected from the cable during the
overheating experiment

5.5 Summary

This chapter introduced the fabrication techniques that were applied to produce a range

of defective cable samples for testing. The defects were designed to reproduce conditions

that have been identified as reducing cable service life in the field. The defects have

been manufactured to generate both electrical and thermal degradation mechanisms

under rated three-phase voltage conditions. The defects were constructed to generate

significantly large PD without causing the samples to catastrophically fail before PD

data was able to be recorded.

The spike on the ferrule defect was observed to generate a distinctive phase-resolved PD

pattern that had not been visible with the virgin cable sample. The full three-phase

power supply was used to energize the sample and it was tested under rated voltage

conditions. Over a period of three months, the characteristic PD pattern associated

with the defect within the cable sample had reduced in magnitude to a point where

it was no longer discernible from the background noise. At this point a single phase

overvoltage experiment was undertaken that involved raising phase two of the sample to

18 kV with the aim of re-activating the PD produced by the defect through degradation.

The process acted to increase the defect PD magnitude to approximately 1 nC. Forensic

analysis of the cable joint showed a clear degradation of the defect site caused by the

long term testing conditions.

The second cable sample defect consisted of a straight lead joint that contained an
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insufficient amount of bitumen. This acted to leave one of the phase conductor bundles

only partially covered in bitumen - reducing the dielectric strength of that region as well

as allowing the paper insulation to dry out. The sample was PD tested at increasing

temperature with a general reduction in PD magnitude and number observed as the

temperature increased. At the rated conductor temperature, a clear PD pattern was

seen to be associated with the defect. Forensic analysis of the sample discovered damage

to the phase conductors that is introduced by the joint fabrication process.

The final joint that has been tested had a gaseous void introduced into the bitumen

around the crutch at one side. This acted to reduce the dielectric strength at the area

of the joint that has been identified as a region of high electrical stress in the joint. This

defect aimed to compound these two factors with the hope of producing measurable

PD. The PD that has been recorded from this sample is largest on phase one and

forms a unique phase resolved pattern when compared with previous samples. Analysis

completed on the sample after testing discovered that at some point, bitumen had filled

the void in the crutch. Close observation of the paper insulation around the defect

showed no clear signs of electrical degradation.

The final test sample consisted of a fully terminated cable sample that was exposed

to thermal conditions far greater than for which it was rated. The PD measurements

undertaken during the heating of the cable confirmed the previous finding that links a

reduction in PD number and magnitude with increased temperature. The overheating

process acted to force some of the cable impregnate out of the cable sample. Over a

longer testing period, this would lead to a reduction in the performance of the cable.

After the cable had been left to cool, a new PD pattern was observed under rated

conditions.

Each cable sample has been observed to produce unique phase resolved PD patterns

under rated conditions that weren’t active before the introduction of the defect. This

activity has been associated with each respective defect, further validation of this will

occur after analysis of the ASM data that has also been recorded and will be thor-

oughly investigated in Section 7.5. The fact that distinctive patterns of activity have

been recorded using the conventional system bodes well for the further analysis of both

experiment and field data in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 6

Results: Mechanical and moisture

ingress degradation

The majority of cable failures are due to accidental mechanical damage such as crush-

ing or over-bending. This damage is often caused by third parties, for example, sub-

contractors of Gas or Water utilities that may be unaware of the presence of a cable

circuit when undertaking ground works. The pre-laying stage of a cables existence is

also a vulnerable time with mechanical damage risks associated with the storage, trans-

portation and laying processes. This chapter introduces a range of realistic mechanical

degradation mechanisms that have been applied to fully terminated cable samples. A

crushing rig has been designed and fabricated to facilitate controllable and repeatable

increased mechanical stress conditions to the test cable. A sample that has been ex-

posed to moisture within the current carrying region has been PD tested at its rated

three-phase voltage. Analysis of the PD measurement results and forensic outcomes of

each experiment are detailed.

6.1 Repeated focused crushing

The first mechanical test that was undertaken was designed to investigate the mechanical

limits of the cable and discover whether PD would be generated whilst replicating the

effects of a digger bucket contacting the cable. During testing, the cable was maintained

at its rated temperature in order to minimize termination PD and increase the detection

sensitivity of any measurement. The spike on the ferrule sample was selected for this

experiment as it was observed not to produce PD at rated temperature. Hence, any new

activity could be confidently attributed to the mechanical crushing process. Analysis of

the produced PD activity as well as the forensic analysis of the crushed cable length is

provided in this section.
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6.1.1 Mechanical force application

In order to measure the PD produced by cable sections that undergo mechanical crush-

ing, a suitable rig was designed and constructed, as shown in Figure 6.1.

The cable crushing rig has adjustable height capability as at some point it is planned

to crush a joint as well as a cable section. The cable crushing will take place whilst the

rated voltage was applied to the sample, for this reason, insulating blocks are attached

to the contact point of the rig. This precaution was taken to isolate the crushing rig

from the HV supply in the event of a catastrophic breakdown. The plan for testing with

this rig was to maintain the rated temperature of the cable sample whilst applying the

rated voltage. The pressure exerted on the cable was increased in discrete steps and then

the rated voltage applied for a number of minutes. PD measurement was undertaken

whilst the experiment was energized using the conventional Mtronix MPD600 system in

parallel with the ASM.

Pressure Gauge

15 Tonne Ram

Cable section
Contact point 

Insulation

Pressure Pump

Height adjustment

Steel frame

Figure 6.1: Cable crushing rig. (Contact point insulation depth = 40 mm)
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6.1.2 Degradation technique

The experiment consisted of two stages: the first involved increasing the pressure on

the cable in 90.7 kg steps until the mechanical limit of the crushing hardware of 907 kg

could be verified, the second involved repeatedly crushing the sample with 907 kg in

sets of ten. The sample remained isolated from the applied voltage as the pressure on

the sample was increased. Once the desired pressure had been reached, PD testing was

undertaken over a period of 8 minutes before the process was repeated.

6.1.3 Conventional PD analysis

PD data acquisition was completed using the Mtronix system that was configured with

the IEC 60270 integration bandwidth settings (using a centre frequency, f c, of 350 kHz,

and 300 kHz bandwidth) selected. After the cable sample had reached its rated temper-

ature, the procedure involved applying an increase in mechanical pressure to the cable,

applying the rated voltage and collecting PD data, isolating the cable and repeating the

process. The voltage was applied to the sample for eight minutes; to ensure that two

sets of ASM data per pressure level were recorded, analysis of these results are detailed

in Chapter 7.

The output of the Mtronix system recorded no significant PD activity (greater in mag-

nitude than the background noise level) during the first set of 10 compressions to the

cables. Analysis of the data captured by the Mtronix PD measurement equipment af-

ter a period of mechanical stress showed the development of two PD sources after 10

sets of compression. These sources sporadically produced PD with an apparent charge

level similar to the background noise. The pressure was increased in 90.7 kg steps and

maintained at that pressure whilst PD measurement was completed. As the pressure

applied by the hydraulic ram approached 1361 kg, the angle of the crushing rig with the

floor progressively increased. It was felt that the stresses being applied to the rig was

approaching the limitations of the equipment, consequently this value was defined as the

operational limit of the mechanical crushing rig for this application. Further improve-

ments to the design have been applied to enhance the capabilities of the equipment. The

phase resolved plot whilst 1361 kg was applied to the sample at rated temperature is

shown in Figure 6.2. Analysis of the plot shows a concentrated cluster of pulses that

are attributed to the current transformers used for thermal control. Other than the

impulse-like pulses introduced by the system by the thermal control setup, there is only

limited PD activity produced by the sample under these conditions. The application of

mechanical pressure to the cable under rated conditions did not immediately activate

PD generation.

After the initial crushing experiment, the experimental procedure was modified to accel-

erate the effects of the mechanical damage on PD activity. The application of 1361 kg
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Figure 6.2: Phase resolved PD activity whilst 1361 kg is applied to the sample at
rated temperature

was repeated ten times on the sample before volts were applied and an example of the

subsequent PD activity recorded. The outcome of the PD test undertaken after a single

set of 10 compressions is shown in Figure 6.3. The phase resolved pattern shows a larger

amount of PD activity in terms of both the apparent charge levels involved as well as

the number of recorded discharges. The activity seems to be dominated by a single

electric field distribution as the two largest sections of activity occur on phase three

and are transferred to the remaining conductors via cross-talk. The compression to the

cable has activated a significant amount of PD within the sample. The magnitude of

the activity is relatively small when taking into account that several nano coulombs of

discharge have been observed from virgin cable that contained no defects.

The compression of the cable was repeated in further sets of ten with PD measurement

completed after each set. The phase resolved patterns were compared with previous

activity and no significant change in the pattern was apparent. It was only after 40

individual compressions that a noticeable change in PD activity was observed. The

phase resolved representation of this PD data is shown in Figure 6.4. Visual comparison

of the PD pattern shows a spread of the activity over a wider portion of the phase angle.

The PD pulses are being generated across the entire applied voltage cycle rather than
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Figure 6.3: Phase resolved PD activity after 10 repetitions of 1361 kg had been
applied to the sample at rated temperature

only being limited to a small region - suggesting that a series of distributed sources

are active. The largest magnitude PD pulses are still observed on phase three of the

sample with the peak apparent charge increasing from around 300 pC to approximately

650 pC. The phase angle at which the peak magnitude activity occurs remains constant

as the damage to the cable increases, this implies that the same PD sources are active

throughout the experiment and are being modified in such a way that they generate

larger PD pulses.

The final phase resolved pattern recorded for this sequence of testing was produced

two hours after the previous one and is shown in Figure 6.5. The observed pattern is

distinctly different than the previous versions. The original, low magnitude cluster of

pulses remain accompanied by a new cluster of PD pulses that are visible on phase one.

The peak apparent charge for the activity reached around 900 pC on phase one of the

sample. The new PD pattern is also visible on phases two and three due to cross talk.

This is confirmed by the fact that for both the remaining phases, the pattern is reflected

in the x-axis and has a reduced magnitude when compared to the activity on phase one.

The new activity possesses a different phase relationship than that seen previously for

this sample, indicating that a new PD source has been activated.
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Figure 6.4: Phase resolved PD activity after 40 repetitions of 1361 kg had been
applied to the sample at rated temperature

Twenty minutes after the PD pattern shown in Figure 6.5 had been recorded, the sample

failed. The experiment was reset and the voltage re-applied to the sample. As the applied

voltage to the sample was increased the protection system tripped again - the cable

insulation could only sustain 3.5 kV. The cable was maintained at rated temperature

with application of the voltage completed every 15 minutes in order to probe the state

of the cable insulation. After an hour and a half, the cable was able to sustain the rated

voltage once again and had effectively, “self healed”.

6.1.4 Forensic analysis

After a sufficient amount of PD data had been collected from the sample, the cable

was disposed of, with the joint, crushed area and terminations retained for forensic

analysis. The section of cable containing the crushing damage was highlighted as an

important section for analysis as it was believed to be responsible for the cable fault.

The forensic examination process involved dissecting the cable section in deliberate steps,
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Figure 6.5: Phase resolved PD activity after 40 repetitions of 1361 kg had been
applied to the sample at rated temperature and the sample had been left for 2 hours

documenting any findings and using the various analytical analysis tools (X-ray camera,

spectral analysers and electronic microscopes) available at the Tony Davies High Voltage

Laboratory to decipher how the cable section failed. The first observation when viewing

the cable sample was the considerable amount of force that had been required to damage

what is a very mechanically resilient cable design. The contact points of the compression

plates with the sample at the top and bottom of the cable are entirely different as is

shown in Figure 6.6. The top plate has a small contact area that acted to cut the

oversheath section, whilst the bottom one spread the contact force over a larger area,

resulting in less visible damage.

Examples of the damage to the top and bottom of the oversheath are shown in Figures 6.7

and 6.8 respectively. The picture of the top section shows a focused area of damage that

runs perpendicular to the lie of the cable section. The picture of the underside of the

cable shows a wider contact area with significant damage on the right hand edge of the

insulation shown in Figure 6.8. The black residue on the surface of the oversheath is

bitumen that has found its way through the perforations in the cable surface at raised
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Figure 6.6: Damage caused by a single compression of the cable sample with the
“sharp point”

temperatures.

Figure 6.7: Crushing damage on the top of the PVC oversheath

After removing the cable oversheath, the wire armour was examined (some had been

removed by the process of cutting the damaged section from the rest of the cable).
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Figure 6.8: Crushing damage on the bottom of the PVC oversheath

All except one of the wire armour strands was intact, an example of these is shown

in Figure 6.9. The single broken strand was located directly underneath the hole in

the top of the cable section. A largely intact layer of bitumen impregnated hessian

was uncovered below the wire armour. The hessian had two holes, positioned directly

beneath those in the PVC oversheath.

Figure 6.9: Wire armour strands

The extensive damage to the lead sheath is shown in Figure 6.10, the two highlighted

areas show the damage caused by the indentation of wire armour during the crushing

process. The damage to the lead at the bottom of the section didn’t leave a hole in the

lead sheath unlike the damage to the top of the cable. In the region highlighted as, ‘b’,
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two of the armour wires ripped the lead - compromising the internal dielectric of the

cable to further damage. If the cable sample had been in-service, this damaged area

would allow fluid ingress (e.g. water) into the energized region of the cable.

Figure 6.10: Damage to the lead sheath, a:bottom, b:top

After the removal of the lead sheath, the current carrying section of the cable was

revealed with its associated oil impregnated paper insulation. X-ray analysis was com-

pleted on the cable section at this stage to investigate if any clear conduction paths had

been produced by the breakdown event. The results of the X-ray proved inconclusive.

The damage to the paper insulation was markedly different when comparing the top

and bottom of the sample. The visible damage to the top of the sample was limited to

the impression of a single wire armour strand on the paper surrounding the bundle of

conductors. The indentation caused by the broken armour wire are shown in Figure 6.11.

When viewing the bottom of the cable sample, more damage was visible, and is shown in

Figure 6.12. On inspection, a clean break of the papers surrounding the conductor bundle

had been created. The break ran longitudinally along the section and was situated at

the edge of the filler between phase two and three. It seems that due to the mechanical

crushing action of the experiment, the phase one conductor acted to wedge phase two

and three apart. It is conceivable that the radial mechanical stress generated by this

action, separated the paper surrounding the conductor arrangement. Further inspection

of the cable showed no clear damage to the phase insulating paper of phases two and

three. All that was noted was a build up of bitumen at the filler-piece separating phase

one and three. An explanation for the presence of the bitumen could be that it entered

through the hole in the lead and then collected in the void produced by the movement
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Figure 6.11: Damage to the top of the cable section, a: Indentation of a single armour
wire

of phase one.

Figure 6.12: Damage to the bottom of the sample due to repeated crushing, a:
Longitudinal rip to paper insulation

Whilst removing each paper layer around the point of the armour break, initially, very

little damage to the impregnated paper was visible. A rip in the insulating paper of

phase one was noticed on closer inspection, the associated paper was carefully removed

and a breakdown path was clearly visible. A 5 mm rip parallel to the conductor strands

(at the lower layers) is visible through all layers of the conductor paper with a degree

of charring also visible on each layer as shown in Figure 6.13. The rips are parallel to

the conductor strands in all of the cases. The only evidence of a breakdown on the

conductor itself was a very small black mark on a single strand of the copper conductor.

Due to the fast acting protection system attached to the experiment, the fault current

was only allowed to flow for less than 100 ms. The action of the protection significantly

limited the damage to the insulation that would have been present had the fault current

continued for an extended period as would be expected in the field.
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Figure 6.13: Damage to paper insulation caused by sample failure, a: Rip caused by
fault current

6.2 “Tree root” compression

The aim of this experiment was to replicate the situation of the root of a tree crushing

a cable section. This variety of cable damage had been reported to be an increasing

problem for this type of asset in the field. The crushing rig was modified in order to

stress the sample in a representative manner.

6.2.1 Degradation technique

The contact point of the crushing rig was altered in order to increase the surface area

in contact with the sample. A picture of the new contact block is shown in Figure 6.14,

the pad was constructed from rigid polymeric insulating material - to ensure that a

fault current could not be transferred to the rig itself. A newly terminated cable sample

was constructed and inserted into the test area. The aim of this test was to gradually

increase the pressure on the sample and then maintain that pressure for an extended

period.

The cable was heated to rated temperature for the tree root compression experiment.

The pressure was increased in 227 kg steps to a maximum pressure of 1588 kg (the

pressure limit of the rig had been increased to 3629 kg by structural reinforcements). PD

measurement was completed using the high resolution (HR) data acquisition function of

the ASM for the duration of the experiment. Unlike with the previous repeated crushing

experiment, the pressure was maintained for an extended period and the sample was

left to thermally cycle whilst the rated three-phase voltage was applied. The pressure

was then increased to 1814 kg and 2268 kg respectively. PD measurement using the
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Figure 6.14: Tree crushing replication

conventional system was completed at each pressure test.

The second set of experiments for this sample involved applying an increased pressure

to the same point that was previously crushed. The maximum pressure of 3629 kg

was applied to the sample with the rated temperature and three-phase voltage. Visual

inspection of the sample under this pressure showed significant distortion of the cable

along with damage to the cable oversheath.

6.2.2 Conventional PD analysis

In order to obtain an understanding about the intrinsic PD activity produced by the

sample, data was collected from the sample as the sample was heated. No mechanical

pressure was applied to the sample during the PD test that produced the results shown

in Figure 6.15. The persistent plot was produced from a minute of PD activity and three
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phases were monitored.

Analysis of the PD plots shown in Figure 6.15 demonstrates that no distinctive PD

patterns were produced. This agrees with the theory that the intrinsic PD activity

produced by the virgin cable sample is produced by distributed sources within the cable

terminations. The sample produces a background PD level that peaks at around 300 pC

recorded on phase one of the sample.

Figure 6.15: 1 minute persistent plot of tree crushing sample at 28◦C before the
application of mechanical pressure

Another set of PD measurement testing was completed whilst the cable was at rated

temperature and no mechanical force was applied to the sample. The persistent plot

for the test is shown in Figure 6.16. Analysis of the plots shows a reduced amount of

termination PD at higher temperatures which has been identified in previously. The PD

measurement results exhibited the common phase resolved PD pattern associated with

the current injection CTs used for thermal control of the sample. A small amount of PD

activity generated by the cable terminations was observed on phase three of the sample.

The peak magnitude of the activity was approximately 70 pC. It was decided that the

background PD activity generated by the cable was of sufficiently low magnitude as

not to significantly reduce the quality of any PD data recorded from the forthcoming
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crushing experiment. The PD threshold used for the following PD results was set at

30 pC in order to remove the PD activity generated by the thermal control CTs.

Figure 6.16: 1 minute persistent plot of tree crushing sample at 52◦C before the
application of mechanical pressure. a:cable termination PD

At this stage of the experiment, the sample conductor temperature was maintained at

the rated value (65◦C) whilst a mechanical force was gradually increased in 227 kg steps.

PD measurement was completed at each pressure increase using the Mtronix system. No

significant change in PD activity was observed as the applied pressure was increased to

1361 kg , an example of the PD activity under these conditions is shown in Figure 6.17.

The primary conclusion drawn from this sequence of experiments is that under these

conditions, the mechanical crushing of the sample at this pressure does not generate PD

activity.

The next set of experiments involved maintaining the sample surface temperature at the

rated value of 52◦C and further increasing the pressure applied to the cable in discrete

steps of 227 kg. The pressure applied to the mechanical ram was increased to 3175 kg

before any distinct PD activity was noticed by the conventional PD measurement system

above the noise threshold. The phase resolved pattern of the PD activity over a 20 second

period is shown in Figure 6.18. The PD pattern shows the majority of activity occurring
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Figure 6.17: 20 s persistent plot of tree crushing sample at 52◦C with the application
of 1361 kg

on phase two and three with a smaller number of larger magnitude pulses observed on

phase one. The majority of PD activity on phase two and three occurs at a specific

phase angle with an apparent charge magnitude of around 60 pC.

After the observation that PD had been activated by the mechanical stress applied to

the sample, the pressure was maintained at this level for an hour in order to accumulate

a significant dataset from the ASM.

After a significant amount of data had been collected, the pressure was increased to

3629 kg for another hour. The phase resolved pattern that had been recorded after 30

minutes of testing is shown in figure 6.19. The phase angle occurrence of the activity is

similar to that shown at a lower pressure. This implies that the same PD source is active.

The PD activity shown in Figure 6.19 is comparative to that shown in Figure 6.18 which

was recorded using a lower mechanical pressure.
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Figure 6.18: 20 s persistent plot of tree root sample at 51◦C with the application of
3175 kg. a: PD activity generated by the crushing process.

6.2.3 Forensic analysis

A metre long damaged section of the sample was removed from the rest of the cable and

an investigation into the state of the cable insulation was undertaken. An example of the

deformation caused by the mechanical rig applying the maximum pressure of 3629 kg is

shown in Figure 6.20.

During testing, it was observed that as the mechanical pressure was removed from the

sample, significant damage to the cable oversheath was evident with some of the armour

wires seen to protrude through the PVC. It should be noted that the armour wires were

fully intact.

An initial visual inspection of the cable section showed damage to the PVC oversheath

of the cable with a number of holes distributed around the contact points of the crushing

rig. The damage to the top and bottom of the cable is shown in Figure 6.21 and 6.22

respectively. Both images indicate significant damage to the outer protection of the

cable with some individual armour wires visible through the PVC layer. The only

significant difference in the damage is at the bottom of the cable it is accompanied with
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Figure 6.19: 20 s persistent plot of tree root sample at 52◦C with the application of
3629 kg

some bitumen that must have seeped through from the inner layers of insulation. An

important note is that damage of this severity in the field would also allow fluid to flow

into the cable - an investigation into this possibility is detailed in Section 6.4.

The next stage of the forensic analysis involved carefully removing the PVC oversheath

to reveal the steel wire armour (SWA). After this was completed, it was apparent that

the force applied to the cable had been sufficient to leave the impression of the steel wire

armour on the inside of the oversheath, as shown in Figure 6.23.

Compression of the cable sample produced some deformation of the steel wire armour

of the cable, disrupting the uniform separation of the individual wires as shown in Fig-

ure 6.24. The damage also included some associated ripping of the bitumen impregnated

hessian layer immediately underneath the armour wire.

After the removal of the wire armour, the damaged hessian layer was removed and the

lead sheath was revealed. The damage to the lead sheath consists of deformation of the

cross-sectional shape of the lead as well as the impression of the outer layers onto the

lead. The lead wasn’t punctured by the crushing process and the damage is shown in
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Figure 6.20: “Tree root” compression of 3629 kg of pressure

Figure 6.21: Damage to the top of the cables oversheath caused by tree root com-
pression

Figure 6.25. The insulation of the phase conductors opposed the movement of the lead

and forced it to form around them. Two phases could clearly be seen at the top of the

cable at the crushing site through the lead.
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Figure 6.22: Damage to the bottom of the cables oversheath caused by tree root
compression

Figure 6.23: Wire armour impression on the PVC oversheath
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Figure 6.24: Distortion of steel wire armour

Figure 6.25: Lead damage due to, “tree root” compression

After the lead sheath around the crushing site had been removed, a considerable amount

of damage was revealed at the top of the cable. The orientation of the phase conductors

at the crushing site resulted in phase one acting as a wedge and being driven between

phases two and three. This movement separated the phases, causing the paper sur-

rounding them to rip longitudinally by a length of 170 mm as shown in Figure 6.26.

After the laid up phase conductors had been revealed, the most noticeable difference in

the state of the insulation at the crushing site, aside from some indentation to the phase
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Figure 6.26: Longitudinal damage (170 mm rip) to the top of the paper layers inside
the lead sheath

conductors, was the drying out of the phase conductors at the compression site. This

was observed by noticing the insulating papers were lighter in colour at the compression

point. Physical contact with the papers at this point confirmed the loss of impregnate

within the area.

At this stage of the forensic analysis, the phase conductors were carefully separated

and their paper insulation was removed. Phase three had longitudinal abrasions to the

outer three layers of paper insulation that were observed on removing the papers. No

significant damage was noticed in the bulk of the phase paper. The inner three layers of

conductor papers were ripped parallel to the phase conductors as shown in Figure 6.27,

revealing the copper conductor underneath. The insulating paper for phase two had a

considerable deformation of the phase insulation/conductor as shown in Figure 6.28. As

with phase three, the inner insulating papers were ripped adjacent to the conductor.

The outer insulating papers of phase one were ripped longitudinally as shown in Fig-

ure 6.29. This was the only visual damage observed on this phase conductor.

In conclusion to the forensic analysis that was completed on the tree root sample, con-

siderable damage was observed to the outer layers of the cable. A general observation

regarding the phase insulation paper at the site of the compression is that locally the

papers had lost impregnate. Due to the orientation of the phase conductors at the

compression point, phase one was driven into the other two phases like a wedge. Con-
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Figure 6.27: Damage to the phase three conductor insulation. a - Rips in the inner
phase papers

Figure 6.28: Damage to the phase three conductor insulation. a - Compression
damage

siderable damage was observed on both phase two and three with rips in the insulating

papers observed adjacent to the phase conductors. Phase one had a number of rips in

the two outer layers of the phase insulation. The rips in the paper insulation reduces the

dielectric strength of the material as well as introducing voids within the system that

could facilitate PD inception under rated conditions.
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Figure 6.29: Rips to the outer paper insulation of phase one

6.3 Over bending

Although every care is taken when storing, transporting and laying distribution cables,

overbending of the assets is a realistic threat. In order to investigate the influence of

mechanical overbending on PILC cables, an experiment was devised to incrementally

reduce the bend radius of a cable sample and complete PD measurement whilst the

cable is at its rated temperature and three-phase voltage.

6.3.1 Degradation technique

The specified minimal bend radius for the design of cable under investigation in this work

is defined as 13×D0, where D0=63 mm, providing a minimum bend radius of 82 cm.

A longer cable sample of 15 m was prepared in order to accommodate the cable bend

within the confines of the experiment and terminated using 1200 mm tails. The test

procedure consisted of raising the sample temperature to its rated value and maintaining

it as such. Two strops were attached to the sample to facilitate the transfer the required

mechanical force needed to manipulate the cable. A bend was introduced to the sample

as shown in Figure 6.30. PD testing was regularly undertaken as the bend radius of the

sample was reduced from 55 cm to 19 cm (23.2% of the specified minimum bend radius).

6.3.2 Conventional PD analysis

The first bend applied that was applied to the sample had a radius of 55 cm. The

overbending process was applied to the cable whilst it was maintained at its rated

temperature. The sample was manipulated and restrained in the required position and

then the rated voltage was applied to the sample for PD testing. The PD activity was
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Figure 6.30: Overbending mechanical stress arrangement

monitored for around 15 minutes and if the activity was observed to remain constant,

the bend radius was reduced and the process was repeated. An example of the first bend

is shown in Figure 6.31. A card template is seen underneath the sample as this was used

to record the bend radius for accurate measurement.

The rated voltage was applied to the sample for 15 minutes and then a recording of the

PD activity was undertaken as shown in Figure 6.32. Analysis of the PD activity shows

very few PD pulses above the PD threshold of 40 pC. It is clear that the first bend does

not generate PD activity with the sample at this temperature.

The sample was exposed to a number of smaller radius bends with the same PD results

observed. Bends 2-5 had bend radii of 47 cm, 38 cm, 34 cm and 28 cm respectively. No

significant change in PD activity was noticed until bend 6 was applied to the sample with

a bend radius of 22 cm, it is shown in Figure 6.33. The PD activity that was activated

by the bending process is shown in figure 6.34, it occurs around the zero crossing points

of the applied voltage of phase three and is visible on phases one and three. The activity

on phase one of the sample consists of pulses of both polarity whilst the pulses on phase

three are only negative in polarity. No PD activity larger than the noise threshold was

observed on phase two of the sample.

At this stage in the sample testing, a number of thermal cycles were applied to the
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Figure 6.31: Bend 1 with a radius of 55 cm

Figure 6.32: 20 s persistent plot of PD activity for bend 1 at 50◦C

sample in order to record a more complete understanding of the PD activity at a range

of temperatures. The PD activity was recorded with bend 6 still applied to the cable

is shown in Figure 6.35. The intrinsic PD produced by this design of cable at low
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temperatures is visible within the PRPD plot. Analysis of the phase resolved pattern

shows a complex distribution of PDs on all three phases, with independent clusters of

PD pulses dispersed throughout. This suggests at the possibility that several PD sources

are active at this point.

Figure 6.33: Bend 6 with a radius of 22 cm

A smaller bend radius of 19 cm was then applied to the sample as shown in Figure 6.36.

At this stage, it was becoming increasingly difficult to bend the sample. The cable was

heated to 50◦C and the rated voltage was applied to the sample as previously. The

phase resolved PD pattern for these conditions is shown in Figure 6.37. Analysis of

the persistent plot shows an increase in the peak magnitude observed from the sample

phases. When comparing the PD results from bend 7 to bend 6, bend 7 has a peak

charge magnitude of around 170 pC with the previous activity peaking at 55 pC. The

latest results also show PD activity on phase two of the sample although this pattern is

likely caused by the cross-talk from the other phases increasing to a value greater than

the noise threshold.

The bend in the sample was then straightened out and another set of PD data was

recorded. The phase resolved plot of the PD data is shown in Figure 6.38. As is clear in

the recorded PD activity, that straightening out the bend in the sample acts to extinguish

any of the active PD sources that were initiated by the bending action. This is probably
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Figure 6.34: 20 s persistent plot of bend 6 at 50◦C

due to the fact that the fluid within the cable is at a sufficiently low viscosity to fill any

voids produced by the mechanical movement.

6.3.3 Forensic analysis

After a sufficient amount of PD data had been collected from the overbending sample,

the cable was disposed of, whilst the damaged region and terminations were retained for

forensic analysis. The forensic examination process involved dissecting the cable section

in deliberate steps, documenting any visible damage to the cable.

The initial thought when viewing the cable sample was the amount of mechanical force

that was required to damage what is a very mechanically resilient cable design. As

previously described in this thesis, the sample was heated to the rated temperature and

a mechanical force was applied to the cable in order to bend it in ever reducing radii.

The minimal bend radius reached during testing was 19 cm which is 23% of the minimum

bend radius advised by the cable manufacturer for this design of cable.

The initial visual inspection of the cable section showed no damage to the cable over-

sheath. The only physical difference to the sample that was noticed at the start of the
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Figure 6.35: 20 s persistent plot of PD for bend 6 at 30◦C

forensic process was the bend in the sample that had remained in the cable as the sample

cooled.

After the cable oversheath had been removed, the steel armour was revealed, the ar-

mour remained fully intact with a number of small gaps between several wires. The

bitumen impregnated hessian layer showed no signs of damage after the armour had

been removed, nor did the lead sheath of the cable section under investigation. The first

significant change to the cables construction was noticed on the layer of paper insulation

that is wrapped around the laid up conductors, immediately below the lead sheath. The

paper layers on the outer side of the bend were forced apart, leaving a gap between

adjacent paper windings, the spacing between the layers had a maximum distance of

3 mm. The separation of the papers can clearly be seen in Figure 6.39.

At this stage of the forensic analysis, the phases were cut out of the sample and examined

independently. A small rip was observed on phase three of the sample on the outer layer

of phase insulation as shown in Figure 6.40. Small areas that were seemingly devoid of

the oil impregnate were also observed on phase two, this could have been caused by the

localised high pressure caused by the compression of the insulating papers on the inside

of the cable bend. The insulation paper separation was also observed on the insulating
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Figure 6.36: Bend 7 with a radius of 19 cm

papers of phase two and three as shown in Figure 6.41. This separation was observed

on the edge of the conducting paper situated closest to the outside of the cable bend in

all cases.

The inner layers of the phase insulating papers exhibited evidence of compression as

shown in Figure 6.42. The five inner most layers of phase insulation showed signs of

damage, the papers were ripped longitudinally with respect to the insulation tape. The

damage to the inner layers of paper were only observed on phase three and are shown

in Figure 6.43.

In conclusion, minimal damage was inflicted on the outer layers of the cable construction.

A small amount of paper separation was noticed on the papers that were located on the

outside of the bend produced by the testing. This movement of the phase insulation could

generate voids if the cable impregnate were to dry up for example. The insulation making

up the inner layers of papers insulation around phase three showed signs of physical

damage that could reduce their dielectric performance. The tearing and separation were

not observed on the other two phases at the same depth of insulation.
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Figure 6.37: 20 s persistent plot of bend 7 at 50◦C

Figure 6.38: 20 s persistent plot of the sample after bend 7 had been straightened at
50◦C
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Figure 6.39: Separation of insulation papers due to overbending

Figure 6.40: Damage to phase two paper insulation due to overbending, a: a tear
accompanied with dry patches

Figure 6.41: Damage to the sample insulation caused by overbending, a: Separation
of the phase insulation paper
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Figure 6.42: Compression damage due to overbending on phase insulation

Figure 6.43: Damage to the innermost phase insulation papers due to overbending

6.4 Moisture ingress

An experiment was developed to investigate the effects of moisture gaining access to the

internal insulation on PD activity for the design of cable under investigation in this study.

Under normal operating conditions, the lead sheath of the cable acts as a mechanical

barrier that effectively seals the current carrying region of the cable from fluid ingress.

However, it is plausible that over the working life of a PILC distribution cable, a crack

could occur in the lead due to long term mechanical stress caused by thermal cycling (or

mechanical force) and that moisture could gain access to the internal cable insulation.
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6.4.1 Degradation technique

This strategy was applied to a newly terminated cable sample by removing the over-

sheath and wire armour of a length of the cable and drilling through the lead sheath

to allow access for water whilst ensuring that the damage to the exposed paper insu-

lation was minimized. The moisture access point was situated on a vertical section of

the sample in order to encourage the migration of fluid along the cable. An image of

the water delivery system is shown in Figure 6.44. A connection point was glued to the

cable sheath at the ingress point using silicone in order to connect tubing to the cable

and provide water to the system at a consistent pressure. Tap water with a conductivity

of 460 µS at 7◦C was used to fill the tubing connected to the cable and was raised to a

point 3 m above the cable insertion point in order to provide a fluid pressure of 0.3 Bar

to the cable.

Figure 6.44: Water insertion connection

An experiment involving exposing the sample to rated three-phase voltage and ther-

mal cycling over a period of six days was undertaken. Visual inspection of the cable

sample was regularly undertaken as well as PD data acquisition using both the ASM

and Mtronix systems. After a period of four days, it was discovered that an amount of

cable impregnate had left the cable and worked its way up the water delivery tubing

by a distance of 210 mm. Seemingly, the effect of heating the sample; increasing the

internal pressure of the cable as well as reducing the viscosity of the cable impregnate

is sufficient to force mineral oil from the cable - even against the water pressure. In
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order to discover if this response was a transient effect of the lead sheath having been

compromised, a note of the oil level was taken and the experiment was returned to nor-

mal operation for a further two days. After this period, the oil level was seen to have

increased. In order to accelerate the desired action of water migrating into the cable,

the oil was removed from the tubing and another hole was drilled into the cable at a

point below the initial puncture to reduce the internal pressure within the cable, this

is shown in Figure 6.45. After the required modifications to the experiment had been

implemented, the experiment was returned to normal operating conditions for a period

of 20 days.

Figure 6.45: Relative position of water insertion and pressure relief holes
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6.4.2 Conventional PD analysis

In order to understand the amount of PD activity intrinsically generated by the cable

sample as well as the thermal control CTs, an initial PD test was completed whilst

the sample was at rated temperature and no known defects were present. The phase

resolved PD pattern produced by the sample whilst it was at rated temperature is shown

in Figure 6.46. Analysis of the phase resolved PD pattern produced by the sample shows

no activity greater than 25 pC. The noise threshold was set to 25 pC for the remainder

of this experiment.

Figure 6.46: 20 s persistent plot of the defect-free sample at 52◦C

Once it was confirmed that raising the temperature of the sample was sufficient to

suppress the intrinsic PD activity produced by the sample at rated voltage, further

testing was undertaken. The sample was connected to the pressurised water supply

and held at the rated temperature whilst regular PD tests were undertaken. Regular

verification of the PD activity generated by the sample was completed and no significant

change in PD activity was observed. Another PD measurement session was undertaken

6 days after the initial connection of the water to the sample, the results of which are

shown in Figure 6.47.

Analysis of Figure 6.47 shows no change in the number of PD pulses larger than the,

“background noise” generated by the thermal CTs. The difference in the previous two

plots is that in the first figure, the PD threshold is set to 25 pC and in the latter one it is
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Figure 6.47: 20 s persistent plot of the sample at 52◦C, 142 hours after the introduc-
tion of moisture

set to 2 pC. At this stage in the experiment schedule, it was observed that a significant

amount of oil impregnate had been forced into the pipe that was being used to deliver

water into the cable. This acted as an effective barrier to block further migration of

water into the sample.

Due to the time contraints associated with this investigation, the opportunity to allow

the effects of the water pressure on the cable to take their natural course over an un-

known period of time was not really an option. The experiment required modification

to encourage water inside the lead sheath of the sample. In order for this to happen, the

following steps were taken, the oil plug was removed from the pipe and another hole was

drilled through the lead in order to relieve the internal pressure within the cable (and

hopefully encourage moisture ingress). After the second hole in the lead sheath had

been drilled, a PD test was completed in order to find if the second hole had introduced

another PD source into the sample. The results of this test are shown in Figure 6.48 and

they confirm that whilst the sample is maintained at its rated temperature, the second

hole doesn’t produce PD. After the modifications to the experiment, it was left to run

at the rated volts whilst exposed to thermal cycling.

Twenty two hours after the modifications to the experiment were completed, a dis-
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Figure 6.48: 20 s persistent plot of the sample at 52◦C after the the second hole had
been drilled

tinguishable PD pattern was observed from the sample at rated conditions, the phase

resolved PD pattern is shown in Figure 6.49. The peak magnitude of the PD activity is

limited to around 30 pC - just above the noise threshold for the experiment. The largest

PD activity occurs on phase two of the sample and occurs within a distinct phase range,

this implies that the activity is dominated by a consistent electric field distribution.

However, the experiment has clearly proven that the introduction of moisture within

PILC cables can produce characteristic PD patterns.

An interesting observation was made when looking at the PD activity produced by the

sample at a lower than rated temperature, the phase resolved PD activity plot with the

sample at 47◦C is shown in Figure 6.50. This PD measurement session was completed

an hour after the previous figure was produced, whilst the sample cooled naturally. The

PD pattern produced by the sample with water has a peak apparent charge value of

600 pC compared to the 30 pC peak value before the moisture was introduced into

the cable. Clearly, the reduction in temperature within the cable acts to reduce the

inception voltages of the sites generating PD, this manifests itself in a phase shift of the

PD activity associated with the moisture ingress PD. It is believed that the intensive PD

activity seen on phases one and two of figure 6.50 is produced by the moisture within

the sample.
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Figure 6.49: 20 s persistent plot of the PD activity produced by the sample at 52◦C,
22 hours after the second hole had been drilled

6.4.3 Forensic analysis

The forensic analysis of the moisture ingress sample uncovered the considerable damage

caused by the hole drilling process. Although the utmost care had been taken to min-

imise damage to the phase insulation, this was unavoidable, the hole in the phase two

insulation is shown in Figure 6.51. The hole was seen to pass through the three outer

layers of paper insulation. No charing or burning was observed in the region below the

hole that would verify the existence of electrical degradation caused by the insulation

damage. This finding, coupled with the lack of PD that was recorded during PD testing

verifies that the modification of the sample to allow the introduction of water did not

generate a PD source.

Visual analysis of the insulation paper in close vicinity to the moisture access hole

showed no clear sign of water uptake. The comprehensive impregnation of mineral oil

within the paper insulation that is characteristic of new cables, acts to effectively repel

the introduction of water within the sample. Thus ensuring that any water that gained

entry within the cable, did so by flowing within the gaps on paper. A full examination of

the paper insulation around the insertion point showed a collection of water was observed

between phases one and two. This is seen as the PD source that was recognized during

testing. It should be noted that as new cable was used for sample construction, their

ability to repel the introduction of moisture is maximized.
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Figure 6.50: 20 s persistent plot of the PD activity produced by the sample at 47◦C,
47 hours after the second hole was drilled

Figure 6.51: Damage to the phase two insulation papers caused by drilling

6.5 Summary

A range of mechanical degradation techniques have been applied to cable samples under

a rated three-phase applied voltage. The experiments were designed to replicate several

undesirable events that are known to reduce the operational life of these types of cable.

The repeated application of digger bucket pressure, increasing and sustained pressure

of tree root growth, overbending and the introduction of moisture within the cable

have all been simulated through experiment. A full explanation of the experiments has

been provided, together with the results of the conventional PD testing process and the

findings from forensic analysis of the cables.
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A mechanical force application device has been constructed and used to damage the

cable samples. It comprises of an aluminium frame with adjustable height capability

coupled with a manually operated hydraulic ram. It originally had a maximum applica-

ble force of 1361 kg which was increased to 3629 kg through reinforcement of the frame.

The first experiment involved replicating the repeated application of a digger bucket to

the cable and also acted to test the mechanical limits of the test setup. The sample tem-

perature was maintained at its rated value to improve the sensitivity of the experiment.

The pressure on the cable was gradually increased until a maximum of 1361 kg was

applied. After the required force was applied, conventional PD measurement was under-

taken. The introduction of this pressure to the cable did not generate PD activity. The

compression process was then repeated in sets of ten before PD testing was completed.

The repetitive application of the sharp point compression facilitated a fault evolution

from mechanical to electrical degradation. The repeated application of pressure to the

sample generated PD under rated conditions. The compression process eventually lead

to the breakdown of the sample. After a period of maintaining the rated temperature

of the failed sample for 90 minutes, the cable was able to maintain its rated voltage and

the dielectric properties of the cable recovered. It is important to note that the cable

under investigation in this investigation is un-aged and the actual recovery properties of

in-service cables could be greatly different.

The results of the experiment to apply a mechanical force representative of a tree root

showed clear activation of a PD source. The activity occurred within a narrow phase

angle at a range of pressures, implying that the same PD sources were active during

the testing. The PD activity was observed to evolve over time. The phase resolved

data produced by the Mtronix system showed a change in the PD activity over time

whilst the cable was exposed to the same conditions. After a period of 30 minutes, the

PD activity changed from a small number of sporadically occurring PD pulses with an

apparent charge of around 200 pC. To a large amount of PD pulses that occurred at

specific phase angles with an apparent charge magnitude of around 100 pC. The cable

was exposed to significant mechanical force and remained operational. The limiting

factor to the experiment was the crushing rig itself and not the mechanical integrity of

the cable.

The overbending experiment once again confirmed the durability of the cable under

investigation. A bend radius a quarter the value of the operational specifications of cable

was required to produce PD activity from the cable at rated temperature. The initial

activity was visible on two of the phases and had a peak apparent charge value of 55 pC.

When the sample was put exposed to a full thermal cycle, a unique phase-resolved PD

pattern was generated that suggested that a number of PD sources were active. As the

bend radius was further decreased, the peak apparent charge level increased to 170 pC.

A more distinctive phase-resolved PD pattern was also noticed.

Forensic analysis of the “tree root”compression sample showed a drying out of the phase
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papers at the compression site. This could lead to a reduction in the “self healing”

properties of the cable under these conditions as this has previously been attributed to

fluid migration within the cable. Possible causes of the drying out could be due to the

action of compression forcing the impregnate out of the region. Another option could be

that the deformation of the conductors leads to a reduction in their cross sectional area,

leading to a localised increase in resistance and the generation of a “hot spot”. Due to

the orientation of the phase conductors at the point of the compression, the phase one

conductor was driven upwards separating the remaining phases. The resulting damage

to the phase conductors was greatest on phase two and three, which correlated with the

larger amplitude PD activity generated at the time.

Overbending of a cable sample produced a new PD source with the cable at an elevated

temperature. The activity could have been generated by the separation of the insulating

papers around the conductor generating voids. Forensic analysis of the overbending

sample highlighted that phase three had received the largest amount of damage to the

paper insulation. Phase three was also the phase that exhibited the largest magnitude

PD activity recorded by the Mtronix system.

An experiment has been developed that allows moisture to enter the internal structure

of a PILC cable, a fixed head of water was attached to the cable and it was left for an

extended period under rated conditions. A water insertion termination was bonded to

the cable sample (through the lead sheath) with great care being taken to minimise any

damage to the structure of the sample. A three metre head of tap water was applied to

the sample under a rated voltage and thermal cycling. The considerable robustness of

the cable to damage was observed once again when it was observed that the pressure of

the impregnate exceeded that of the water pressure as it forced its way into the water

pipe. This acted to effectively seal off the hole in the lead sheath of the cable and block

the progress of the water into the sample. In a realistic situation, the hole in the lead

sheath would allow bi-directional flow of fluids as it is unlikely to be totally sealed. The

effects of oil impregnate permanently leaving the insulation system would surely hinder

the long term performance of the asset.

In order to study the effects of moisture ingress on the cables under investigation for

this project within the time constraints that have been sent, it was imperative that the

water actually entered the lead sheath. To allow this to happen, the oil impregnate that

had entered the water insertion system was removed. When removing the oil within the

pipe, the oil had a syrup-like consistency and had to be encouraged to leave the piping.

This was due to the oil leaving the proximity of the cable heat source and increasing in

viscosity. To relieve the pressure in the cable and limit the expulsion of more oil into

the water pipe, another hole was drilled into the sample at a point below the original

site.

After a period of 22 hours following the re-application of the pressurised water into the
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cable, a distinct PD pattern was observed from the Mtronix MPD 600 PD measurement

system. Up to this point, no PD had been activated whilst the sample was at rated

temperature and voltage. The PD pattern was seen to shift to a lower instantaneous

voltage and appeared more complex. The investigation has proven that the introduction

of water inside the lead sheath of a PILC cable leads to the activation of a PD source.

Forensic analysis of the moisture ingress sample showed that the drilling process had

damaged the phase insulation paper but not to such an extent that PD was produced at

rated temperature. No moisture was seen to have been absorbed by the paper insulation

due to the comprehensive availability of mineral oil impregnate. Moisture was observed

around the filler between phases one and two - this was seen to produce PD activity.
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Chapter 7

Development of an expert system

This chapter introduces a number of processing techniques that have been developed and

applied to the experimental advanced substation monitor (ASM) data from the cable

samples under investigation. A number of pulse characteristics are used to describe

individual PD pulses that include time, time-frequency and frequency information for

pulse classification. Some of the selected features were chosen due to their performance

that has been previously published as well as a new feature called wavelet energy (WE)

distribution. This parameter describes the distribution of total signal energy across a

range of frequency bands and is seen as an improvement on using wavelet coefficients

due to its unit-less nature. These feature vectors (FVs) were then used to optimise,

train and test a number of support vector machines (SVM) and the performance of each

information type as a classifier is discussed. The high performance of the WE feature as

a classification descriptor for PD pulses suggests that it is highly dependent on both PD

source and propagation path factors. Given the multi-source nature of the PD activity

produced by cables under test, a bespoke source discrimination technique is introduced

that separates pulses into different subsets depending on their WE distribution. The

pulse discrimination algorithm was applied to the ASM experiment data to isolate the

PD activity produced by each type of defect from the various noise sources exhibited by

this cable design. The purpose of using the ASM for the data acquisition process within

the experiment is that the expert system should be directly transferable to field data.

Further analysis of this data is undertaken with the aim of identifying differences in PD

characteristics produced by different types of defect.

7.1 Experiment data

A number of analysis techniques were applied to a specific set of ASM data in order to

evaluate the performance of different pulse parameters as inputs to a pulse classification

algorithm. The data analysed for this purpose taken from four of the samples described
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previously (spike on the ferrule, void on top, void in the crutch and post overvoltage) in

order to provide a manageable amount of data. The sub-set that was selected for analysis

consists of data that had been recorded whilst the sample was at its rated temperature.

This step was taken to ensure that only the PD signals produced by each respective defect

were included, taking into account the thermal effects on termination PD explained in

Subsection 4.7.4. Due to the rigid functionality of the ASM condition monitoring system,

a variable number of power cycles were recorded for each PD source. The data was

recorded over a period of weeks for each sample and although, significant variations in

PD activity were not observed, the assumption that the PD signals produced throughout

the whole testing period are entirely consistent is unreasonable.

7.2 Signal processing

In order to exclude any pulses that are attributed to the background noise of the exper-

iment, a threshold voltage of 40 mV was applied to the pulse extraction section of the

algorithm. This value was selected by visually evaluating the data-sets under investi-

gation. A peak detect function was applied to the data in order to identify individual

PD pulses with the 100 data points preceding the peak and 700 following extracted and

defined as a single pulse - meaning a fixed pulse length of 8.0×10−6s was assumed for

all pulses. This value was selected using statistical analysis of the recorded PD pulses,

with 80% of the pulses consisting of 650-750 points. The identified PD pulses had the

peak amplitude (mV) and phase angle recorded and were used to produce a number of

figures.

7.3 Bespoke PD feature vector

A significant portion of this research involved testing defective cable samples under rated

conditions whilst using an ASM to collect PD data over an extended period. In order

to verify that the PD signals generated by the various types of defect tested over the

course of this investigation were in fact representative of their respective source and that

their properties are independent of the experiment itself. An algorithm was developed

to identify a range of pulse waveform characteristics and identify if a correlation between

the source type and the waveform shape was evident. A feature extraction technique was

developed using a range of parameters to comprehensively describe the characteristics

of each individual PD pulse. These so called, “feature vectors” were then produced for

the data from a range of experimental samples and classified using a machine learning

technique - namely the support vector machine (SVM).

Literature states that the PD signals produced from different sources differ substantially

due to the unique topologies and relative position of the defects with respect to the
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electrodes [? ]. Due to their high frequency nature, it is understood that in a realistic

situation, electrical PD signals are modified as they propagate away from their source,

meaning that the waveform of a PD signal at its point of origin and that recorded by a

sensor some distance away will be considerably different. The signal is influenced by the

properties of the medium it propagates through as well as the transfer characteristics

possessed by any sensing equipment. To reduce the effects of the propagation process

on the PD signals produced the three-phase experiment, the setup is designed as a

model system. The distances between the PD sources and the test equipment have

been minimised in order to capture, “pure” PD signals. A wide bandwidth sensor

(∆f = 50 kHz - 20 MHz) coupled with a high sample rate data logger has been used

in order to record the PD signals produced by the experiment as comprehensively as

possible, whilst remaining economically viable.

The novel feature vector extracted in this investigation involves characterising individual

PD pulses in the time, frequency and time-frequency domain as a multi dimensional

vector. The selection of features that comprise each dimension of the feature vector are

provided in Table 7.1. The individual features were selected to represent characteristics

that have been used to describe PD pulses historically as well as newly identified options.

Table 7.1: Feature vector dimension parameters

Dimension Feature vector parameter

1 Peak pulse amplitude

2 Phase angle of the pulse peak

3 Rise time of the pulse

4 Fall time of the pulse

5 Definite integral of the pulse (Area under the pulse)

6 Mean of the pulse’s probability density function

7 Standard deviation of the pulse’s probability density function

8 Skewness of the pulse’s probability density function

9 Kurtosis of the pulse’s probability density function

10 Peak frequency component of the pulse (From FFT power spectrum)

11-20 Wavelet energy ratio (detail levels 1-9 and approximation level 1)

A signal processing algorithm was developed to extract individual pulses from the HR

ASM data produced by the three-phase experiment. The algorithm used a peak detect

function to isolate each individual pulse with a peak amplitude larger than a user-defined

noise background of 40 mV. The various functions required to calculate the associated

pulse features were then applied to the individual pulses and a 20-dimension feature

vector was produced to comprehensively describe each PD pulse waveform.

As an additional investigation, each subset of features attributed to each type of informa-

tion domain were used to train and test several SVM models, the purpose of this being

to identify if different subsections of data were more effective at robustly transferring

information that is dependent on the PD source.
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7.3.1 Probability density function

The statistical description of the probability density function (PDF) of individual PD

pulses has been identified as a useful feature for PD pulse classification in the past.

In order to test it’s suitability for this application, it has been included in the feature

vector. The PDF of a continuous random variable (in this case a PD pulse) is a function

which can be integrated to obtain the probability that the random variable takes a value

in a given interval. This characteristic of PD pulses has previously been successfully

used for PD characterisation in the past, making it suitable for further investigation

in this application [? ]. The continuous probability density function of the normal

distribution is called the Gaussian function. For this application, the PDF of each PD

pulse is calculated and then statistical descriptors are used to mathematically describe

the distribution. The statistical descriptors used for this feature vector are the mean (η),

standard deviation (σ), skew (γ) and kurtosis (κ), i.e.

η =
1

N

N∑
n=1

(x[n]) (7.1)

σ =
1

N

N∑
n=1

(x[n]−m1)
2 (7.2)

γ =
1

Nσ3

N∑
n=1

(x[n]−m1)
3 (7.3)

κ =
1

Nσ4

N∑
n=1

(x[n]−m1)
4 (7.4)

7.3.2 Test data

The data selected for analysis consists of four sets that are understood to be representa-

tive of different PD sources under rated conditions. The various samples that make up

the test data set are as follows, the number of pulses in brackets indicates the number

of pulses that were selected for training and testing (half of the total number of pulses

that were selected at random) of the SVM:

• Data collected from the spike on ferrule sample (900 pulses)

• Data collected from the void on top sample (2500 pulses)

• Data collected from the void in the crutch sample (2200 pulses)
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• Data collected after the over voltage experiment (2500 pulses)

The selected data was processed using the algorithm described above and then separated

for testing. As the data-sets were of dissimilar size, it was decided to select a similar

number of feature vectors from each PD source for the SVM classification process, in

order to provide a fair test.

During the SVM training process a mathematical model is generated that produces a

separating hyperplane between sets of labeled training data. The use of a kernel function

is applied to map training data classes into a higher dimension in which it they are more

likely to be separable. The goal of the SVM is to maximize the separating hyperplane

margin and to reduce the number of classification errors [? ]. After the training process

is complete, information about the model is made available, such as: the total number of

support vectors, the number of support vectors selected from each training vector class,

the decision function equation and label information.

The MATLAB SVM toolbox used for this research contains two parameters that control

the process of model construction. These can be adjusted to affect classification accuracy.

They are the regularisation parameter (C), and the flexibility parameter (γ). C acts on

the SVM and controls the trade off between increasing separation margin width and

reducing the number of miss-classifications. The γ parameter acts on the selected kernel

function and defines the nonlinear embedding of data from input space to feature space [?

].

A cross validation function was provided by the SVM toolbox for solving the overfitting

problem and to optimise the values of C and γ parameters for the SVM. The training

data was split into a user-defined number of n subsets; one subset is used to validate the

accuracy of the other n-1 sets for given values of C and γ. The average accuracy of all

the sets is called the cross-validation accuracy.

In this research, both cross validation and grid searches were implemented to optimise

the values of C and γ. Initially, a coarse, “mesh” was employed with the mesh refined

at a later stage to reduce the optimisation time [? ].

Once an optimised SVM model had been produced from the labeled training set, an

unknown dataset was used to test the model, producing a set of classification accuracies

for each class of test data.

This process was repeated for the entire feature vector set as well as the features linked

with the time domain, PDF distribution and WE distribution. The pulse features,

optimised SVM parameters and cross-validation accuracies are shown in Table 7.2. The

results of the cross-validation optimisation process for the WE features is shown in

Figure 7.1.
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Table 7.2: SVM optimisation results for the entire feature set and information type
subsets

Dimensions of Cross-validation
Feature the complete C γ accuracy

feature vector

Time domain 1:5 220 2−18 58.78%

PDF 6:9 218.75 2−1.5 70.94%

Wavelet Energy 10:20 25.5 2−10 74.23%

Entire set 1:20 215 2−20 83.16%

Figure 7.1: Support vector machine grid search parameter (C and γ) optimisation
plot for the Wavelet energy features of the training data

7.3.3 Classification results

As previously described, a 20 dimension feature vector was designed to thoroughly de-

scribe individual PD pulses. The feature extraction algorithm was applied to a range of

data that had been recorded using the high resolution (HR) function of the ASM. The

aim of the extraction process is to characterise each individual pulse as extensively as

possible. Information relating to various different properties of the signal are included.

Characteristics from the time, frequency and time-frequency domain are included in the

feature vector. The experiment data under investigation in this subsection was selected

from the time periods that it was felt that the activity was most representative of the

different PD sources.

Unfortunately, the ASM HR data acquisition function was only available towards the

end of the testing that was completed on the spike on ferrule sample. For this reason,

only 1800 pulses produced by this defect were available for classification. A similar

situation had affected the data acquisition during the testing of the void in the crutch

sample, meaning only 4400 pulses were available for analysis. The data for each cable
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sample was randomly separated into two sets for the classification process. Half of it was

used to optimise and train the SVM model and the other half used in the testing process.

Testing involves inputting labeled data through the optimised SVM model, where it is

classified into one of the training classes. The percentage of correctly classified pulses is

defined as the classification accuracy. The results of the classification process are shown

in Table 7.3.

Table 7.3: PD source classification results produced by optimised SVM

Experiment dataset Time PDF WE Entire FV
Dimension of the comprehensive FV (1-5) (6-9) (10-20) (1-20)

Spike on ferrule 21.56% 54.56% 56.44% 63.00%

Void on top 73.28% 76.92% 87.68% 83.68%

Void in the crutch 100% 100% 100% 100%

Post overvoltage 75.64% 91.92% 99.12% 88.44%

Entire dataset 75.52% 85.33% 91.09% 87.28%

The overall classification accuracy produced by the SVM shows very good promise. The

results show that the feature extraction algorithm can effectively describe the character-

istics of each PD pulse and that the SVM model is able to return effective classification

results. The lowest classification accuracy related to the spike on the ferrule sample,

this result is likely to be effected by the fact that a smaller data set was used to train

the SVM. Another factor that reduced the classification results of both the, “spike on

ferrule” and, “post overvoltage” was that they were both completed on the same sample.

This means that potentially, PD pulses produced by the spike defect could have been

present in the post overvoltage data. As the assumption was made that all PD data

recorded in each file was generated by a single source, some of the training and testing

pulses would have been wrongly labelled/classified, resulting in reduced performance.

The results of the classification process confirm that the SVM model with the highest

parameter optimisation accuracy (full FV in Table 7.1 and WE in Table 7.3 respectively)

doesn’t necessarily produce the highest testing results (WE). This is understood to be

related to the characteristics of the data-set that is minimised by randomly selecting the

training and testing data from the original data-set.

The high classification accuracies produced by the process confirm that the PD pulses

generated by the different defects are indeed independent of the experiment setup. The

results also verify the method used to characterise PD pulses. The highest classification

accuracy was produced by the WE distribution subset. This suggests that this charac-

teristic is independent of the experiment and transfers information that is dependent on

the mechanism that generates the PD pulse at the source. The additional information

included in the full FV acts to reduce the performance of the classification algorithm

and future work should be focused on increasing the robustness of the system so that

feature optimisation is less essential to classification performance. The results of this

process prove that the WE distribution of a pulse contains sufficient information relating
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to the PD source for automated classification. These results should be kept in context

but the potential application of this technique to an on-line condition monitoring system

has been validated. One of the major challenges relating to practical PD monitoring

concerns the vast data sets produced by the systems. The ability to locally pre-process

the data into the features proposed in this section as well as those required for conven-

tional analysis could dramatically improve the efficiency of such hardware in terms of

discarding data that contains little relevant information.

7.4 PD source discrimination technique

In order to confidently attribute individual PD waveforms to the various types of defect

under investigation in this work, a thorough understanding of the signals introduced by

the experiment and virgin samples is required. This has been undertaken by isolating

the two dominant types of disturbances that have been identified in previous tests:

impulses generated by the cable sample terminations at low temperatures and those

produced by the the operation of the thermal control CTs. Full analysis of the PD

signals produced by these two types of disturbance is provided in this Section. An

experiment was undertaken that involved performing PD measurement using the ASM

whilst applying the rated three-phase voltage to a newly fabricated sample (containing

the 1200 mm terminations) that contained no known defects. The sample was held at an

ambient temperature of 12◦C and the thermal control CTs remained off for the period

of the test. Around 20 000 pulses were recorded over the test period of 45 minutes.

The phase resolved pattern and 2-D histogram plots of the entire data-set are shown in

Figures 7.2 and 7.3 respectively.

Figure 7.2: A phase resolved plot of
virgin sample PD at the rated three-

phase voltage

Figure 7.3: 2-D histograms of vir-
gin sample PD at the rated three-phase

voltage

In order to further investigate the PD signals generated by the experiment, a method

to discriminate between PD pulses with significantly different characteristics has been

developed. The initial pre-processing stage of the algorithm involves extracting the

individual PD pulses from the raw data and modifying them into a more usable format.
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In order to negate the effects of any DC offset to the data, each cycle of raw data is

modified to ensure it exhibits a zero mean. The extraction process involves applying a

peak detection algorithm to the raw data, transferring each pulse into a new variable

matrix, replacing the removed pulse with a zero vector and repeating the process. The

data extraction function is applied until the peak magnitude of the remaining pulses

within the raw data is smaller than a pre-defined threshold value; this process acts to

isolate the significant PD pulses of interest from background noise. The discrimination

process relies on the assumption that PD pulses produced by different sources exhibit

unique signal profiles; this is manifested in their distribution of signal energy across a

range of frequency bands. Wavelet analysis has been shown to perform effectively when

applied to PD data having been recorded through both field and experimental means [?

]. The, “Daubechies” or, “Symlet” wavelet families of high orders have previously been

highlighted as effective mother Wavelets for PD analysis [? ]. For this investigation,

the Daubechies mother wavelet of order 9 (db9) was selected to analyse the PD pulses.

Determining which wavelet decompositions levels to use for analysis involves matching

them with the frequency characteristics of the signals under investigation. Having taken

this into account, the detailed coefficients from decomposition level 1-9 (D1 to D9)

and the approximation coefficients from level 9 (A9) are used in this analysis process.

These levels correspond the the following frequency bands: 25-50 MHz (dbD1), 12.5-

25 MHz (dbD2), 6.25-12.5 MHz (dbD3), 3.13-6.25 MHz (dbD4), 1.56-3.13 MHz (dbD5),

0.78-1.56 MHz (dbD6), 0.39-0.78 MHz (dbD7), 0.20-0.39 MHz (dbD8), 0.10-0.20 MHz

(dbD9), and 0-0.10 MHz (dbA9).

The concepts of wavelets and wavelet decomposition have been reviewed in Subsec-

tion 3.2.1. The ratio of total signal energy of the respective detailed and approximation

coefficients at different decomposition levels is calculated using.

EDi =

∑Nci
j=1Cd

2
ij(t)∑n

i=1

∑Nci
j=1Cd

2
ij(t) +

∑Ncn
j=1 Ca

2
n(t)
× 100 (7.5)

and

EAn =

∑Ncn
j=1 Ca

2
n(t)∑n

i=1

∑Nci
j=1Cd

2
ij(t) +

∑Ncn
j=1 Ca

2
n(t)
× 100 (7.6)

Where n is the decomposition level, Cd is the detailed decomposition coefficients and Ca

is the approximation decomposition coefficients. The application of these equations on

the wavelet coefficients at different decomposition levels acts to calculate the distribution

of signal energy across the ten discrete frequency bands that have been proposed.

The distribution of signal energy calculated using these equations has been found to

be more effective at representing the PD pulses than the decomposition coefficients

themselves. Especially at reducing the influences of pulse length and polarity as well as

reducing the dimensionality of the data. In order to facilitate a visual representation of
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the data as well as exploit the empirical observation that the majority of signal energy

is concentrated in less than 10 wavelet decomposition levels (discrete frequency bands),

a number of data-mining techniques have been applied to the processed data.

To further reduce the dimensionality of the processed data from 10 to 3, principal compo-

nent analysis (PCA), Sammon mapping and t-distributed stochastic neighbour embed-

ding (t-SNE) have been independently applied to the data-set in order to evaluate their

suitability for this application. The dimension reduction process is completed to allow

visualisation of the data set for manual verification of the technique. Post data-mining,

the data is automatically clustered using two, partitioning-type clustering methods: k-

means and density-based spatial clustering with noise (DBSCAN). The results of the

data-mining and clustering techniques are verified by visually inspecting the results.

This process relies on the assumption that PD pulses generated by different sources pos-

sess unique characteristics and that after processing, similar signals are projected into

a localised region in, “feature space”. After the discrimination technique has identified

sub-sets of data that exhibit similar properties that are manifested as separable clusters,

these are understood to have been produced by the same source and typical plotting

techniques are applied to facilitate more detailed analysis.

7.4.1 Application of the discrimination technique on a virgin cable

sample PD

In order to compare the sensitivity of three data-mining algorithms, they were each

applied to the termination PD data and the analysis of the subsequent data clusters

was undertaken. A noise threshold of 45 mV was selected for processing purposes as

this removed the background noise from the data. Phase-resolved and 2-D histograms

plots of the raw data-set are shown in Figures 7.2 and 7.3 respectively. The three

data-mining techniques (PCA, T-SNE and Sammon mapping) were applied to the same

data-set that consists of the WE distribution of 10 000 PD pulses produced by a virgin

PILC cable under rated three-phase voltage conditions. The processed data has been

automatically clustered using both k-means and DBSCAN clustering and analysis of

the PD plots generated by each cluster completed in order to further understand the

PD activity produced by the various sources and judge the suitability of each method

for this application. Analysis of the performance of each technique was undertaken and

used to design the most effective technique.

7.4.1.1 Evaluation of two partition based clustering algorithms

A detailed explanation of both the DBSCAN and k-means clustering algorithms is pro-

vided in Subsection 3.2.3. This section involves comparing the performance of the two

techniques on the same data-set and identifying which method is most suitable for this
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application. The function that these algorithms are required to perform involves iden-

tifying sub-sets of data that occupy a localised region of feature space. In order to test

the performance of these methods, the termination PD data was processed using the

three data-mining tools and then classified using both DBSCAN and k-means cluster-

ing. Visual verification of the techniques was used to evaluate the performance of each

method. The 3-D representations of the termination data having been processed using

PCA, Sammon mapping and t-SNE are shown in Figures 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6 respectively.

Each algorithm was applied to the same data-set, generating data structures of varying

complexity.

Figure 7.4: 3-D representation of ter-
mination PD data using PCA

Figure 7.5: 3-D representation of ter-
mination PD data using Sammon map-

ping

Figure 7.6: 3-D representation of termination PD data using t-SNE

Visual inspection of the representations generated using both the PCA and Sammon

mapping techniques appear to produce a single cluster of data-points. The distribution

of points in both cases forms a single plane within the feature space. A similar variation

in the density of the distribution is observed from both plots with a high density of points

observed at one extreme of the data-set. In contrast to the two relatively indistinctive

distributions described previously, the t-SNE data-mining algorithm produced an intri-

cate pattern of data-points that clearly form two clusters of data. In order to verify their

suitability for this application, both clustering algorithms were applied to the processed
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termination data, with the results of the DBSCAN algorithm on the data processed by

PCA, Sammon mapping and t-SNE are shown in Figures 7.7, 7.8 and 7.9 respectively.

Figure 7.7: 3-D PCA representation
of termination PD clustered using DB-

SCAN

Figure 7.8: 3-D representation of
termination PD reduced by Sammon
mapping and clustered using DBSCAN

Figure 7.9: 3-D t-SNE representation of termination PD clustered using DBSCAN

Analysis of the results produced by DBSCAN on the three sets of processed data show

the identification of two distinct sub-sets. As DBSCAN is a density based clustering

technique, there isn’t a requirement for groups of data-points to be linearly separable

to be classified as an independent sub-set of data. Visual verification of the results of

the clustering process shows a high density region within the principal components that

was identified as PD from a specific source. The same observation is applicable for

the data processed using Sammon mapping. Analysis of the cluster identification result

produced by DBSCAN on the data that had been processed using t-SNE shows accurate

identification of the two clusters that were highlighted previously.

The clustering process was repeated in order to test the performance of the k-means

clustering algorithm. The three-dimensional representation of the clusters identified

using k-means clustering and processed using PCA, Sammon mapping and t-SNE are

shown in Figures 7.10, 7.11 and 7.12 respectively.
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Figure 7.10: 3-D representation of
termination PD data produced using

PCA and k-means clustering

Figure 7.11: 3-D representation of
termination PD produced using Sam-
mon mapping and k-means clustering

Figure 7.12: 3-D representation of termination PD data using t-SNE and k-means
clustering (a): mis-classified region

Visual verification of the performance of the k-means algorithm to characterise both the

data processed using PCA and Sammon mapping provide similar observations. The clus-

ters identified using the algorithm do not clearly correspond to the patterns produced

by the data. When critically analysing the clustering results produced by k-means, it

is difficult to build confidence with the method for this reason. Analysis of the results

from the application of k-means clustering on the data that had been processed using

t-SNE shows a region of cluster one had been mis-classified which is highlighted in area,

“a” of Figure 7.12. The algorithm was ineffective at identifying clusters within complex

multi-dimensional distributions. Although the k-means algorithm has computational

advantages over DBSCAN, the clear example of a miss-classification influences the se-

lection of the appropriate tool for this application. The k-means clustering algorithm

isn’t sufficiently robust and didn’t illustrate sufficient performance, for these reasons, it

was not used for the PD pulse discrimination technique.
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7.4.1.2 Application of PCA and DBSCAN on termination PD

PCA and DBSCAN were applied to the processed data with the three-dimensional rep-

resentation of the clustered data shown in Figure 7.7. Analysis of the figure shows the

data was segregated into two different sub-sets. Cluster one consists of 90% (1034/9855)

of the total pulses with the remaining points attributed to cluster two. What had been

previously been understood as a single PD source has now been separated into two

groups of PD pulses that have significantly different energy-frequency characteristics.

The phase resolved PD patterns attributed to the points defined within cluster one and

two are shown in Figures 7.13 and 7.14 respectively. The 2-D histograms associated

with cluster one and two are shown in Figures 7.15 and 7.16 respectively.

Figure 7.13: Phase resolved PD pat-
tern for cluster one generated using

PCA and DBSCAN

Figure 7.14: Phase resolved PD pat-
tern for cluster two generated using

PCA and DBSCAN

Figure 7.15: 2-D histograms of the
PD pulses defined as cluster one using

PCA and DBSCAN

Figure 7.16: 2-D histograms of the
PD pulses defined as cluster two using

PCA and DBSCAN

The phase resolved PD pattern and 2-D histogram of the pulses defined in cluster one

exhibit a periodic nature, this characteristic could be attributed to a PD source that is
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dominated by a single energisation phase and specific electric field distribution. When

these patterns are compared to the phase resolved and 2-D histogram PD plots generated

by the second cluster as shown in Figures 7.14 and 7.16 respectively, some significant

differences are clear. The plots generated by the second cluster of data exhibit no obvious

phase relationship, suggesting that they are attributed to the distributed micro-voids

that are known to exist within cables of this design.

7.4.1.3 Application of t-SNE and DBSCAN on termination PD

After modification, the data processing algorithm was applied to the raw data-set again,

with t-SNE selected as the data-mining technique and DBSCAN as the automated clus-

tering method. The three-dimensional representation of the post processed data showing

two identified clusters is shown in Figure 7.9. Unlike the representation generated using

the PCA method, the two clusters of data are clearly linearly separable which can be

verified visually. The process identified 4688 of 9855 pulses (48%) are defined in cluster

one, the remaining datapoints being in cluster two. The phase resolved patterns and

2-D histograms of clusters one and two are shown in Figures 7.17, 7.18, 7.19 and 7.20

respectively.

Figure 7.17: Phase resolved PD pat-
tern for cluster one generated using t-

SNE and DBSCAN

Figure 7.18: Phase resolved PD pat-
tern for cluster two generated using t-

SNE and DBSCAN

Analysis of the phase resolved patterns produced by each cluster identify many similar-

ities along with some subtle differences. Both plots exhibit a significant distribution of

PD pulses with a magnitude just greater than the noise threshold value. Both data-sets

exhibit a periodic relationship in activity, with a concentration of pulses evident with

specific phase angle ranges of 70-110◦ and 250-290◦. Clearly, the phase resolved patterns

produced by both clusters are very similar, the reason for this could be attributed to

the fact that there are two sets of polymeric terminations fitted to the sample that are

situated at different locations - meaning that the pulses produced by each termination

propagate along different paths before they are transferred to the sensor. Analysis of

further samples is required in order to validate this hypothesis.
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Figure 7.19: 2-D histograms of the
PD pulses defined as cluster one using

t-SNE and DBSCAN

Figure 7.20: 2-D histograms of the
PD pulses defined as cluster two using

t-SNE and DBSCAN

The PD pulse waveforms and associated wavelet coefficients of two typical PD pulses

associated with clusters one and two are shown in Figure 7.21 and 7.22 respectively. The

WE distribution of the same pulses are shown in Figure 7.23 and 7.24.

Figure 7.21: Original pulse waveform with associated wavelet coefficients (Cd 1-9 and
Ca 9) within cluster one of termination PD

Analysis of the two typical pulses selected to represent the clustered data reveals that

there is a distinctive low frequency component to both signals, this is confirmed by
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Figure 7.22: Original pulse waveform with associated wavelet coefficients (Cd 1-9 and
Ca 9) within cluster two of termination PD

the WE analysis as both pulses have a signal portion of signal energy in the D1 set

of coefficients as shown in Figures 7.23 and 7.24. The difference in WE distribution

is significant, it is clear that the pulses defined in cluster one of the data contain a

significant high-frequency component that is dominating the data-mining and clustering

processes. In both cases, the vast majority of signal energy (>90%) is a confined to two

frequency bands (D1 and D8).

Figure 7.23: Wavelet energy distri-
bution of a typical pulse from cluster

one

Figure 7.24: Wavelet energy distri-
bution of a typical pulse from cluster

two
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7.4.1.4 Application of Sammon mapping and DBSCAN on termination PD

The dimension reduction process was applied to the same data-set using Sammon map-

ping in conjunction with DBSCAN. The clustered three-dimensional representation of

the raw data-set is shown in Figure 7.8. Two clusters were identified by the algorithm,

with 16 of the of 9855 pulses (0.2%) attributed to one sub-set and the remaining at-

tributed to a further sub-set of data. Due to the significant disparity in the number of

pulses attributed to each cluster with comparison to the other data-mining techniques,

the sensitivity of the Sammon mapping method isn’t sufficient and it is not suitable for

this application.

7.4.2 Application of the discrimination technique on heated sample

Having verified that using PCA and t-SNE as data-mining methods in parallel with the

automated clustering identification tool DBSCAN are effective at discriminating between

sufficiently different PD pulses. The method was used to investigate the high frequency,

“impulse-like” signals that are understood to be introduced to the experiment by the

two thermal control CTs. In order to capture a significant amount of these signals, a

virgin sample was heated to its rated temperature whilst the rated three-phase voltage

was applied. Testing was completed over a period of 140 minutes where 49 cycles of high

resolution ASM data were captured. The phase resolved pattern and 2-D histogram of

the raw data is shown in Figures 7.25 and 7.26 respectively. Over the entire testing

period, the conductor temperature increased from 16◦C to 65◦C. Analysis of the raw

PD data captured as the sample was heated shows a distinctive region of activity within

the following phase ranges: 80-100◦ and 260-280◦. The pulse discrimination algorithm

was applied to the data in order to gain further information regarding the nature of

the PD sources that were present within the experiment. The result of the dimension

reduction and automatic clustering process are shown in Figure 7.27. Three linearly

separable clusters have been identified using the t-SNE and DBSCAN functions. The

phase resolved PD pattern and 2-D histogram for the data points defined in cluster one

are shown in Figures 7.28 and 7.29 respectively.

The PD patterns associated with cluster one of the thermal CT dataset don’t exhibit

any clear phase relationship, the activity occurs across the entire phase and there are

no clear clusters of activity. This suggests that the activity isn’t dominated by a single

electric field distribution and that the pulses are produced by similar sources. The vast

majority of the pulses have a peak pulse magnitude of less than 100 mV and similar

characteristics to those previously recorded from virgin cable.

The phase resolved and 2-D histogram plots for clusters 2 and three are shown in Fig-

ures 7.30-7.33 respectively. The phase resolved PD patterns produced by clusters two

and three both exhibit distinctive phase related patterns that are attributed to the oper-
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Figure 7.25: Phase resolved PD pat-
tern for the thermal CT raw data

Figure 7.26: 2-D histogram for the
thermal CT raw PD data

Figure 7.27: Three clusters within thermal CT data generated using t-SNE and
DBSCAN

ation of the two thermal control CTs. The value of characterising the signals introduced

by the thermal control CTs is that if these patterns appear in future data-sets, they can

be confidently identified. The fact that two clusters are attributed to a single source

implies that the composition of signals generated by this source varies to some degree.

Of the two data-mining techniques that remain, t-SNE has demonstrated a greater

sensitivity in highlighting subtle attributes of the data. This is verified by the larger

number of clusters that it generates from the original data-set. It is also easier to visually

verify the cluster generated by the algorithm as it forms complex structures of the data

that are generally linearly separable. This characteristic of the technique allows for

positive visual verification of the method and it reinforces that the philosophy of this

discrimination technique is valid. One disadvantage of using t-SNE as apposed to PCA
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Figure 7.28: Phase resolved PD pat-
tern from cluster one of thermal CT

data
Figure 7.29: 2-D histogram from

cluster one of thermal CT data

Figure 7.30: Phase resolved PD pat-
tern from cluster two of thermal CT

data
Figure 7.31: 2-D histogram from

cluster two of thermal CT data

Figure 7.32: Phase resolved PD pat-
tern from cluster three of thermal CT

data
Figure 7.33: 2-D histogram from

cluster three of thermal CT data

is the computational time required for the method (for the same data-set, t-SNE takes

approximately ten times longer to converge). However, the advantages of this function

clearly outweigh the disadvantages and the use of the t-SNE algorithm was applied on

the remaining ASM PD data.
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7.5 Detailed analysis of ASM data

This section introduces the results from the application of the PD discrimination tech-

nique to the experiment data. An explanation of the test history of each sample is

provided to aid analysis of the results. All of the data presented in this section was

captured using the, “high-resolution” mode of the ASM. The data consists of a number

of 20 ms data captures, recorded at 100 MSs−1 at three minute intervals. A disparity

in the number of PD cycles recorded for each test sample is observed in the data. This

is due to the limitation of the maximum number of pulses that only 20 000 pulses can

be processed at any point - the limiting factor being the dimension reduction stage of

the algorithm. All of the PD subsets described in this section are attributed to the

respective type of degradation mechanism that is highlighted. In each case, the phase

resolved relationship of the PD activity had not been observed previously during testing.

A number of different visual representations of the data are provided in order to com-

prehensively describe the PD activity, these include: phase resolved PD pattern, φ-q-n,

WE distribution, PSA and PSA vector plots. Detailed explanations of each plotting

technique are included in Chapter 3.

7.5.1 Spike on the ferrule

The ASM data that is analysed in this section corresponds to the test period two days

following the fabrication of the, “spike on the ferrule” joint. The ASM was configured

to its, “high resolution” mode that captures a single cycle of data every three minutes.

The testing sequence produced 84 cycles of data that was recorded over a period of

252 minutes whilst the sample was maintained at its rated temperature. The source

discrimination algorithm explained in Section 7.4 was applied to the data and three

clusters of data were identified. As two of the subsets of data contained PD patterns

that had been previously observed, the new pattern was attributed to the spike defect.

The 2-D distribution of pulses across the power cycle is shown in Figure 7.35. The phase

resolved pattern of the PD activity is shown in Figure 7.34. In order to provide the

possibility of comparing the key PD pulse features under investigation in this work; the

wavelet energy (WE) distribution, a plot that shows the mean and standard deviation

of the clustered pulses’ WE distribution is shown in Figure 7.36.

As described in detail in Subsection 3.4.4, pulse sequence analysis (PSA) is a technique

that uncovers information relating to the physics that occurs at a PD source. In order to

highlight any correlation or repeated patterns between different defect types, a modified

version of the technique has been applied to the data. PSA is typically applied to data

having been exposed to a single-phase environment. As the experiment described in

this investigation consisted of a three-phase transformer, a modification to the standard

PSA algorithm is proposed. As the ASM data acquisition process is triggered by the
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positive going zero crossing point of its mains voltage, the phase shift between this point

and that of the applied voltage of the experiment needed to be measured. This task was

completed by using a digital oscilloscope coupled with two voltage probes to measure

the mains voltage and the input voltage of phase one to the distribution transformer

(DT) simultaneously. A phase shift of 6.6 ms between the ASM mains voltage and the

input to the DT, this corresponds to 118.8◦. The DT has a winding vector of Dyn11,

when it is in a back energised configuration, the HV output waveform follows the LV

input be 30◦. By summing these two values, it is calculated that the ASM trigger leads

the experiment applied voltage of phase one by 148.8◦. Subsequently, phase two and

three are +268.8◦ and -28.8◦ out of phase respectively. In this section of analysis, the

PSA plots are only applied to the PD data when the dominance of a single or double

phase electric field distribution are evident in the phase resolved patterns.

Figure 7.34: The phase resolved PD
pattern of the spike on the ferrule de-

fect

Figure 7.35: 2-D histogram of the
PD activity produced by the spike on

the ferrule defect

Figure 7.36: The mean and standard deviation of the wavelet energy distribution of
the pulses attributed to the spike on the ferrule defect
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7.5.2 Overvoltage data

The data analysed in this section was recorded after the, “spike on the ferrule” had

been exposed to an overvoltage. Full details of the experiment are provided in Subsec-

tion 5.1.3. As the PD produced by the spike on the ferrule defect had been observed

to dramatically reduce in magnitude, the phase on which the spike was situated was

exposed to 18 kV for a two hour period with the hope of triggering PD activity. Af-

ter this had been undertaken, the full three-phase experiment was assembled and the

sample was exposed to rated thermal and voltage conditions. The test data consists of

84 power cycles that were classified into four clusters. The phase-resolved pattern and

2-D histogram of the PD activity produced by the overvoltage degradation process are

shown in Figures 7.37 and 7.38 respectively. The representation of statistical analysis

of the WE distribution of the pulses is shown in Figure 7.39. The PSA and PSA vector

plots for phase three are shown in Figures 7.40 and 7.41.

Figure 7.37: The phase resolved PD
pattern of the spike on the ferrule de-
fect after the application of an overvolt-

age

Figure 7.38: 2-D histogram of the
PD activity produced by the spike on
the ferrule defect after the application

of an overvoltage

Figure 7.39: The mean and standard deviation of the wavelet energy distribution of
the pulses attributed to the overvoltage damage
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Figure 7.40: The PSA plot of the
overvoltage PD fitted to the phase

three applied voltage

Figure 7.41: The PSA plot of the
overvoltage PD fitted to the phase
three applied voltage including se-

quence vectors

7.5.3 Void on top

The data presented in this section consists of 54 power cycles worth of data that was

produced by the, “Void on top” sample under rated three-phase voltage and thermal

conditions. The data was clustered into three subsets, with that attributed to the defect

under investigation presented here. The phase resolved and 2-D histogram of the PD

activity is shown in Figure 7.42 and 7.43. A representation of the statistical analysis

of WE distribution is shown in Figure 7.44. The phase-resolved patterns produced by

the sample under rated conditions show a clear 150 Hz occurrence relationship. This is

most probably produced by the influence of phase voltage acing on the localised field at

the defect site. Further investigation into variations and trends in the phase occurrence

relationship of PD activity from this type of asset could highlight degradation activity

in the future. If degradation is believed to modify the ability of a dielectric to effectively

withstand an applied voltage, changes to the response of a PD site to an e-field should

provide information relating to ageing.

Figure 7.42: The phase resolved PD
pattern of the, “void on the top” defect

Figure 7.43: 2-D histogram of the
PD activity produced by the, “void on

the top” defect
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Figure 7.44: The mean and standard deviation of the wavelet energy distribution of
the pulses attributed to the, “void on the top” defect

7.5.4 Void in the crutch

The ASM data for the void in the crutch sample was recorded two days after the fabrica-

tion of the sample whilst it was exposed to its rated three-phase voltage and temperature.

The dataset consists of 63 power cycles of data recorded over a period of 189 minutes.

Two clusters of data were identified by the PD source discrimination algorithm with the

pulses attributed to the void in the crutch defect presented in this section. The phase

resolved pattern and 2-D histogram of the PD activity attributed to the void in the

crutch defect are shown in Figures 7.45 and 7.46 respectively. The mean and standard

deviation of the WE distribution for this sub-set of data is shown in Figure 7.47. The

PSA and PSA vector plots for phase three are shown in Figures 7.48 and 7.49.

Figure 7.45: The phase resolved PD
pattern of the, “void in the crutch” de-

fect

Figure 7.46: 2-D histogram of the
PD activity produced by the, “void in

the crutch” defect
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Figure 7.47: The mean and standard deviation of the wavelet energy distribution of
the pulses attributed to the, “void in the crutch” defect

Figure 7.48: The PSA plot of the,
“void in the crutch” PD fitted to the

phase three applied voltage

Figure 7.49: The PSA plot of the,
“void in the crutch” PD fitted to the
phase three applied voltage including

sequence vectors

7.5.5 Overheating

The data that is presented in this section represents the PD activity produced by expos-

ing a sample to excessive thermal conditions. Full details of the experiment are provided

in Section 5.4. After the overheating process had been completed on the sample, the

three-phase voltage and thermal conditions were applied to the sample and 1424 cycles
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of data were recorded over a period of 71.2 hours. The phase resolved pattern and 2-D

histogram of the PD activity is shown in Figures 7.50 and 7.51 respectively. The mean

and standard deviation of the WE distribution is shown in Figure 7.52. The PSA and

PSA vector plots for phase two are shown in Figures 7.53 and 7.54. The PSA plots show

a repetitive pattern of activity that highlights the consistent phase occurrence of the PD

activity throughout the test period. Potentially, changes in these types of patterns will

be the foundation for condition monitoring systems of the future.

Figure 7.50: The phase resolved PD
pattern of the overheated sample

Figure 7.51: 2-D histogram of the
PD activity produced by the over-

heated sample

Figure 7.52: The mean and standard deviation of the wavelet energy distribution of
the pulses attributed to the overheating damage
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Figure 7.53: The PSA plot of the
overheating damage PD fitted to the

phase two applied voltage

Figure 7.54: The PSA plot of the
overheating damage PD fitted to the
phase two applied voltage including se-

quence vectors

7.5.6 Repeated crushing

After the PD activity produced by the overvoltage degradation had abated, the sample

was used for the repeated crushing experiment. Full details of the experiment are pro-

vided in Subsection 6.1.2. The data presented in this section was recorded in the lead

up to the breakdown of the sample caused by the repeated compression of the sharp

spike to the cable. The sample was maintained at its rated three-phase voltage and

temperature for the extent of the testing process. The data consists of 53 power cycles

that were classified into three clusters. The phase resolved pattern and 2-D histogram

of the pulses generated by the repeated compression process are shown in Figures 7.55

and 7.56 respectively. The mean and standard deviation of the WE distribution for the

cluster of pulses attributed to this degradation mechanism are shown in Figure 7.57.

The PSA and PSA vector plots for phase one are shown in Figures 7.58, 7.59. The PSA

plot for phase one is highlighted here as that was the phase that failed.

Figure 7.55: The phase resolved PD
pattern of the sample that had sus-

tained repeated crushing

Figure 7.56: 2-D histogram of the
PD activity produced by the sample
that had sustained repeated crushing
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Figure 7.57: The mean and standard deviation of the wavelet energy distribution of
the pulses attributed to the repeated crushing damage

Figure 7.58: The PSA plot of the re-
peated crushing damage PD fitted to

the phase one applied voltage

Figure 7.59: The PSA plot of the re-
peated crushing damage PD fitted to
the phase one applied voltage includ-

ing sequence vectors

7.5.7 Tree root compression

This section introduces the ASM data recorded after the tree-root compression had

been applied to a cable sample. The mechanical pressure to the sample was removed

and the three-phase voltage was applied to the sample whilst it was maintained at

its rated temperature. The data consists of 182 power cycles worth of data that was

segregated into three clusters. The phase resolved and 2-D histograms of the PD activity
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attributed to the application of mechanical pressure are provided in Figures 7.60 and 7.61

respectively. The representation of the statistical description of the WE distribution is

shown in Figure 7.62. The PSA and PSA vector plots for phase two are shown in

Figures 7.63 and 7.64.

Figure 7.60: The phase resolved PD
pattern of the sample that had sus-

tained tree root compression

Figure 7.61: 2-D histogram of the
PD activity produced by the sample
that had sustained tree root compres-

sion

Figure 7.62: The mean and standard deviation of the wavelet energy distribution of
the pulses attributed to the tree compression damage
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Figure 7.63: The PSA plot of the tree
compression damage PD fitted to the

phase two applied voltage

Figure 7.64: The PSA plot of the tree
compression damage PD fitted to the
phase two applied voltage including se-

quence vectors

7.5.8 Overbending

The data that represents the overbending degradation mechanism was recorded after the

application of the overbending process had been applied to the sample. Data acquisition

was completed whilst the sample was maintained at its rated temperature and three-

phase voltage. The recorded data consists of 43 power cycles that were recorded over

a period of 129 minutes. The phase resolved and 2-D histograms of the PD activity

attributed to the overbending process are shown in Figure 7.65 and 7.66 respectively. A

statistical representation of the WE distributions of the pulses is shown in Figure 7.67.

Figure 7.65: The phase resolved PD
pattern of the sample that had sus-

tained overbending

Figure 7.66: 2-D histogram of the
PD activity produced by the sample

that had sustained overbending
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Figure 7.67: The mean and standard deviation of the wavelet energy distribution of
the pulses attributed to the overbending damage

7.5.9 Moisture ingress

This section introduces data that was recorded after the second hole had been drilled

during the moisture ingress experiment. Full details of the experiment are provided in

Section 6.4. Fifty power cycles worth of data were recorded over a period of 150 minutes.

The data was clustered into four subsets. The phase resolved and 2-D histogram of the

PD pulses that are attributed to the moisture ingress are shown in Figure 7.68 and 7.69

respectively. The WE distribution of the defect PD is shown in Figure 7.70. The PSA

and PSA vector plots for phase three are shown in Figures 7.71 and 7.72.

Figure 7.68: The phase resolved PD
pattern of the sample that had sus-

tained moisture ingress

Figure 7.69: 2-D histogram of the
PD activity produced by the sample

that had sustained moisture ingress
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Figure 7.70: The mean and standard deviation of the wavelet energy distribution of
the pulses attributed to the moisture ingress damage

Figure 7.71: The PSA plot of the
moisture ingress damage PD fitted to

the phase three applied voltage

Figure 7.72: The PSA plot of the
moisture ingress damage PD fitted to
the phase three applied voltage includ-

ing sequence vectors

7.6 Field data

In order to validate the PD discrimination technique that has been proposed. It was

applied to a set of field data to test its performance. The data was collected from

an 11 kV PILC operational circuit that had been identified for further investigation

using PD analysis. The high resolution (HR) data acquisition mode had been activated

meaning that 20 ms of data was collected at around 30 minute intervals over an extended

period. The sample rate and sensor were the same as the setup used in the experiment

used to produce data in this investigation, meaning the data is directly comparable.

The field data consists of 342 cycles that have been recorded over a continuous period

of around 7 days. The PD discrimination algorithm was applied to the field data using
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exactly the same settings as applied to the experimental data. The Daubechies mother

wavelet of order 9 was selected as the basis function for wavelet analysis, t-SNE used

to reduce the dimensionality of the data from 10 to 3 and DBSCAN applied to identify

the clusters within the data. Two clusters were identified by DBSCAN, with the three-

dimensional representation of the data shown in Figure 7.73.

Figure 7.73: Two clusters of PD pulses identified by DBSCAN

The phase resolved pattern and 2-D histogram for the pulses that comprised cluster one

are shown in Figures 7.74 and 7.75 respectively.

Figure 7.74: The phase resolved PD
pattern of the field activity assigned as

cluster one

Figure 7.75: 2-D histogram of the
PD activity identified from the field

data as cluster one

The phase resolved pattern and 2-D histogram for the pulses that comprised cluster two

are shown in Figures 7.76 and 7.77 respectively.

The standard PSA and PSA vector plots for the PD pulses attributed to cluster one are

shown in Figure 7.78 and 7.79 respectively.
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Figure 7.76: The phase resolved PD
pattern of the field activity identified

as cluster two

Figure 7.77: 2-D histogram of the
PD activity identified from the field

data as cluster two

Figure 7.78: The PSA plot of the PD
activity attributed to cluster two of the

field data

Figure 7.79: The PSA plot of the PD
activity attributed to cluster two of the

field data including vectors

7.7 Discussion

Analysis of the phase resolved PD patterns produced by each sample reveals that they all

differ considerably. This is consistent with the understanding that different defects gen-

erate different pulse waveforms due to the differences dielectric material, defect topology

and electrode geometry for example.

It is interesting to note that similarities in the statistical representation of the WE dis-

tribution are visible for the spike on the ferrule, overvoltage, void on the top and void

in the crutch samples. The majority of signal energy is is observed in decomposition

levels D8 and D1. These four samples all contained a straight lead joint which may

have acted to modulate the signals from each defect in a similar manner. Given that

the recorded signal waveform is a convolution of the signal generated at the source, the

effect of the propagation path and the frequency response of the measurement system.

These four samples had the same measurement system, similar propagation paths and

different PD sources. As the WE distribution for each sample are similar, it implies that

the propagation path characteristics dominate this feature of the PD pulses. However,
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as the results of the classification process described in Subsection 7.3.3 returned such

high accuracy, the WE distributions for each sample are independent for each data set.

The effect of propagation path will have a larger influence on a field application as the

distance from the PD source and sensor can be kilometers apart when compared to this

experiment. However, given the frequency dependent nature of the PD signal modifica-

tion. Discriminating PD pulse sources by their energy frequency characteristics should

be robust to this issue in real-life applications. Assuming that sufficient information is

transferred to the data recording. The sensitivity of this technique when applied to field

data is yet to be validated and should be investigated in future work.

The aim of the modified PSA method was to map the most common applied voltage

waveform onto the defect PD pulses and investigate the nature of the activity. The three

waveforms applied to the experiment data relate to each of the phase voltages relative to

earth. In the cases that forensic analysis has identified the dominance of a single phase,

the PSA plots with a repetitive nature have been produced. If we assume that the PD

phenomena is a deterministic process, under similar conditions the expectation that a

similar response from cycle to cycle is understandable. If this is the case, by optimising

the voltage waveform and phase offset, you can potentially find the electrical conditions

at the source. In terms of condition monitoring, the differences in this conditions or the

response of the source to this is of critical importance. Similar repeated patterns are

observed in a number of the experiment data sets as well as cluster two of the field data

- suggesting that this characteristic is universal.

A possible tool for practical monitoring could relate to the pre-processing filter for

a specific noise source. The thermal control CTs that were an integral part of the

experiment introduced a considerable amount of, “PD like” noise into the recorded data.

The noise was observed to retain consistent characteristics over an extended period.

Potentially, a filter that disregarded pulses with specific phase angle, magnitude and

WE, “finger print” could be used to reduce the vast processing and memory resources

required to operate a functional system.

7.8 Summary

A feature vector was designed to comprehensively characterize a number of parameters

from individual PD pulses. These included information from the time, frequency and

time-frequency domain. A number of features that have been historically used for PD

classification were used as well as a new descriptor - WE distribution. The feature

extraction algorithm was applied to four sets of experimental data and then classified

using a support vector machine (SVM). In each case, the experimental data had been

recorded whilst the sample was at rated temperature and it was assumed that only

PD pulses produced by the defect were recorded. The entire 20 dimension FV as well
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as each different data type subset were used to optimise, train and test an SVM to

probe their suitability for PD source classification. The results showed a maximum total

classification accuracy of 91.09% that was returned by the model produced from the WE

distribution features. This is an encouraging result and suggests that the PD signals

attributed to different types of defect, retain sufficient information for classifiacetion.

The result also proves the data is largely independent from the experiment itself and that

subtle characteristics of the PD pulses can be recorded by the on-line PD measurement

system. The results also suggest that the WE distribution of PD pulse could be a useful

descriptor for PD source discrimination that could eventually be automated.

It is generally accepted that there are intrinsic PD pulses produced by PILC cables

under working conditions. In order to facilitate the detailed analysis of the PD pulses

produced by each specific defect, a novel PD discrimination algorithm has been designed.

The process relies on the assumptions that the PD waveforms produced by different

sources are fundamentally different and that the frequency dependent properties of the

pulses’ propagation path (between the source and sensor) are consistent within the

timescale of an experiment. The operation of the algorithm relies on differences in the

frequency energy characteristics of individual pulses produced by independent sources.

The performance of two data clustering algorithms was considered by using them to

cluster a set of processed experiment data. The density-based spatial clustering with

noise (DBSCAN) proved to be more robust than k-means clustering and was selected for

use within the algorithm. Three dimensionality reduction techniques were tested in order

to find their suitability for this application, the t-distributed stochastic neighborhood

embedding (t-SNE) algorithm was identified as performing most effectively and was

selected for subsequent applications. It proved to be more effective at retaining the

local characteristics of the data as well as the global ones - this is essential for visual

verification of the process. The algorithm also produced a higher robustness to the data

that was recognised by a higher sensitivity to subtle characteristics of the data. One

disadvantage of the technique is that it is more computationally demanding but this is

seen to be acceptable given its superior performance.

In order to isolate the sub-set of PD signals that were attributed to each degradation

mechanism, the pulse discrimination algorithm was applied to the processed experiment

data that had been recorded by the ASM. The PD data preceding the application of

each defect or degradation mechanism was compared with any new activity attributed to

each respective process. This technique was repeated for all of the experiments that have

been undertaken throughout this research and the PD activity has been visualised using

a number of methods. The findings of this analysis include the exceptional capability of

this design of cable to cope with considerable PD activity and continue to be operational.

Comparison of the various characteristics of the PD activity that have been recorded for

each degradation mechanism show that the moderately equipped ASM can record data of

sufficient quality to provide information relating to cable defects. The PD discrimination
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technique that has been presented in this work has been proven to work effectively on

experimentally generated data.

The WE distributions produced by each type of defect appear to be independent of each

other with exception of the samples that contained straight lead joints. The statistical

representation of the WE distribution for the spike on the ferrule, overvoltage, void

on the top and the void in the crutch all look similar. However, the results of the

classification process proves that this characteristic is dependent on the PD source. The

modulating action of the propagation path on the PD signal seems to dominate the pulse

waveforms. Given that the inclusion of the joint drastically modifies the proximity of

the earth to the phase conductors may act to dominate this process.

The variation of PSA that has been applied to the experiment and field data reveals

repetitive patterns within the data. This acts to probe the nature of this type of phe-

nomena and implies that by optimising the waveform and applying it to the data, it may

be possible to extract the electrical conditions experienced by the defect. In the context

of PD analysis for condition monitoring, variations in the conditions at the PD source

and its response to these conditions will inform the operator about the degradation of

dielectrics at the PD source. Clearly, further investigation is required in this area but

the development of the PD discrimination technique proposed in this thesis will now

facilitate this.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and further work

8.1 Overview

The characteristics of PD activity produced by defective and damaged PILC cable sec-

tions stressed under rated conditions have been investigated. A bespoke experiment has

been designed and developed to enable the representative testing of 10 m cable sections

under in-service conditions. PD data was recorded using a conventional IEC 60270 com-

pliant system in parallel with a commercially available non-conventional PD monitoring

system. The experiment is capable of applying the rated three-phase voltage as well

as accurately controlling the thermal conditions over the cable samples with a noise

threshold of 25 pC per phase.

A bespoke PD discrimination algorithm was developed and successfully applied to both

experiment and field data. The technique relies on the independent signal energy fre-

quency profile exhibited by pulses from different sources. The process involves plotting

the three-dimensional representation of each pulse’s signal energy distribution. The

assumption that pulses produced by the same source and traveling along the same pro-

rogation path will occupy a localised region of feature space has been proved accurate.

This finding allows for an automated clustering system to identify pulses attributed to

unique sources. Analysis of the PD activity produced by each PD source could poten-

tially be used in future condition monitoring systems.

The experiment was used to test a number of defective or damaged cable samples that

were designed to exhibit electrical, mechanical, thermal and moisture related degradation

mechanisms. The defects and damage applied to the cable were designed to replicate

the conditions known to reduce the operational life of assets in the field. Joints are

widely recognised as a weak-point in cable systems, in order to provide a comprehensive

investigation, three defective straight lead joints were constructed and tested. The cable

samples were fabricated from a new drum on site using techniques consistent with those

used in the field.
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8.2 Findings

A simplistic FEA model was created and tested in order to highlight the electrical

differences under single and three-phase energisation regimes. The key findings were

that under three-phase voltage conditions, the peak electrical field is increased, the time

varying field is rotational rather than radial and the location of peak field differs. These

findings suggest that the PD signals produced by a sample using either energisation

method could be drastically different.

A thermal calibration experiment was undertaken in order to understand the thermal

characteristics of this cable design. The response of a cable sample to a step increase

in load current was recorded to be used as a reference for subsequent experiments. The

relationship between current, conductor and cable surface temperatures was recorded.

This information allowed for the accurate control of a sample at rated conductor tem-

perature of 65◦C by applying a current of 320 A/phase and maintaining the surface

temperature at 53◦C. The act of thermally cycling the cable samples reduced the mag-

nitude of intrinsic PD activity produced by virgin cable samples. This finding was used

to modify the test procedure and ensure that new samples were heat cycled before the

defects or damage was applied to them. PD testing whilst the samples were at high

temperature acted to reduce the magnitude of PD pulses produced by the sample. The

thermal control CTs were observed to introduce periodic noise pulses into the recorded

data. The pulses exhibited consistent phase, magnitude and WE characteristics leading

to the proposal of a possible pre-processing filter for on-line applications.

An experiment was designed and developed to test defective and damaged cable samples

under three-phase rated voltage whilst thermal control and PD data acquisition was

undertaken. The application of two power frequency filters to the power supply of

the experiment as well as increasing the DT tap setting to +5% acted to reduce the

background noise introduced by the experiment from 11 nC to 25 pC.

Two cable termination kits of polymeric construction were tested in order to exam-

ine their suitability for sample construction. The longer (1200 mm) design produced

reduced peak magnitude activity under rated conditions and was physically easier to

manipulate which aided experiment construction. This termination type was selected

for all subsequent sample construction. Reducing the separation distance of the sample

termination phases acted to increase the peak PD magnitude produced by samples un-

der rated conditions. Increasing the distance of the HFCT ASM sensor from the sample

along the earth bond acted to reduce the amount of PD pulses captured by the system.

All of these findings were used to reduce the background, “noise” introduced by the

experiment for subsequent tests.

The conventional PD analysis of the experimental data showed that independent phase

resolved patterns for the raw PD data. It should be noted that the conventional and
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non-conventional PD data acquisition systems do not record the same data, meaning

the direct comparison of their respective PRPD patterns can lead to conflicting conclu-

sions. The conventional system was used to find the apparent charge level of the various

experiments.

A single phase overvoltage of 18 kV was applied to phase two of the, “spike on the

ferrule” sample with the aim of stimulating PD activity. This process was successful

and increased the peak magnitude of the PD pulses generated by the sample under

rated conditions.

A number of mechanical degradation techniques were applied to virgin cable samples.

The mechanical damage caused the generation of new PD activity from the cables at

rated three-phase voltage. Repeated compression to one of the samples caused it to

generate a phase to earth fault and the protection system to trip. Maintaining the rated

temperature of the sample and removal of the mechanical pressure allowed the cable

dielectric to recover and sustain the full rated voltage after 90 minutes. This was seen

as clear evidence of the, “self healing” properties of this cable design.

A bespoke PD discrimination algorithm has been developed that uses the WE distri-

bution of individual PD pulses to identify pulses from different sources. The technique

has been successfully applied to both experimental and field data. The WE distribu-

tion feature appears to be susceptible to modulation by the propagation path properties

experienced by the signals. The ASM data that was recorded from the cable samples

containing straight lead joints looked to have similar WE distributions but could be ac-

curately classified (91%) using an SVM, proving their source specific nature. All of the

phase-resolved PD patterns produced by each degradation mechanism were independent

of one another.

The variation of PSA that has been applied to the experiment and field data reveals

repetitive patterns within the data. This acts to probe the nature of this type of phe-

nomena and implies that by optimising the waveform and applying it to the data, it

may be possible to extract the electrical conditions experienced by the defect. In the

context of PD analysis for condition monitoring, variations in the conditions at the PD

source and its response to these conditions will inform the operator about the condition

of dielectrics at the PD source. Clearly, further investigation is required in this area but

the development of the PD discrimination technique proposed in this thesis will now

facilitate this.

8.3 Further work

This work has identified the influence of signal propagation paths on the WE features

of PD pulses. If this feature of the data is to be applied in robust classification algo-
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rithms in the future. The modulating effects of passing through joints requires further

investigation.

This work has identified that even a conservatively equipped PD monitoring system

is able to record data with sufficient information to discriminate different PD sources.

The sensitivity of this method needs to be identified. Also, the variation in PSA has

proven to identify interesting patterns within the degradation PD data suggesting that

a deterministic phenomena is active. Further investigation into this is required as well

as the identification of trends in activity as a defect actively degrades the performance

of these dielectric materials. This will aid future condition monitoring systems.

The increased reliance on intermittent, inverter fed power supplies in the future gen-

eration portfolio will inevitably introduce a higher harmonic distortion to our power.

The effects of harmonics on PD activity requires further attention, through computer

modeling and experimental validation. The introduction of a larger amount of harmon-

ics in modern power systems will expose dielectrics to more excessive magnitudes of dv
dt

than which they were designed, the affect of this on insulation systems performance and

ageing mechanisms requires investigation.
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